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ABSTRACT 

Listing and Enlisting: The Rhetoric and Social Meaning of Tractate Avot 

Daniel Bernard, Ph.D. 
Concordia University, 2008 

The Mishnah's tractate Avot (c. 250-300 CE) is very popular in the Jewish 

tradition, however its origins, as well as its intended purpose, have yet to be specifically 

identified. Using a "socio-rhetorical" approach, this study aims to relocate the social 

context for the composition of Avot. 

The study begins by analyzing Avot's rhetoric, focusing especially on its rhetoric 

of "listing," demonstrating that the document's structure is determined by its authors' use 

of listed or list-like language. This language is observed to be arranged in a transitional 

manner, moving the reader from the authors' listing of sages—who themselves are shown 

to favour the use of list-like speech—into, finally, exercises in listing. 

Following a comparison of Avot with Mishnah and other Greco-Roman literature, 

the conclusion emerges that Avot's progressive structure is meant to mirror a social 

transition between the status of a (non-rabbinic) Jewish scribe, to that of a disciple within 

the nascent rabbinic guild. Avot was created in order to facilitate the recruitment and 

initial training of rabbinic neophytes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this monograph is to recover something of the context for the 

creation of the Mishnah's1 tractate "Avot" (max, "Fathers"; c. 250-300 C.E.)2, by 

understanding its rhetoric as appropriate to a specific type of social situation. Avot has 

probably been the most familiar of all early rabbinic texts amongst Jews for hundreds of 

years, uniquely entrenched as it is in the Jewish prayer book (Siddur), and available in 

countless popularly translated and interpreted editions. This brief document has been a 

popular subject for Jewish thinkers for centuries, read as much as an historical record of 

early rabbinism as it has been as an ethical guide or philosophical treatise. Yet despite its 

popularity and its concomitant emphasis in faith-based studies of rabbinic texts, 

contemporary critical studies of early rabbinic Judaism have tended to focus somewhat 

less on Avot than they have on other texts such as the Mishnah or Talmuds. Although 

Avot is one of the most popular rabbinic texts within the Jewish tradition, it is also 

generally misunderstood or misused as evidence of the early rabbinic movement. 

The publishing of only rare, brief, or perfunctory critical studies of what is such a 

widely known rabbinic text as Avot has resulted in a relative scholarly ignorance of that 

text and of its place within a definable, original circumstance. Therefore scholars who 

would normally take care to understand a text based in criteria appropriate to the 

contemporary study of history are left, in the case of Avot, too often to rely on biased 

assumptions appropriate to and derived from traditional Jewish understandings of the 

text. We have very little material or external corroborating evidence about the early 

rabbinic movement. Consequently, contemporary students of this period are generally left 
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to focus on the more abundant internal textual evidence (from the Mishnah to the 

Talmuds) that the early rabbis left us. 

In the absence of a more concrete understanding of the character of early rabbinic 

Judaism, Avot in particular has commonly been interpreted according to its perceived 

value as, at best, a collection of earlier strata of redaction, from which the scholar can 

prune earlier sources. But this study will argue that to regard Avot as useful historical 

evidence it must be first taken seriously as a whole document authored with some kind of 

function or persuasive agenda. This study aims to reconstruct the exigency for the 

creation of Avot within the formative period of rabbinic Judaism, as that period can be 

understood according to critical scholarship. Therefore this study begins to reconstruct 

Avot's historical origins through an analysis of its rhetoric, and by investigating the 

social circumstance for which that rhetoric would have been suitable. The hypothesis will 

emerge that Avot was createdwith the intention of training new disciples from a pool of 

new, mid- to late-third century CE recruits into the college of rabbinic sages. 

1.1. Background: Third Century Galilee and the Early Rabbinic Movement 

It was during the nascent period of the rabbinic movement that Avot was created. 

It will therefore be important below to keep in mind the wider socio-cultural context of 

Judaism in the late antique period, especially since the argument will be made that the (or 

some) rabbis at the time of Avot's creation were seeking out new members for their 

group from the greater Jewish community of the Galilee in northern Palestine. 

Especially in regard to its early period, the rabbinic movement is often defined in 

a rather circular manner, going something like this: 
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Question: What is rabbinic Judaism? 

Answer: It is the Judaism represented by rabbis and their literature: halakhic 

(legal) and aggadic (legendary) material, most basically delineated by the major 

works of the Mishnah, Tosefta, Talmuds and midrashic (scriptural commentary) 

texts. 

Question: What is the source of rabbinic literature? 

Answer: Its source is the rabbis: the Torah-teaching, halakhah4-enforcing 

communal leaders of the rabbinic movement (both in Palestine and Babylonia) 

who expounded their opinions orally (only later to be "redacted" into the written 

texts). 

Question: Who were the early rabbis? 

Answer: The founders of rabbinic Judaism. 

Elaborate histories of the early rabbinic period, or biographies of early rabbis, are 

regularly published. In these secondary sources, events or personages described in 

disparate rabbinic documents are rearranged, summarized, or simply rephrased for the 

benefit of a modern readership (related to the issue of the "received view," to be 

discussed in greater specificity below, and in relation to Avot particularly [1.2]). But the 

origins of the rabbinic form of Judaism still remain obscure and largely unsubstantiated 

by external evidence. 

Most often, introductory textbooks of this period will stress that two main forms 

of Judaism emerged out of the crisis of the destruction of the Temple, "Christianity" and 

"rabbinic Judaism." Scholarship on early Christianity has become much more critical in 

recent decades, revealing that the diffusionist portrait for Christian origins—in which the 
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twelve disciples move out from Jerusalem to spread Christianity throughout the known 

world (based first on the narrative of the Acts of the Apostles)—is not historically 

accurate. Evidence for Christian origins begins with a confusing multiplicity of 

Christianities, and we are beginning to recognize the complexity of the social origins of 

Christian life and belief. However, scholarship on early rabbinic Judaism has often not 

recognized the lack of evidence for the origins of this form of Judaism, often accepting 

the retrospective claims of the Mishnah as more or less reliable. Nor has it sufficiently 

recognized the importance of the presence of what Jacob Neusner calls other "Judaisms" 

(whether the early Christians or other groups) in the social or ideological formation of 

rabbinic Judaism.5 

Even by the beginning of the Roman occupation of Palestine, Judaism was 

already identifiable in a number of forms, some of which were more aligned with the 

centralized institution of the Temple, some which rejected it, and many which were 

somewhere in between. This phenomenon is represented by an array of groups, only 

some of which we are familiar with today (such as the Pharisees, the Sadducees, or the 

Yahad at Qumran [responsible for the so-called Dead Sea Scrolls]). But all Jewish 

identity was at least based on the idea that YHWH (God) had made a reciprocal covenant 

with the ancestors of the Jewish ethnos, a covenant that promises the Israelites (and, 

therefore, their "Jewish" descendants [that is, from the tribe and land of Judah]) security 

and prosperity in their "Promised Land" in exchange for their vigilant adherence to 

YHWH's cultic laws ("Torah"). 

Both the Mishnah (mm, "repetition," c. 200 CE, the earliest extant evidence for 

rabbinic Judaism) as well as some minimal external evidence confirm the context of 
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northern Palestine in the third century for the foundation of what we can recognize as 

particularly rabbinic Judaism. Judaism in the third century was regarded both as an ethnic 

group and as a particular religion—that is, the cult to YHWH—within the Roman 

Empire. Jews also enjoyed a special status that allowed them exemption from certain 

obligations of conquered ethnoi within the Empire, such as paying tribute to the emperor 

(understood as a cultic act), due to their (even by then) status as an ancient monotheistic 

cult. By this period, domination of Judaism, and of their ethnic homeland, the Land of 

Israel (Palestine), had been a long-standing fact of Jewish existence. But since the first 

revolt of 66-70 CE, the Second Jerusalem Temple, the long-standing devotional, social 

and economic center of Judaism, had been destroyed. And by the second revolt of 132-

135 CE, Jerusalem itself was renamed Aelia Capitolina and Jews were forbidden access 

to it. This left much of the remainder a "Diaspora" community; even the strong post-

second revolt Jewish presence in northern Palestine was, strictly speaking, a part of this 

Diaspora, since it is Zion—the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, on the land of the ancient 

Israelite kingdom of Judah—that, according to the Hebrew Scriptures, is the home of 

YHWH's presence and of the cult to Him. 

Following "and largely as a result o f the revolt of 135 CE, "Jewish settlement in 

Palestine shifted northward to Upper Galilee..." and, ".. .the location of the Patriarch's 

headquarters [was in] Lower Galilee."6 The hereditary office of the Patriarchate is often 

assumed to have been the ruling body of the autonomous community of Judaism in the 

post-Temple Roman period. The authors of both Mishnah and Avot assert a relationship 

between the rabbinic movement and the institution of the Patriarchate in the third century 

t n 

CE. Lee I. Levine notes that "[t]he status and authority of the patriarch (or nasi [Prince] ) 
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in late antiquity have been accorded various assessments by modern scholars."8 Yet he 

continues, stating that "[t]he opinio communis is that the post-Bar Kokhba era [post-135 

CE] witnessed a serious diminution in the political and economic position of Palestinian 

Jews generally, and with regard to the standing of the patriarch in particular."9 In fact the 

evidence for the Patriarchate, beyond the rabbinic view of that institution, is scanty, only 

beginning to surface in relative volume in the fourth and fifth centuries, while evidence 

for the movement ends around 425-29 CE.10 Descriptions of the Patriarchate by modern 

scholars have ranged from understanding the institution as a local client monarchy to 

understanding it as a relatively non-influential and non-authoritative local Palestinian 

patron family. Only rabbinic sources describe the nasi as the leader of a rabbinic 

academy. Although we have very few sources from the third century about this 

institution, one in particular gives us some hints about outsiders' (i.e. non-Jewish) 

perceptions of the institution. Origen in the mid-third century CE claimed that the 

patriarch had "considerable influence"11 within the Jewish community of Palestine, 

holding trials and the ability to inflict capital punishment (although, as Origen states, 

without "full permission" of the Roman state).12 His description of the patriarch is that of 

a wealthy, king-like figure of both power and authority within the Jewish community 

who, since the beginning of the third century, began to claim Davidic lineage for 

himself.13 

One popular idea used to explain these powers is that the patriarch must have 

been a local puppet ruler appointed officially by the Roman government. Yet this does 

not appear to have been the case. For one, there is "no explicit evidence in rabbinic texts 

that the nasi owed his position to Rome in any... way."14 Moreover, even Origen notes 
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the unofficial nature of the Patriarchate's influence. Finally, all sources concur that the 

patriarchs did not collect taxes for the state, as a puppet ruler would have done; this task 

was appointed instead to the local boule (council), of which the nasi was not a member.15 

Put simply, "the nasi was not assigned any formal designation by the Roman state in the 

third century..."16 

Martin Goodman theorizes that the Partiarchate was permitted to exist and lead in 

a limited but unofficial manner by Rome because the empire did not perceive the 

patriarch as a "local ruler, but simply as a religious leader."17 This is because Roman 

perceptions of Jewish identity revolved not around the idea of Jews as an ethnic group, 

but rather as a cultic body.18 In other words, since Judaism was defined by Rome in this 

century as a voluntary (though ancient) cult to the ancient Jewish god YHWH, to which 

increasing numbers of gentiles were gravitating, the Patriarchate was allowed to exist and 

even thrive in a limited way, as it was not seen as a threatening or competing political 

institution. 

But this did not stop the patriarchs from claiming more than simply cultic powers 

for themselves; in fact, their promulgation among fellow Jews the idea that the patriarchs 

are Davidic messiahs (in the literal sense of a legitimate heir to David's Judean throne) 

indicates aspirations beyond their politically sanctioned scope as does their Hebrew title, 

nasi ("prince"). Although heredity can indeed be established among members of the 

Patriarchate, most of whom were named Gamaliel, extending that heredity back to David 

(as well as, perhaps, to the influential sage Hillel) is much harder to demonstrate 

historically.19 It seems that they were using their influence as powerful, local patrons to 

promote their own position within the Jewish community: The patriarch's "religious 
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authority sometimes gave him secular power over his flock, and... his role was permitted 

but neither officially sanctioned nor encouraged by the Roman state."20 

There are indications during the third century CE of the general Jewish 

population's ambivalence towards the patriarchs in particular, and the Roman 

government in general. Aharon Oppenheimer notes that in the mid-third century, there 

emerged a general tension regarding Roman presence in Palestine: 

... it can be said that Roman rule left its mark on daily life in the cities of the 
Galilee... first, [in] the organization of the cities, including granting of status, 
instituting the urban leadership, and imposing various duties on these institutions; 
and second, [in] the Roman military presence in towns... While Jewish sources 
generally are positive in their appreciation of Roman urban organization, 
especially in the period of R. Judah ha-Nasi, their attitude regarding the military 
presence is on the whole negative, particularly in the period of crisis of the empire 
in the third century [c. 235-284 CE]."21 

While the Patriarchs could not in the third century gain further official, political prestige, 

they seem to have instead opted to increase their influence locally among a community of 

Jewish clients: 

Davidic ancestry clearly provided the Gamalielian dynasty with a strong 
justification for its exercise of authority. All the biblical and liturgical texts about 
David and his successors could be summoned to legitimate the status of the 
patriarchs in Jewish society.22 

In other words, the Gamalielian patriarchs used (and seem to have felt that they needed to 

use) Jewish history as an apologetic for their own authority, claiming that their prestige is 

God-given, not attributable to the Romans, and that therefore they should be regarded as 

the legitimate local Jewish leaders, regardless of their lack of certain civil powers. 

Within this context, other forms of Jewish culture developed as well. Perhaps 

most notably, the institution of the synagogue underwent significant changes during the 

third century, increasing in centrality among certain Jewish communities in Palestine and 
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elsewhere. At this time, the synagogue buildings begin to appear in the archaeological 

records, and gathering at synagogues became a more common practice of various Jewish 

communities throughout the world, including northern Palestine. The Mishnah claims 

rabbinic leadership within the institution of the synagogue. But the external evidence for 

the rabbinic movement reveals that their own claims to authority were not concretized for 

their fellow Jews at the time; Erwin R. Goodenough classically demonstrates an absence 

of rabbinic influence in synagogue remains, while more recent material discoveries seem 

to confirm a general absence of the rabbinic influence on the piety of most Jews.24 Seth 

Schwartz observes that "[i]n the third century..." both "...rabbinic and patriarchal 

authority were... limited."25 

On an explicit level, the Mishnah draws very sharp boundaries between the 

Jewish community (for whom the rabbis dictate cultic and legal norms, according to the 

Mishnah) and other groups (whether gentile or not), in an attempt to replicate piety on the 

level of Temple service (in the absence of an actual Temple or a working caste of 

priests). For example, the Mishnah's tractate Avodah Zarah (roughly translated as 

"idolatry") rejects too much social or economic involvement with gentiles, branding it as 

idolatry, that is, participation in cult to other deities. Moreover, Scripture was defined by 

the early rabbinic authors as excluding any text beginning with the Hellenistic period 

(and which is otherwise regarded by non-rabbis as authoritative) from canon.26 But the 

very language of the Mishnah itself (and Avot to an even greater extent) is replete with 

Greek or Latin loanwords and literary techniques, and even the rabbis' master-disciple 

social structure (to be discussed below [chapter III]) implies influence from institutional 

systems common to the wider Mediterranean and Near Eastern environment. 
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Most often, the origins of the rabbinic movement are traced back to the Second 

Temple Period group called the Pharisees. The Pharisees seem to have been Jewish 

leaders in Palestine who may have enjoyed political patronage of some kind. They led or 

instructed common people who were not members of their group in matters of law, which 

included matters of ritual purity, the interpretations of which they claimed to receive 

extra-Scripturally from their ancestors, passed down from generation to generation. They 

were prominent enough for Josephus to mention them numerous times, for the New 

Testament authors to discuss them as communal leaders (even though the authors also 

expressed conflict with them), and for later rabbinic sages to claim descent from them. 

Rabbi Joseph Telushkin's recent Jewish Literacy is an excellent representation of 

the usual, "street-level" explanation of the supposed ancestral relationship of the 

Pharisees to the early rabbis: they are conflated if not practically equated. According to 

Telushkin, the Pharisees "are the ancestors of all contemporary Jews... their practices 

became normative Judaism"; "[t]heir understanding of Judaism was characterized by 

their belief in the Oral Law." And, most importantly for us, "[i]n actuality [my 

emphasis], the greatest teachers of talmudic Judaism, men like Hillel, Rabbi Yochanan 

ben Zakkai, and Rabbi Akiva, were Pharisees."27 This assertion begins with the rabbinic 

texts themselves, which express "a close affinity to the Pharisaic teachers."28 According 

to Alan Segal, following the basic outlines of the usual explanation in which rabbis 

assume near instant leadership of "Judaism" in the first and second centuries, Pharisaism 

grew into the "rabbinic movement... as a response to the need for a new ruling party to 

govern Israel under Roman occupation after disastrous failures of the two wars for 

independence in 66 and 132 C.E."29 
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But the Pharisees left us no primary evidence of their existence, meaning that the 

only extant descriptions of them contemporaneous to their period are by non-pharisaic 

outsiders, or even opponents. Recent scholarship has revealed that we actually know very 

little about the Pharisees, not enough to be able to demonstrate any direct continuity 

between them and the latter rabbis.30 And while the Mishnah (early third century CE) 

mentions individuals, such as the patriarch Gamaliel, who in external sources are referred 

to as Pharisees (and many others who are not but are now simply assumed to have been 

Pharisees), the Mishnah does not portray them as rabbinic ancestors as much as they are 

portrayed, like most Jewish historical personages or events in the Mishnah, as having 

been a part of the rabbinic system all along.31 

Inscriptional or archaeological evidence for rabbinic Judaism in the third century 

is scanty, "[g]enerally missing is reference to members of the rabbinic class/guild." A 

significant exception to this rule, however, is represented by a lintel found from a now 

lost northern Palestinian (Golan) building of the third century CE, which reads in Hebrew 

"this is the study house of Rabbi Eliezer HaQappar." This sage is also described by both 

the Mishnah and Avot (4:21) as a "Rabbi," providing some corroboration for at least the 

existence of one of these sages, and of his entrenchment in an ancient, northern 

Palestinian school of which he was the master.33 Furthermore, "[n]on-rabbinic literature, 

whether Roman or Christian, is virtually silent about rabbinic office."34 Yet this state of 

affairs has not stopped many scholars from writing elaborate histories on early rabbinism 

(discussed below in 1.2). These works, however, are often little more than reiterations of 

the histories presented in early rabbinic literature itself, histories that have yet to be 

substantially corroborated by external evidence. 
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The available evidence does not allow us to verify an evolutionary scheme for the 

origins of rabbinic Judaism. In fact, growing numbers of critical reconstructions of the 

nascent period of rabbinic Judaism seem to demonstrate that the creation of "rabbinism" 

was more messy and haphazard than the movement's later documents would have us 

believe. The neat picture of generations of Oral Law-advocating Pharisees, tarmaim 

(Palestinian sages understood to be those whose words were "collected" and "edited" into 

the Mishnah, c.70-200 CE), amoraim (Palestinian and Babylonian scholars, c. 200-500 

CE), saboraim (Talmudic editors, c. 500-700), and Geonim ("Excellencies," heads of 

Babylonian rabbinic academies c. 700-1000), derives internally from the documents' 

presentations of their own histories, and seems to have little basis in the corroboration of 

historical facts.35 

Hence critical scholars (discussed below in 1.3) are increasingly focusing on the 

history of the rabbinic documents themselves, that is, tracing a history of authorship and 

ideas, trying to understand the social development of the movement by tracing the 

provenances of the texts that it left us. Thus the history of rabbinic Judaism from this 

latter perspective begins not with Sinai, or Pharisees, or amoraim, but instead with the 

first extant document of rabbinic Judaism, the Mishnah (c. 200 CE). 

Early rabbinic literature, however, is generally ahistorical. This is not a value 

judgment, nor is it dismissive or overly minimal. Rather, any comparative or even 

cursory look at a document composed during rabbinic Judaism's classical period (c. 200-

700 CE) will yield a first reaction of bafflement for even the best trained historian, since 

"[n]one of the Rabbinical documents gives any direct indication of its own authorship or 

any direct indication of to whom it is addressed, or any direct statement of the 
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circumstances that led to its invention." Moshe David Herr, as Marc Zvi Brettler 

remarks, 

...points to an idiom in rabbinic literature: "what was, was," which shows the 
rabbis' complete disregard for actual events of the past. Based on the use of that 
idiom and other rabbinic evidence, he notes, "there was no question more 
meaningless or boring [to the rabbis] than the purpose and usefulness of an exact 
description of what actually transpired."37 

These texts do not seem to care about being historical records, nor did their authors (or 

editors, or compilers) seem to aspire to be historiographers.38 The first extant document 

to attempt a detailed historiography (besides, as some would argue, Avot itself) of 

rabbinic Judaism from its origins comes from the early Middle Ages, in Sherira Gaon's 

tenth century work, Iggeret Rav Sherira Gaon.li is this work that is primarily responsible 

for the view of rabbinic history, still held by many today, in which the creation of 

rabbinic texts—and of the Talmud most preeminently—is a less consequential byproduct 

of the more important (and assumed) phenomenon of rabbinic oral teaching and judgment 

which the Talmud purports to record.39 

Further, following William Scott Green,40 Jack N. Lightstone describes early 

rabbinic literature as not being "mimetic," that is, the documents "do not mimic the social 

worlds which produced them; they are tendentious, party documents whose purpose is to 

inculcate certain perceptions of reality rather than to mirror reality."4 Both the nature of 

language, as well as the interest and agenda of each author, prohibit true "reality" in any 

text, but in the case of rabbinic literature this is even more conspicuous. Again, 

Lightstone notes how "[m]uch of early rabbinic literature is characterized by rendering 

the vast variety of what is said in relatively few structured ways of saying things." Each 

document, vast as it may be, is still reined in by a comparatively limited stock of 
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rhetorical forms—rhetorical forms that are, furthermore, often intended to actually limit 

the appeal, plausibility, and even readability, of its content to only a small group of 

authorized members of the rabbinic circle. 

Therefore to read early rabbinic literature as accurate repositories of reliable 

accounts of previous events should be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. Yet in 

1970, Robert Goldenberg put forth that the assumption residing at the heart of historical 

scholarship on the Babylonian Talmud is that "it has a history which can be traced and 

accounted for" at all.43 While this statement may seem superficially trite, it in fact points 

both to the nature of early rabbinic documents, as well as to the assumptions behind the 

scholars' historical inquiries. Lightstone critiques that "the focus and starting point" of 

more traditional studies "is not the idiomatic character of the documents but the history of 

legal-literary processes of which the documents are simply the epiphenomenal effects."44 

It has been much more common since the Middle Ages to start from the a priori stance 

that indeed the Mishnah, Talmuds, et al, are able to more or less reliably recount for us 

the history which they claim to recount; leaving the historian to simply restate what it is 

assumed the texts already tell us anyway. Since most scholars of rabbinic texts have also 

been trained in Talmudic methods, often in yeshiva settings, they have understood the 

texts from an insider's point of view. Especially since the nineteenth century, historical 

scholars of rabbinic texts have had apologetic agendas, attempting to argue their 

rendering of Jewish history against those of other factions, driven by the "author's need 

to derive authoritative normative law."45 Consequently, these types of scholars securely 

adhere to the knowledge that the content of these texts more or less reflected reality; the 
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texts are more or less interpreted as records of cultures, individuals, and events that the 

scholars understand in advance to be real. 

Rather than looking to rabbinic texts as records of historical events, Jacob 

Neusner since the 1970s has preferred to define rabbinic Judaism based on the character, 

not the content of its documents. He defines rabbinic Judaism as the "Judaism of the Dual 

Torah," meaning that there is an implicit understanding within all rabbinic documents, no 

matter how seemingly disparate, that Torah comes in both written form (i.e., the written 

laws of the Torah in Scripture) and oral form (that is, passed down orally through 

generations of rabbinic sages). It is this idea in basic form that contributes to the defense 

of an evolutionary understanding of the origins of rabbinic Judaism. 

Most scholars, even those who disagree with him, tend to concur at least on the 

point that Neusner initiated in the 1970s a new era for the critical historical study of early 

rabbinic documents.46 Influenced initially by Christian scholars' methods of form and 

redaction (and, in some ways, canonical) criticism, Neusner's project for the last four 

decades has been an attempt, firstly, to understand and catalogue each rabbinic text as a 

literary whole (not simply as a convenient collection of rabbinic opinion, history or 

biography), secondly, to compare it historically (if even possible) to other rabbinic texts 

which are also understood as complete by design.47 Neusner cannot simply trust that 

attributions to named sages are reliable based on a faith in the reliability and 

trustworthiness of his ancient rabbinic predecessors. Neusner shifts the focus from the 

question of whether sections within these documents are reliable as earlier sources, onto 

the issue of these (whole) documents' purpose within the world of those who composed 

and first embraced them. 
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Lightstone has expanded upon this basic methodology, influenced by New 

Testament scholars of the "socio-rhetorical" school (initiated especially by Burton L. 

Mack and Vernon K. Robbins, and to be discussed below [1.4]), into two oeuvres, one on 

the Mishnah, and another on the Babylonian Talmud.48 Lightstone finds the usual 

historical, form, redaction, and canonical schools of criticism insufficient given the nature 

of early rabbinic documents (as noted above), which are not the same as the Christian 

texts for which those approaches were elaborated.49 He maintains that they, in fact, 

"widen the gap between the text and the reconstruction of the social context about which 

the document purports to speak."50 He notes that the kind of texts that rabbinic texts are 

seems to bespeak close ties with institutionalization, as they represent an attempt to 

(re)define canon, and define the language by which one can engage with canon, thereby 

bounding authority and legitimacy according to their rules, which are represented in the 

limited and meaningful rhetoric of these documents.51 This theory, he acknowledges, is 

based in anthropological concepts, especially that "basic, repeated patterns can function 

as means of communication within a particular socio-cultural context."52 

Using a similar "socio-rhetorical" method, the present work will attempt to 

reconstruct the particular exigency for the creation ofAvot within the context of the early 

rabbinic movement. I will argue that Avot is structured in such a way that it implicitly 

(and sometimes explicitly) promotes the idea of list-making as a hallmark of rabbinic 

activity. It inculcates in the reader a particular version of rabbinic history, certain ideas 

about rabbinic ideology, and a rudimentary introduction of mishnaic Listenwissenschaft, 

the name used by Neusner to characterize Mishnah's particular kind of list-oriented 
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language.53 This will lead to an interpretation of Avot as a training manual or 

"handbook"54 for newly recruited rabbinic disciples in the mid- to late-third century CE. 

"Rabbinism" did not represent the entirety or even the majority of Judaism in its 

nascent period, nor can we demonstrate that the rabbis were the "ruling party" of the 

Jewish community of Palestine described by Segal,55 although they did make certain 

claims to authority. Rather, Lightstone characterizes the rabbinic movement in its early 

period as a small "guild" or "college" {collegium) of scribal sages working as 

administrators under the patronage of the Palestinian Patriarch (nasi)—sages whom today 

we call "rabbis" due to the title used for college members within their extant texts. 

The first of those texts, the Mishnah, presents itself as a collection of legal debates 

attributed to those sages, but the literary context of these cases is an imagined world in 

which the Temple-state still existed. External evidence still does not confirm the extent of 

rabbinic claims to authority in the third century; rabbis in their early context seem to have 

had little power over their communities, certainly not as much as the Mishnah claims or 

implies.56 Lightstone reckons it is the expertise of administration under the Patriarch 

Judah I that is inculcated by the repetitive, mnemonic language of Mishnah; the "cases" 

of Mishnah serve more to inculcate administrative expertise than as a practical legal 

guidebook.57 Lightstone concludes that Mishnah therefore represents a stage at which the 

role of the rabbi (literally, "my master") was becoming increasingly defined and 

institutionalized (more on Mishnah below, III.4). His identity as a "master" status-holder 

was becoming defined by his command of Mishnah, and the worldview and way of life 

that it propounds: ".. Mishnah's pervasive rhetorical traits... model the requisite mastery 

of the guild."58 
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As we will see, the early rabbinic documents represent incremental efforts by the 

rabbinic guild towards greater or different kinds of institutionalization. Rabbis in the 

classical period—from the Mishnah through Avot and on to the Talmuds—articulated a 

growing awareness of their own leadership potential, they expressed an increasing 

interest in entrenching themselves in academic and legal institutions, and they created 

texts corresponding to these stages of social and institutional formation. In this context, / 

will argue that Avot represents a post-mishnaic phase of rabbinic social formation, in 

which the institution of the school and the subject of Mishnah and Torah are focused 

upon in the interest of recruiting and training new disciples. 

1.2. Problem: The Received View on Avot 

In response to the relative lack of critical studies of Avot in its original context, 

this study attempts to provide an alternative to the "received view" within the academic 

field of Jewish History, which is normally employed to interpret Avot as historical 

evidence. The received view is "the prescribed way of asking and answering questions in 

a given academic discipline."59 Within the field of Judaic Studies, or the more specialized 

field of "Rabbinics," the received view on Avot is most often produced by what Robbins 

calls an "historical-critical discourse," which in the case of the study of early Christianity, 

"does not try to present a historical study: 'that is, it does not try to reconstruct the 

historical events which actually occurred' (Matera 1986; 5). The goal 'is to study each 

passion narrative in terms of the particular evangelists' theology' (Matera 1986: 6)." 

This discourse, avers Robbins, 
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... evokes a conviction that there is really no better insight into... history than 
these texts that were chosen by reputable early Christians to represent the story of 
who they are.61 

Donald Harmon Akenson maintains that the study of rabbinic literature is usually 

conducted by specialists. Noting that vernacular translations of rabbinic literature were 

not made available until relatively recently (excluding Avot), he states that, 

Mostly... translations into vernacular languages foundered not on direct 
opposition, but because the scholars who were expert enough to do the work had 
no interest in having the texts read widely: this from a mixture of intellectual 
preciousness, possessiveness, and a sense that translations were vaguely impure.62 

Those who proscribe to this kind of "guild orthodoxy," as Edward Said suggested about 

Orientalist scholars, serve more to maintain their tradition of interpretation than to 

critically examine evidence.63 This perspective when it comes to studying ancient Judaic 

texts is naturally more often conducted within Jewish tradition, or within Jewish 

institutional settings. It therefore tends not to answer the question, "What did this text 

mean to its intended audience?" Rather it attempts foremost to answer the question, 

"What does this text mean to us?"64 

The received view is most often derived from a confessional perspective, by 

contemporary Jews who wish to find in their sacred texts meanings relevant in the 

context of their own time and culture; this is an expected and legitimate theological and 

philosophical exercise. But this approach can be more impressionistic, as it does not 

usually rely—nor does it intrinsically need to rely—on hypotheses based in explicit 

models of interpretation, or on questions testable by other interpreters. 5 The received 

view is self-contained and does not need to present any conceptual framework or 

methodology from which its conclusions are derived. The text is a priori trusted as more 

or less accurate because the tradition which regards it as meaningful must also regard it 
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as trustworthy. This is the basis for a problem that, based on comments by B. Mack, J. 

Lightstone has observed is typical in studies of early rabbinism. This is the so-called 

"Catch-22,"66 the problem of circularity, wherein the literature under examination 

provides "the primary evidence and theoretical paradigms for the reconstruction of 

whence a text originated.67 It is from this perspective that we tend to be left with 

conclusions such as those that confirm pharisaic origins for the rabbis, or voluminous 

histories or biographies of the early rabbis culled from the early rabbinic texts.68 

In the case of academic studies of Avot in particular, I have observed two 

principal problems that limit our understanding of the value of Avot as historical 

evidence. Firstly, most studies trust, in some way or another, the traditional views about 

Avot (or even Avot's own claims about itself) as being more or less historically reliable. 

And secondly, even these types of study are far less abundant and therefore less 

influential than the popular and omnipresent commentaries in which one is most likely to 

encounter those traditional views. When Avot's origins are investigated, it is most often 

trusted more or less as what it claims to be: records of the sayings of sages of the early 

rabbinic movement. As discussed above, rabbinic texts are often interpreted in this 

circular manner, trusting a document's claims, without corroboration, as more or less 

factual. But with Avot the problem of circularity is arguably even more pronounced than 

with the study of other rabbinic texts. This is because Avot itself is used within Judaism 

as the source for the myth of "Oral Torah" that justifies the received view. This view 

holds that rabbis and their legal interpretations are not novel, but rather participate in the 

creation of an orally handed-down "Torah" that is coequal with scriptural Torah. The 

contention of Avot 1:1, that the earliest rabbis received "Torah" from Sinai in generation 
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after generation of masters and disciples, is used to buttress this claim, or it is often 

simply assumed a priori. So with Avot it is especially the text itself that is seen as able to 

explicate itself. The procedure of inquiry is a "Catch 22" similar to that observed above 

regarding the study of rabbinic literature in general: Whence Avot? From "the rabbis." 

How do we know? The mythology of Oral Torah and rabbinic succession tells us so. 

How do we know that mythology? From Avot! 

Those who subscribe to the received view therefore read the text as being able to 

explicate its own origins. This understanding of the text, moreover, serves as part of a 

larger depiction of Jewish history that is also based on trust of the topical programs of the 

texts from which scholars are working. These scholars are engaged in the charge of 

providing meaning to the present reader, by interpreting a text as a well-described 

example of a meaningful and identity-providing history. What the text says about itself is 

taken more or less at face value and, as Lightstone continues, traditional scholars' 

"analyses assume a context in which worthwhile scholarly debate continues about the 

details only."69 

Yet while this situation may disconcert a critical historian, it is also an 

understandable cultural and religious phenomenon, arising predictably from the unique 

status of Avot within Judaism. It must not be underemphasized that Avot is quite popular 

within the Jewish tradition, among lay Jews, rabbis and scholars. Avot presents itself as a 

compilation of wisdom sayings of the earliest generations of rabbinic leaders and, over 

time, the document has gained a wide readership among Jews who look to those sayings 

for moral and ethical guidance. Consequently, most of Avot's readers do not encounter 

the text as a mishnaic tractate. Rather, for centuries, independently published 
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commentaries on Avot by noted rabbis or Jewish thinkers have become a standard for 

Judaic literature. It has been remarked hyperbolically that for every rabbi there is a 

commentary on Avot. In fact Akenson notes that by the end of the nineteenth century, 

Avot had been translated into 78 modern languages71; while Sharvit observes that "we 

know of more than two hundred separate commentaries on Avot, which were written 

during the ages in various countries."72 And more are published every decade. These 

commentaries do not alter the text itself, but add the subjective interpretations of the 

commentators, featuring them as prominently as (if not more prominently than) the text 

itself, usually in the form of extensive footnotes. The purpose of these commentaries is to 

explain the text to modern Jewish readers, to give the ancient text contemporary meaning. 

Today one can find in a typical Judaica book or gift store Avot in a form suited 

for most any variety of Jew—from widely referenced commentaries by modern rabbis 

such as Philip Blackman73 or Joseph Hertz74; to admired calligraphic artworks by the 

likes of Mordechai Rosenstein which visually depict sayings from Avot; to Artscroll's 

Pirkei Avos: Illustrated Youth Edition?5 which, according to their online catalogue, is 

intended for children aged ten to twelve.76 Such a shop will often be found to have a shelf 

or even display area devoted to Avot commentaries, leaving the multi-volume but 

esoteric editions of the Talmud (such as the Schottenstein, Soncino or Steinsaltz editions) 

on a neutral shelf at the back of the room, or even another room. Those Talmud editions 

are among the so-called seforim (literally "books"): abstruse, original-language, sacred 

texts understood to be the serious province of rabbis, scholars, and educated men. Avot, 

on the other hand, is a popular text.77 While, for example, the Mishnah was only 

translated into English for the fir§t time in 1933, Avot has been commented upon in both 
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Hebrew and vernacular for centuries.78 Avot is also part of synagogue liturgy, the only 

complete mishnaic tractate found in the Siddur (including a sixth chapter added during 

the Middle Ages called Kinyan Torah), traditionally read from Passover to Rosh 

Hashanah in Askenazic Judaism, and until Sukkot in Sephardic, before evening Sabbath 

services. Avot therefore also functions in a ritual context, during which its meaning is 

annually contemplated at synagogue over the protracted period of many weeks. 

Discussion of the historical happenstances which have led to Avot's preeminent 

place in popular Jewish consciousness would be a fascinating thesis in itself, but is 

beyond the scope of the present monograph. However, we can briefly note here what it is 

in the text itself that seems to attract so many Jews to it. As stated above, the text appears 

to record a series of wisdom sayings, essentially aphorisms, attributed within the 

document to some of the early rabbis. As also noted above, the lineage of these rabbis 

extends back to Moses at Sinai by means of consecutive generations of masters and 

disciples, and therefore Avot also has value as an apology for the theory of "Oral Torah," 

a purpose for which it has been used for centuries.79 For rabbinic leaders, Avot provides a 

valuable tool for adding to and inculcating their own authority within the community. 

Yet, political considerations aside, Avot is simply a well-loved collection of wise, and 

often quite amusing, sayings by figures whom Jews traditionally regard as authorities: the 

founding rabbis—not the least important oh whom was the first rabbi according to 

tradition, Moshe Rabbenu ("Moses Our Rabbi," or, "Moses Our Master"). 

Rabbis of later generations, including those of today, who see themselves as direct 

descendants of that intellectual ancestry, participate in Avot and in the tradition it is seen 

to establish by writing commentaries. Avot presents the wisdom sayings of early rabbis, 
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which are understood to be legitimate parts of "Oral Torah," because they come from 

rabbis who are shown to have properly "received Torah" from (or in other words, were 

trained by) a rabbi of the previous generation. By adding a commentary on Avot to the 

canon, a rabbi, in a way, partakes in what he (I have yet to find a commentary on Avot 

written by a woman) understands Avot as communicating, which is the value and 

necessity of perpetuating the oral tradition. Therefore, for the authors of the 

commentaries, Avot's natural state is seen to be as a text that invites, and is even 

incomprehensible without, their commentary; while for their audiences, the 

commentaries provide meaning to a document that they understand as ancient and 

invaluable. 

Yet this most familiar way which lay Jews as well as scholars are likely to access 

the text does not speak to the historicity of Avot. Those who prescribe to the received 

view understand the historical value of Avot to lie more in the history that it (or later 

tradition) overtly depicts, and less in the document's form as a cohesive composition by 

an authorship with a particular agenda. Avot claims to be a repository of sages' sayings 

during the formative rabbinic period, and so those who prescribe to the received view 

tend to view the document this way as well. This way of evaluating a document is 

expected and understandable amongst adherents of a religion, and should be expected in a 

pious commentary. 

But all too commonly, the assumptions that are made within Avot commentaries 

are also exploited as the framework for what purport to be historical or critical studies. 

Let us take as an example the treatment of Avot by MB. Lerner in one of the most 

recognized scholarly works on early rabbinism, The Literature of the Sages, First Part: 
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Oral Tor a, Halakha, Mishnah, Tosefta, Talmud, External Tractates, edited by Shmuel 

Safrai.80 The following excerpted selections will demonstrate how Lerner evaluates Avot, 

with all emphases added (unless otherwise indicated) by this author to highlight 

statements to be regarded cautiously: 

Chapter one is essentially an ancient document summarizing the Oral Tora from 
Moses on Sinai through the biblical period, and the Second Commonwealth, 
extending from the "Men of the Great Synagogue"... until the beginning of the 
first century C.E....81 

Lerner presumes that the basic claims of Avot are to be taken more or less at face value 

as fact. The first chapter of Avot claims to present an historically accurate chain of 

tradition; the only type of historical evidence that Lerner sees as possible in reading this 

chapter is that it records and communicates exactly what tradition claims it does: a 

presentation of the history of "Oral Tora" transmission. Moreover, in reading that 

supposed history, Lerner has no problem in quite anachronistically using terms like "Oral 

Tora," or "Synagogue"82 in discussing phenomena more ancient than the first 

articulations of these later concepts. Furthermore, whether these phenomena were even 

existent or relevant to the evidence is not questioned; what matters to Lerner is that they 

are presently relevant. 

Similarly, Lerner reads Avot 2:8-14—a narrative depicting Yohanan Ben Zakkai 

and his disciples—as an historical record of the "academy" of a rabbinic master and his 

disciples. 

It is interesting to note that in the academy of Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai, the 
curriculum apparently included philosophical investigations.8 

We have no evidence other than the narratives of rabbinic documents that allows us to 

confirm the existence, let alone the character, of Yohanan ben Zakkai's "academy" or the 
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"academy" of any other rabbi of this period (except for, perhaps, R. Eliezer HaQappar; 

see 1.1 above). But Lerner's a priori assumptions do not allow him to even try to 

investigate whether this could be historically verified. And even if the existence of such a 

school could be proven to exist from outside evidence, why should Avot be trusted as an 

accurate record of it? Lerner takes at face value that there was such an academy because 

adhering to the traditional view requires believing that this is so. Only a detail about the 

supposed "curriculum" of this supposed academy is an interesting enough point for 

Lerner to seemingly discover. 

Finally, what is Avot's historical value? According to Lerner, Avot (or at least its 

first four chapters) is the historiography it claims to be: 

It may be concluded that the first four chapters of Avot [author's emphasis] 
represent a complete chronological panorama of the mishnaic period... Tannaic 
chronology is more or less carefully observed.84 

Lerner's inquiry is based in the tradition that holds those terms to be real, and Avot is 

seen as a repository of records pertaining to and deriving from that supposed period. Avot 

is useful as historical evidence to Lerner only because he trusts it as a more or less 

accurate historical record from which, through form or redaction criticism, either strata of 

editing can be extracted, or the lives of actual "sages" can be reconstructed. All of these 

assumptions can be found at the basis of these few selected statements, as well as in 

several other statements not cited here. But these assumptions also permeate the 

discourse of the entire chapter, leading to conclusions that are mostly erudite reiterations 

of the topical content of the text, and of the text's traditions of interpretation. 

Compare Lerner's 1987 study to, for example, Rabbi Joseph Hertz's 1945 

commentary on Avot, clearly intended for the tractate's typically popular audience rather 
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than for the student of history. Hertz's is fairly representative of the countless modern, 

traditional Avot commentaries. One observes that the assumptions and conclusions of 

both this popular volume and the academic inquiry conducted by Lerner are almost 

identical. Observe the following examples, again with emphases added: 

.. .this tractate [of the Mishnah] is almost entirely concerned with moral conduct. 
It consists... of the favourite maxims... of some sixty Rabbis, extending over a 
period... from 300 B.C.E. to 200 of the common era9,5 

[1:1 -15 is] a chronological record of the origin and transmission of the Oral 
Tradition in Judaism, from the oldest Rabbinic authorities down to Hillel and 
Shammai.86 

[The "Great Assembly,"] or, "Great Synagogue", [sic] The Prophets, Scribes, 
Sages and Teachers who continued the spiritual regeneration of Israel that was 
begun by Ezra... The main facts concerning the Great Assembly are unassailable 
by sober historical criticism. 

Firstly, Hertz, a modern rabbi, is clearly concerned with what he considers to be 

historical fact, but primarily he is concerned with "morals," which his rather subjective 

(though no more or less subjective than an average pious commentary on Avot) 

interpretations of most any mishnah™ can indicate. His historical findings are therefore 

founded more on assumption or trust in tradition than based in historical evidence. For 

instance, to him Avot accurately records sayings of rabbinic sages over a 500-year 

period. The date 200 CE is the rough date of the composition (or as tradition might put it, 

the "redaction") of the Mishnah, of which Hertz considers Avot to be a part. Avot cannot 

be conceived of as a creative product, but only as an accurate record of history composed 

by individuals who are trustworthy to keep that record. Hertz is not very interested in 

evidence, though, despite statements such as, "the main facts concerning the Great 

Assembly are unassailable by sober historical criticism."89 Of course such claims about 

an historical phenomenon are praiseworthy to an historian, if the evidence does not allow 
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anything more. However, Hertz relies on ideas current to scholarship of his period, in 

which rabbinic documents were relied upon and trusted as historical records. He writes 

within "a context in which worthwhile scholarly debate continues about the details 

only." Hertz is a participant in modern Judaism, and thus a (fairly understandable) 

participant in unreflectively passing on the received view as historical fact. Hertz's 

primary goal is to demonstrate how Avot has historically been, and therefore can be, 

applied by Jewish people as an ethical guide to an ideal, righteous society. This means 

that, for Hertz, implicit trust in the traditional, "historical" views about Avot are 

acceptable since his goals are to communicate morals within that tradition to fellow Jews. 

However, since both Lemer's assumptions and conclusions do seem to match 

with Hertz's so closely, cannot the tacit goal of the former be said to at least be closer to 

what would usually be considered theology rather than history writing? Both approaches 

to Avot share the common goal of contributing to contemporary Jewish identity. Lerner 

simply provides a "scholarly refinement"91 of the received view on Avot, and little more; 

and the same can be said of so many well-intentioned historical studies of the document. 

We can deduce by surveying the secondary literature on early rabbinic texts, that, 

perhaps because Avot is so well known, scholars seem to think that detailed analysis of 

Avot is unnecessary. The Mishnah or Talmuds are scholars' books within Judaism, and 

so are more commonly studied by scholars when social or historical inquiry is attempted 

at all. It would seem that most scholars of early rabbinic Judaism are less interested in 

truly investigating the origins of Avot itself. Avot is assumed to be what it says it is: a 

more or less reliable record of early rabbinic historical information. Consequently, one of 

the most common methods when Avot is used as historical evidence is to sidestep serious 
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consideration of the whole document in favour of parsing it, often with little reasoning or 

explicit methodology, into what the interpreter deems to be the document's earlier 

sources. 

This tendency plays out in a paper presented by Avot scholar Alon Goshen-

Gottestein92 at the AAR-SBL Annual Meeting in Toronto, 2002. Again, the title is telling: 

"The Earliest Core of Avot: Ideological Battles in the Shadow of Historical Structures" 

(emphasis added).93 The article, regardless of its specific thesis, ably demonstrates the 

assumptions that lay behind the study as a whole. As the thesis statement avers, "/« 

approaching Mishna Avot we recognize several independent redactional units" 

(emphasis added). The existence and primacy of "units"—at the expense of analyzing 

Avot as a whole document—and the concomitant analysis of them is not even questioned 

at the outset. It is not the search for earlier sources, strata, units, or "cores" in itself that is 

flawed, since all texts do come from some earlier version or versions (whether oral or 

written). My point, rather, is that the search for these earlier versions tends to take 

precedence in the field of scholarship on Avot, mostly ignoring the fact of the completed 

document. 

Avot is most often seen by those who identify themselves as historians as a 

repository of earlier sources, because that is what the document claims to be: a record of 

the sayings of the earliest rabbinic sages. To doubt this would put into doubt the assumed 

but unverified existence of some supposed "Tannaitic" (or even "Pharisaic" and earlier) 

stages of nascent rabbinism that the scholars who normally read Avot understand it to be 

speaking about. Because of the interest on the part of Avot's usual readership in verifying 

the cogency of Avot's traditional interpretations, the question of the document's own 
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historical origins—i.e., as a final and creative product—is seen as more trifling (possibly 

even threatening) and remains widely ignored. For a field of scholarship to pursue 

hypothetical sources, while the evidence of the final text itself is taken as an assumed 

given, seems perplexing; but it is the influence of the received view, which claims to 

account for the historical meaning of Avot, that explains it. The trust that Avot is indeed a 

slowly redacted collection of rabbinic sayings leads the traditional scholars who most 

frequently study Avot to therefore look to it for historical sources in the form of strata or 

layers of composition. Goshen-Gottstein remarked to me after his presentation that he 

looks at Avot first as a repository of sources instead of as a comprehensive document 

because his work is that of an "archaeologist of texts."94 His instinct is to forego analysis 

of Avot as we have it because he finds the idea that Avot, which presents itself as 

literarily diverse, must therefore be simply a series of literary strata, of "units." And this 

may well be so. But, put plainly, this ignores the evidence with which we are presented: 

we do have Avot as a whole text. In contradiction to this, his further analogy, that Avot as 

we have it is like an unexcavated tel, demonstrates the general historical bias against 

examining Avot: it is assumed that Avot as we have it is comparable to a pile of dirt, 

while the treasures lay underneath—quickly getting past that top layer is assumed to be 

an implicit necessity. This, I maintain, does violence to the text. 

Understanding Avot as a collection of redacted sources or strata can be 

detrimental to the study of Avot as a whole document. This is because any theory about 

the origins of Avot in its completed form can be—and often is—immediately dismissed, 

since any statement in Avot can be viewed as either an earlier source or a later 

interpolation. That Avot was "authored" by someone or by a group with agenda is 
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sometimes seen as an indemonstrable, if not simply ludicrous, claim, since Avot's 

"redactors" can be trusted to have only presented Avot as exactly what it claims to be: a 

collection of some of the sayings of the earliest generations of rabbis. Such a position is 

not based on criticism or investigation, but on trust, on assumptions, and on an interest in 

confirming the foundations of that trust and of those assumptions. Therefore the tendency 

to avoid studying Avot as a whole document is often a result of the influence of the 

received view on Avot scholarship. 

The discussion about the historical meaning of Avot is too commonly held on the 

terms of asking, "How accurate is this record of history," rather than what I will argue, 

and attempt to demonstrate, is the primary and heretofore under-examined question: "By 

and for whom would this document, which claims to record a history, have been 

appropriate?"95 No balance yet exists between the dominant form of historically oriented 

scholarship of Avot—that is, of its supposed sources and strata—and the comparatively 

deficient amount of critical examinations of the entirety of the text as legitimate evidence 

for Avot's own origins. 

1.3. Critical Studies of Avot 

Instead of an overwhelming critical alternative or response to the ubiquity of the 

received view in Avot scholarship, most of the few critical studies of Avot still do not 

tend to treat the text as a document that can tell us important information about those 

responsible for its creation. While critical scholars have spent the last four decades 

making some headway in contributing to our understanding of other major rabbinic texts, 

and of the early rabbinic movement, scholarship on Avot in this vein has been far less 
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substantial. This, of course, might be excused given that it was only in the 1970s and 

1980s that Jacob Neusner's critical reorientation began a new stage of the debate96; these 

scholars simply have not yet gotten around much to Avot. 

Yet however understandable this situation may be, we are nevertheless left with 

conclusions that are brief and, one can sense, less in-depth than are possible about the 

more distinct setting for Avot's composition. When Avot is discussed by critical scholars, 

it is often in a rather perfunctory manner, within the context of works on broader 

historical topics. Here Avot is usually regarded, fairly but often too broadly, as an 

example of intellectual articulation of the early rabbis, a document created and intended 

to apologetically argue for the legitimacy of the rabbis by connecting them and their 

teachings to revealed Torah. But even then, it is usually only the first two chapters of 

Avot that are examined as reflections of any authorship or audience; it is those chapters 

that most clearly emphasize the theme of the "chain of tradition" (from Sinai to the 

rabbis).97 The relative superficiality, as well as the scarcity, of critical treatments of a 

document arguably better known than either the Mishnah or the Talmuds presents a 

substantial problem if one wishes to refer to secondary literature on Avot's origins. 

Although reference will be made to several contemporary and modern studies of Avot 

throughout the remainder of this monograph, I will now present a brief and illustrative 

discussion of two scholars of Avot who represent the early phase of critical study of 

Rabbinic documents in the 1970s and 1980s, Jacob Neusner and Anthony J. Saldarini. 

While these and other critical studies will be influential on the discussion below, they 

also approach Avot from perspectives that seem to limit our possible understanding of the 

agenda of those responsible for the creation of the text. 
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I.3.a. Jacob Neusner 

Jacob Neusner has treated Avot significantly in several of his hundreds of books, 

including Torah From Our Sages: Pirke Avot. A New American Translation and 

Explanation;9* "Abot: From the Torah to Torah," in Torah: From Scroll to Symbol in 

Formative Judaism;99 Introduction to Rabbinic Literature;100 and Rabbinic Judaism: 

Structure and System.101 Most of these works touch on Avot in order to contribute to 

broader discussions of other topics. All the same, since Neusner is at the fore of critical 

scholarship on rabbinic literature he can provide a prime example of the current standard 

for understanding Avot as a whole document. However, his insight into Avot's social or 

historical origins is still relatively indistinct. 

Neusner examines the formal structure of Avot in one of his many introductory 

volumes to Rabbinic Judaism, Introduction to Rabbinic Literature. This work represents 

a more basic restatement of his findings as presented in his earlier works. Neusner's 

approach is brilliant in its simplicity, and is also regularly ignored (or even derided) by 

many scholars of early rabbinism.102 He begins by analyzing the rhetorical structure of 

the argument of any given early rabbinic document—including Avot. He then illustrates 

its "logic of coherent discourse," finally summarizing its "topical program." He notes that 

the rhetoric of Avot is essentially "aphoristic",103 presenting wisdom sayings in the form 

of a list. The logic derives from the self-evident legitimacy of a list of authorities, as the 

topical program is simply wisdom or ethics—wisdom sayings associated with each other 

only by virtue of their place within the list.104 Furthermore, based on his analysis Neusner 

also deduces an historical judgment: 

Tractate Abot is... a handbook of wise sayings for... disciples of sages, especially 
those involved in administration of the law."105 
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This conclusion, though judiciously based on the contours of the document itself, 

assumes much. What "law?" How is it "administered?" Who were these "disciples?" 

Neusner implies the presence of significant social and institutional relationships within 

the early rabbinic movement by using these terms, but his conclusion is quite vague, 

especially when compared to how careful Neusner is in analyzing the character of the 

document itself. 

Even though he does not devote as much space to discussing Avot in his overall 

body of work as he does to discussing other documents such as the Mishnah, the 

Talmuds, or Midrashic literature, Neusner better than most scholars actually attempts to 

answer the question, "What is Avot?" Or in other words, "How is Avot—as we have it— 

actually constructed?" Neusner does not simply assume that we understand what Avot is 

or how it was constructed or understood in its original context, nor does he even discuss 

the matter of hypothetical earlier strata. His focus is on the composition of a known 

document rather than on the hypothetical compilation and redaction of supposed earlier 

sources. 

However, Neusner has barely attempted to answer the question, " Whence Avot?" 

Or in other words, "For whom, by whom, where and when would this document have 

been composed?" Neusner's first work to focus on Avot alone did not sufficiently 

succeed in addressing the issue of Avot's socio-historical context. In 1983, after about a 

decade of championing a revolution of form and redaction criticism in the study of 

rabbinic texts, Neusner, a respected scholar of Judaic Studies as well as a rabbi, did what 

respected Torah scholars and rabbis seem implicitly to be expected to do: he published a 

commentary on Avot, Torah From Our Sages: Pirke Avot. A New American Translation 
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and Explanation™6 This book is not only structured roughly as a traditional commentary 

(that is, the text is read and explicated more or less concurrently), but is also clearly 

directed not to a more scholarly audience, as his later Introduction would be, but to a 

popular one. As he states in his prologue, 

Who am I? And who do I imagine you to be? I am a teacher who writes in 
America, for North American Jews and for other Jews who read our American 
language. I imagine that you are a Jew, and that your native language is English... 
[Avot] addresses a long-ago time and place. Ours is a work of making this mode 
of address intelligible to ourselves.10 

As with all other commentaries on Avot, historical fact serves Neusner in the end to 

render modern experience meaningful. And even though he uses his characteristically 

keen critical perspective in deciding what constitutes relevant historical fact, Neusner's 

ultimate aim, as even the subtitle of the commentary suggests ("A New American 

Translation and Explanation"), is not historical research but ethical guidance. 

Here again, Neusner only superficially conjectures about Avot's origins. Though 

he takes the rhetoric of the document seriously, when it comes to contextualizing that 

rhetoric it does little more than ask leading questions. Neusner's prudence tells him that 

not much more than this can be done, at least for a lay audience. But he does state, "[a]t 

the outset, let us ask ourselves the necessary questions of authorship and context: Who 

wrote this book? How did it reach us?"108 He responds by asserting that, "[t]he simple 

fact is that Pirke Avot does not contain the answers to these questions... We simply do 

not know anything about how things were formulated and placed into circulation." 

When characterizing those whom he thinks composed Avot, Neusner provides 

little more than descriptions of the rhetoric itself. For example, he states that "the framers 

[of Avot] did not want to give us history or biography. They composed Avot for some 
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other purpose."110 In other words, if the document has or has not such and such a 

characteristic, then the authors of Avot are people who did or did not want such and such 

a characteristic to be present in their composition. Thus in his epilogue111 he does not 

hypothesize about their identity as much as he points to where comparisons might be 

made by the reader of the commentary, in the form of cliched descriptions of Greco-

Roman forms of Judaism such as the "Essenes,"112 "Early Christianity,"113 or "the 

Pharisees,"114 as they might be found in any introductory textbook on ancient Judaism. 

Most of this commentary is in fact just that: an exploratory commentary, not an argument 

about Avot or its authors. But his reconstruction of Avot's authorship seems vague, 

especially given Neusner's acknowledgment that Avot's rhetoric, 

... shows that everything was put together in an artful way, with close attention to 
questions of form. Accumulations of wise sayings made over a long period of 
centuries do not magically fall into neat arrangements by threes, fives, twos, 
fours, sevens and the like... the sayings in these chapters do form patterns...'15 

And this, as we will see, is the essential premise from which I will begin my argument 

below: Avot's "patterns" bespeak an authorship with purpose. 

As a form, redaction, and rhetorical critic, Neusner regards the literary structures 

of Avot, which are so often ignored in traditional commentaries, as indicators of social 

meaning. However, his conclusions regarding for whom, where, why, when, and by 

whom this text was written are only slightly vaguer than those in his 1994 Introduction. 

Neusner's work on Avot to date provides us with brilliant and innovative analyses of 

Avot's rhetoric, but relatively little social or historical interpretation of that rhetoric. I 

aim to demonstrate below (II-III) that Avot's internal rhetorical data can yield more 

specific information about the exigency for Avot's creation than Neusner has allowed. 
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I.3.b. Anthony J. Saldarini 

Anthony J. Saldarini's Scholastic Rabbinism: A Literary Study of the Fathers 

according to Rabbi Nathan116 represents one of the more noted studies that have 

attempted any serious social or historical contextualization of Avot. The strength of 

Saldarini's study is its comparative approach, attempting to place Avot within not only 

the Judaic world of its time, but also within the context of the Greco-Roman world as a 

whole. He analyzes the literary features of Avot and tries to relate the text both in form 

and function to similar Greco-Roman literature. Further, he contextualizes Avot through 

his comparisons, attempting to hypothesize about a reasonable social setting for it. For 

example, since Avot can be paralleled to a certain extent with lists of founders of 

philosophical schools, a school setting is hypothesized for Avot as well. Saldarini 

analyzes, in more detail than is common, aspects of Avot such as its structure, its "genre 

and purpose," its "themes," and its "historical setting." His analyses, comparisons, and 

some of his social conclusions will prove to be valuable references throughout the present 

study.117 

However, these conclusions, while useful, are still more of a literary than an 

historical nature; Saldarini's historical conclusions are based on a shaky argument in 

which strata of composition are seen to contribute to the formation of Avot. Saldarini's 

comparative work appears early in the book, and serves to contribute to the overall 

argument only insofar as it provides a background for the analysis that follows it. The 

study's historical contextualization of Avot takes place not as a result of a literary 

analysis of Avot; moreover, he uses Avot ultimately as a tool to understand another, 

related text, Avot de Rabbi Nathan ("The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan"; ARN). 
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When he does provide historical conclusions that derive from his analyses of Avot, they 

are problematic because they are coloured by dubious theoretical and methodological 

assumptions. Saldarini argues, 

.. .that PA [Avot] and the [two] versions of ARN [Avot de Rabbi Nathan] resulted 
from a long process of transmission... Consequently, PA and ARN developed 
within a common tradition to reach different and parallel forms.118 

While the above-mentioned comparisons of Avot with other ancient works are useful, 

they do not represent the greater part or the principal focus of the study as a whole. 

Instead, the subject is the supposed sources and redaction processes of a conjectural oral 

phenomenon. This despite the appearance (and also the consensus) that ARN is a kind of 

midrash (commentary) on Avot. Saldarini assumes from the outset that an oral tradition 

exists and therefore performs scholarly gymnastics with assumed earlier sources and 

strata to prove that the sources and strata he imagines really must have existed. Moreover, 

even though he recognizes the social and cultural influences upon a given document, he 

effectively regards Avot as evidence of a compilation of more historically valuable 

sources. This approach is, as we have seen, more typical of "historical-critical discourse." 

But whatever Saldarini's motivation or affiliation, the result is the same circularity. 

Consequently, though some of his more basic historical conclusions are essentially 

sound—especially, as we will see, the "school setting" for Avot—Saldarini's general 

hypothesis will be ignored here. 

The dominant paradigm for understanding Avot as historical evidence is still 

derived from traditional understandings of "early rabbinism"—for which it is assumed 

Avot is best understood as a source of earlier literary strata—rather than from fragmented 

reconstructions of the group that produced Avot—as we have it—in a particular place 
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and time. While Neusner's strength lies in his rhetorical analyses of Avot, he still has not 

been able to connect that rhetoric to a social or historical context. Saldarini, on the other 

hand, presents us with useful references to social phenomena that seem to be indicated by 

Avot's language; but he relies much more heavily on source criticism, and in so doing 

barely takes into account the ways in which Avot as a completed document (and apart 

from ARN) functioned and was understood within the Greco-Roman world. 

1.4. Methodology and Conceptual Framework: Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation 

It is better at the outset to see a text as evidence of socio-cultural communication, 

rather than as a mere repository of conveniently preserved earlier sources. To be able to 

understand the nature of a document's sources one must first attempt to understand the 

perspective and situation of those who put those sources together—from an allusion to a 

previous text to a direct insertion from one—into the document with which we are now 

familiar. From this perspective, it is not as important whether or not Avot contains 

sources; we can concede that no text is created ex nihilo. Rather, it is important first that 

the sum of the sources is Avot, and that Avot as it was designed contains meaning that 

was comprehensible within and appropriate to a particular social context. Avot has been 

understood to be historically useful evidence because it has been seen as a relatively 

reliable list of the early sages and their wisdom sayings, trusted as a more or less factual 

record of rabbinic origins, and not as the product of particular people with their own 

persuasive agenda (unless sometimes discussing the agenda of a "unit's" author). This 

perspective leads to a focus on the discrimination of its earlier sources. Alternately, Avot 

is mostly used as a sort of ethical handbook, which is legitimated by the presumed 
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historical provenance of the named rabbis' wisdom sayings. But even if one is used to 

thinking of Avot as a repository of the ethical sayings of particular rabbis, neither ethics 

nor source materials are valued without the background of a social context to aid in 

determining which sayings are worthy of inclusion in a text. Moreover, those sources are 

(re)fashioned according to the implicit rules of authoritative and persuasive language of 

the culture that used them. Only once Avot's rhetorical context is established from 

evidence internal to the document can we begin to investigate its social origins. 

Understanding the mode of rhetoric employed by a document represents a key to 

reconstructing that document's implied authorship and intended audience. Rhetoric, or 

argumentation, is made up of "discursive techniques allowing us to induce or to increase 

the mind's adherence to the thesis presented for its assent."119 Moreover, "it is in terms of 

an audience that an argumentation develops. .."12°; hence, "a mode of intellectual 

discourse is a particular mode of social production."121 Avot, like any other document, is 

the creative "artifact"122 of a particular culture, for which its rhetoric was self-evidently 

authoritative, appropriate, and persuasive. Not only are the so-called wisdom sayings of 

Avot particular to a kind of culture, but the style that is used to present those sayings is 

also meant as an appropriate response to and means to affect a social situation through 

rhetoric. 

Tn examining Avot's rhetoric, I mean to examine the way that it organizes and 

structures what we will see are but a few related topics. Those structures, I will argue 

below, function to implicitly communicate to an intended audience the notion that 

members of the rabbinic guild use list-like or enumerated language, as well to begin to 

inculcate the particular guild expertise of list-making rhetoric into that audience. I must 
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therefore demonstrate that rather than being a random collection of historical sources, 

Avot is a sustained and cohesive document. To demonstrate this, regardless of the 

ostensibly disparate literary styles apparent within the whole of Avot, depends on 

demonstrating that certain rhetorical strategies, forms, and structures are both apparent 

and functional throughout the whole text. In other words, if rhetorical unity can be 

demonstrated, then one can assume that those who composed Avot in a cohesive fashion 

chose a style of language perceived to be authoritative, efficacious, and persuasive within 

a particular context, and given a particular rhetorical exigency. Consequently, I can 

hypothesize about the kind of culture and social situation for which that form of 

communication was suited. This is fundamentally what I mean by a "socio-rhetorical" 

approach, which "integrates the ways people use language with the ways they live in the 

world."123 This methodology asserts that reconstructing an ancient document's social or 

historical context depends first upon determining its rhetorical context. 

In its short history, the socio-rhetorical approach has existed in comparable but 

varying forms in the works of several authors. Socio-rhetorical criticism and 

interpretation was conceived in the late 1980s and early 1990s by biblical scholars whose 

aim was to better understand the texts that they read in light of the increasingly apparent 

inadequacy of form, redaction, or even pure rhetorical criticism. A long-recognized 

truism at the basis of the academic study of religion is that the object of study is not an 

abstraction called "religion" (as in, possibly, the philosophy of religion) or a divinity (as 

in theology), but human beings that are in some way "religious." But especially by the 

1980s, one could readily perceive the influence of social-scientists upon a new generation 

of students of ancient religious texts and societies "with a special commitment to 
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overcoming ethnocentrism and anachronism."124 Among these were the pioneers of 

socio-rhetorical criticism; foremost among whom were rhetorical New Testament 

interpreters Vemon Robbins and Burton Mack, the latter having written several socio-

rhetorical studies of early Christian literature125 and the former having written two similar 

introductory handbooks on his version of the socio-rhetorical method.126 Robbins affirms 

that, 

Underlying the [socio-rhetorical] method is a presupposition that words 
themselves work in very complicated ways to communicate meanings that we 
only partially understand... [and] that meanings themselves have their meanings 
by their relation to other meanings... [Phenomena reside in texts in a manner that 
makes them programmatically and systematically analyzable...127 

Texts are not historically valuable only (or even possibly at all in many cases) as a 

narrative whose details could be argued endlessly with disregard for the way that texts 

tend to function in the cultures from which they themselves derived. These scholars, and 

I, regard the cultural understanding of ancient groups to be a worthwhile historical 

endeavor, and the relevance of early rabbinic texts to be principally as evidence of the 

implicit communication of the worldviews and ways of life of those groups. The socio-

rhetorical approach understands a text as a purposeful choice and arrangement of 

language; a text first and foremost represents an argument that is persuasive within a 

particular, intended social context. 

Whether consciously or not, any approach will focus on limited aspects of Avot at 

the expense of others. But to focus especially on Avot's rhetoric is particularly justifiable, 

because to assume that Avot is only a record of what it claims to record, and not a 

sustained argument by a particular author or authors in a particular situation, is a faulty 

historical premise: 
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[I]n recent years historians have come to view what people believed happened in 
the past as more casually important in determining events and of more value in 
explaining them, than what "really" happened, whatever that may have been. 
Further, the extent and manner to which people in authority (religious or civil) 
have controlled, or at least influenced strongly, what the demos thinks happened 
in the past is of more explanatory salience than the parsing of details about the 
actual past. It is nice if historians can get the original story straight (and pursuing 
the oldest versions of events usually tends to be more fun), but this usually is of 
secondary importance.128 

This statement is representative of the contemporary "minimalist" school of biblical 

interpretation, which has also influenced the present monograph. This school of 

interpretation regards biblical documents not as repositories of historical sources or 

events (unless those events can be externally corroborated), but instead or primarily as 

purposeful historiographies, each an attempt by an authorship with agenda to portray 

history in particular ways for a particular intended audience. Marc Zvi Brettler applies 

such an approach to the Hebrew Scriptures, an approach he identifies as part of "the new 

biblical historiography." In his Creation of History in Ancient Israel, Brettler 

succinctly introduces his method: "In this book, I will explore a selection of biblical texts 

in an attempt to discover how the texts might have functioned in antiquity. I will study 

the texts themselves rather than the events which lie behind them."130 Moreover, Luther 

H. Martin, focusing on the New Testament, encapsulates the critique at the heart of the 

minimalistic historical interpretation of biblical texts: 

The study of Christian origins should in no way differ from the study of anything 
past and, yet, historical studies of Christianity continue to "privilege" the data 
with imagined origins. In contrast to such imaginative fictions, critical 
historiography is based on human events presumed actually to have occurred... 
Since the earliest historical evidence for "Christian" groups is socio-cultural, i.e., 
textual, might these texts be better understood historically as themselves positive 
data for a plurality of Christian social formations rather than as historiographical 
documents containing positivistic data about Christian origins? 
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Following Burton L. Mack, the creation of "myth" is concurrent with stages of 

social formation, since the function of a myth is to embody and implicitly argue for the 

legitimacy of the worldview and way of life of those for whom the myth is intended. 

Mack has attempted to interpret Q (Quelle, German for "source")—the hypothetical 

missing source for the gospels of Luke and Matthew—in this way.132 He saw in Q stages 

in composition—strata—each of which he argued represented a phase in the formation of 

the group of "Christians" responsible for Q's creation. He could therefore extract social 

information about the group over various periods of its expansion based on the style of 

language and the thematic foci demonstrated in each layer. 

I will not, however, use this exact approach with Avot, contrary to the more 

common tendency to view Avot as a series of sources. I do not deny that Avot is 

composed of earlier sources, nor do I deny that, if it is, then those sources may reflect 

stages of social formation. What I do argue, and will attempt to demonstrate, is that 

notwithstanding these likely stages of composition, Avot as we have it represents an 

argument, that is, rhetoric, unified by few and consistent styles of expression and 

persuasion, generally represented by lists or list-like forms. The creative choice to 

arrange the document's content in their final forms represents historical evidence. This is 

because any language is indeed only authoritatively self-evident, meaningful, legitimate, 

and persuasive in particular social contexts. Therefore Avot, as we have it, represents 

evidence of a stage (even if not the earliest stage) of the social formation of the rabbinic 

guild, a stage embodied by the rhetoric which unifies Avot into one coherent document. It 

is therefore appropriate to interpret Avot first (and here) as a complete rhetorical product 

rather than as a repository of sources; the existence of those sources is imagined, the 
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existence of Avot is not. So I rephrase the question about Avot's historical origins, from 

the more ubiquitous "Whence the earliest strata of Avot?" or "How much of Avot's 

content is verifiable?" to "Whence Avot itself?" 

One cannot attempt to understand the intended meaning of Avot if one denies that 

language is tied to a particular socio-cultural milieu. As Lightstone states, "to understand 

[a] text as rhetoric allows us to re-establish the link between text and social context on 

completely different grounds than those adopted by" the types of scholars who normally 

study Avot.133 Jacob Neusner has attempted to answer the question, "What is Avot?" He 

takes seriously and then analyzes the main rhetorical strategies of the document. But, 

still, he and a few others have only barely begun to answer the question, "Whence Avot 

itself?" One could partially reconstruct such a culture and social situation with reasonable 

probability by correlating it with relevant contemporaneous external evidence. This 

would not be a situation described from the topics of the text itself or from later 

traditional interpretations, but reconstructed, however fragmentarily, based on critical 

evaluation of available evidence. In this case, our primary evidence, our data, is 

rhetorical. 

1.5. Anticipation of Conclusions, Procedure and Structure 

Hence I intend with this monograph to take initial steps towards contextualizing 

within the ancient Greco-Roman world the implied culture and social situation evinced 

by the rhetoric of Avot. My argument will proceed as follows. In chapter II, I begin by 

analyzing what I will demonstrate is the overarching structure that guides the content of 

Avot, the use of lists and list-like rhetoric. It will be observed that Avot uses two basic 
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types of listing rhetoric, its listing of sages (II.2.a), and lists most often attributed to the 

sages within that first list (II.2.b); each will be analyzed in isolation, and then understood 

together (II. 3). 

Chapter III will be devoted to reconstructing an original social context for Avot's 

rhetoric. First, Avot's topical content will be examined in order to aid in understanding 

the argument put forth by Avot's authorship (III. 1). Second, I will submit that Avot's 

rhetoric betrays a recruitment and training function within the early rabbinic movement 

(111.2), which, third, becomes more apparent when Avot is compared with 

anthropological models for social and institutional transition (III.3). Fourth, Avot will be 

seen to "play" with both Mishnah-like rhetorical conventions, and wisdom-like rhetorical 

conventions (III.4, III. 5). Since each text was appropriate to different types of group (the 

"guild" and the "school" respectively), we will also evaluate Avot's possible usefulness 

within each group type (IIIAa, III.5.a). It will be concluded that Avot much more easily 

fits within a Greco-Roman "school" context, not only because of its heavy use of wisdom 

rhetoric (which is a school genre), but also because Avot's progressive rhetorical 

structure seems to mirror a social transition from a new recruit to the movement, to a 

disciple studying within a rabbinic school (III.6). Therefore the aim of the following is 

not to loosely associate Avot with some nebulous rabbinic "school," but rather to 

demonstrate, given the contours of the document's own structure, why and how Avot was 

intended to function within an early rabbinic educational context. 
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II. RHETORICAL ANALYSIS: LISTING IN AVOT 

Modern scholarship has produced some rather broad or even conflicting 

statements about any basic or overarching structure in Avot. Most observers note Avot's 

use of numbers and enumerating structures, its divergence from typical mishnaic 

language, its use of wisdom techniques, and its reliance on attributing its content, for the 

most part, to mishnaic sages. In R. Travers Herford's 1945 commentary, which made use 

of techniques of textual analysis common to Christian theologians of the time, the 

statement is made about Avot as a whole that it is "[a collection of] a number of sayings, 

some by named teachers, others anonymous, with no strict adherence, as it would seem, 

to any one method or any single point of view. . . " m Yet by 1983, Neusner countered this 

interpretation, stating that, ".. .the labor of selecting and arranging [Avot's] sayings was 

not cumulative, carried on over a long time... everything was put together in an artful 

way with close attention to questions of form."135 More recently (2004), Amram D. 

Tropper has argued that Avot does indeed show fairly consistent usage of several 

common Greco-Roman rhetorical formulae, interspersed throughout the document.136 But 

it would seem that the more analysis is conducted, the more difficult it is to characterize 

any overarching literary or rhetorical strategies used in creating Avot. 

I contend that the most basic statement that could be made about Avot is that, 

principally, it lists, and it does so persistently and progressively. Saldarini notes that 

Lists are used in many cultures to catalogue, present, and preserve matters of 
importance and interest. Continuity, authority and education demand the 
construction of lists, such as the alphabet, numbers, lists of the Presidents of the 
USA and the top forty popular recordings.137 
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He continues, noting of Avot that its "chain of tradition is a list which is not itself 

reported in the name of any sage... rather it is stated as a fundamental and obvious 

fact."138 

Further, Avot's latter portion "consists] mostly of enumerations, that is, lists of 

items which begin with an interpretive remark stating the number of items in the list and 

describing the nature of those items."139 In his 1983 commentary, Neusner observed that 

Avot's fifth and final chapter presents us with "a sequence of lists of things, each in its 

proper classification, all carefully counted."140 My analysis of Avot below will follow 

Neusner's observation, but it will go further to show that listing rhetoric in Avot is not 

only limited to chapter five or even to this type of list-making. Herbert Danby interpreted 

chapter five as something anomalous in Avot: 

The fifth chapter [of Avot] differs in form. Excepting the last four paragraphs the 
sayings are anonymous and classified in groups in which various numbers, such 
as ten, seven, or four, are used as a linking device.141 

But for Avot's authors counting and listing are more than just a "linking device," they 

also constitute a kind of expertise that Avot's final chapter is designed to instill in the 

reader. Neusner observes that 

[The sages] execute [in chapter five] a kind of natural philosophy of the meaning 
of Israel's life. This work of arrangement and classification shows the orderliness 
which lies behind the diverse facets of Torah and of life itself. The sages thus 
impart the experience of completeness and order. They make sense of all that has 
gone before by showing the kinds of things that exist, how these may be added up 
and easily learned. This process of analysis shows the underlying pattern and 
demonstrates that we can, after all, master and make sense of everything there is 
to be known, all creation, the whole Torah.' 

It will be my argument that Avot 5 is not an autonomous or anomalous unit in Avot, but 

rather that the arrangement and constitution of Avot's units was intended purposefully to 

lead into chapter five's listing exercises. Avot begins in its first mishnah by encouraging 
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the notion that sages are legitimate because of their "reception" of "Torah." But it also 

begins in the same mishnah by then introducing the notion that such sages speak in an 

enumerating, cataloguing or list-like manner. It is my contention that the entirety ofAvot 

is designed to move the reader progressively from an implied argument about the 

legitimacy of the rabbinic movement, into increasingly complex and finally explicit 

exercises in listing language, which Avot models as the ideal type of speech and activity 

for a rabbinic master. 

Robbins avers that the "[sjtudy of argumentative texture [in texts] investigates 

multiple kinds of inner reasoning in.. .discourse," of which there are two basic types, 

"logical" and "qualitative."143 A logical argument "presents assertions and supports them 

with reasons, clarifies them through opposites and contraries, and possibly presents short 

counterarguments."144 Avot as a whole does not appear to represent logical 

argumentation (although individual mishnayot in Avot do), as it does not uphold one or 

even a few explicit arguments. Avot is made up of "didactic lessons" which "give 

instruction. They do not attempt to persuade."145 Neusner further observes that "Avot 

deals with no single topic, and... [it] contains no proposition that is argued in detail."146 

Avot is, instead, a better example of qualitative reasoning, which, as defined by 

Robbins, 

... occurs when the quality of the images and descriptions encourages the reader to 
accept the portrayal as true and real. This occurs when analogies, examples, and 
citations of ancient testimony function in a persuasive manner.147 

In qualitative reasoning, "[w]hen new attributes and new titles emerge in the 

[narrative]... the narrative acquires qualitative progressive form.. [T]he reader 
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recognizes the appropriateness of the progression only after the events have occurred."148 

Finally, Robbins also remarks that "[progression emerges out of repetition"149: 

When the same word occurs at least twice in a text, the result is repetition. 
Multiple occurrences of many different kinds of grammatical, syntactical, verbal, 
or topical phenomena may produce repetitive texture.150 

Avot tries to persuade its audience using modes of rhetoric that form the framework of 

the document,' l which I argue follow a progressive pattern determined by its repetitive 

use of different types of listing rhetoric. 

Listing rhetoric is the most frequently repeated form in Avot. Avot begins as a list 

of the names of "rabbis," or "sages," and presents a saying or sayings attributed to each 

individual before moving onto the next individual in the list. Moreover, inside this 

structure, Avot employs rhetorical formulae as well as explicit topical foci that serve to 

actually promote the creating and enumeration of lists as a meaningful endeavor. Finally, 

while Avot begins as an implied list of rabbis, it ends as a series of enumerated lists that 

do not rely on their entrenchment in the list of rabbis at all. It is Avot's progressively 

structured rhetorics of listing that will be isolated and analyzed in the present chapter. 

Elsewhere I have argued briefly that, notwithstanding its richly varied rhetorical 

strategies, on the macro level Avot employs an overarching pattern that ties the document 

together from beginning to end.1521 erroneously described Avot's structure then as 

chiastic, but a more accurate description of its structure would be that it utilizes a 

progressive trajectory, subtly (and, T will argue, intentionally) shifting the document from 

the dominance of one form of list-making to another. Although it includes numerous 

rhetorical strategies and literary forms within it, Avot uses these list-making rhetorics as 
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the structural backbone that determines its shape and determines the inclusion of—and 

where to include—most of its various literary ingredients. 

But it is the contention of this author that when analyzing the few rhetorical 

structures that implicitly communicate list-making and its inherent worth (according to 

Avot's authors), it can be demonstrated that the beginning and end of Avot are not simply 

units placed there by accident or happenstance (as Herford suggested), but rather that the 

content and forms in between consist of an intentional and therefore somehow functional 

transition between them. Hence, the hand of an active editor can be observed behind 

Avot, as Neusner has stated, and as Tropper has argued well. Moreover, we do not have 

to stop at observing the fact that various sections or units in Avot promote list-making. 

Ultimately, we can further argue that the authorship of Avot embedded a logical sequence 

within the document, which leads the reader from a list of rabbis—who themselves are 

shown to make rudimentary lists—to the creation of numbered lists in the voice of the 

implied author of Avot.153 

In subsequent chapters I will compare Avot to other literature as well as to other 

relevant historical data, and in doing so we will begin to explore its probable purpose and 

meaning in the context of the early rabbinic movement. Here we will simply make an 

effort to demonstrate the existence of Avot's progressive structure, by means of 

analyzing its listing rhetorics. Before any comparison can begin, the object of analysis 

must be isolated with minimal external consideration. This is the purpose of the present 

chapter. Such an exercise will produce a fairer and reproducible (i.e., hopefully not 

merely impressionistic) representation and description of Avot's listing-related structures 

and forms. 
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11.1. Object and Procedure of Analysis 

Avot's earliest extant manuscripts are medieval and contained in the Parma (11th 

century) and Kaufmann (1 l^-B111 centuries) codices of the Mishnah.154 Avot also exists 

in a number of similar but still "variant readings... [which] seem to suggest that the 

original edition of Avot might be impossible to recover."155 But Akenson argues rather 

bluntly why Avot most likely came from the third century CE: 

.. chapter two of Aboth clearly cites the words of a son of Judah the Patriarch 
[Mishnah's patron], which is to say, at least thirty to fifty years after the Mishnah 
was compiled. Only by special pleading—by suggesting that the material in 
chapter 2 of Aboth is an interpolation—can this inference be obviated... [A]nd 
most importantly, Aboth has to be recognized as a later apologetic for Rabbi's 
Mishnah because it is about that Mishnah!... [G]iven its integral references to 
Rabbi's son, Rabban Gamaliel III, 250 CE or later is a reasonable speculation.156 

The Mishnah itself contains narratives that cannot be corroborated about the location of 

the early rabbinic movement in northern Palestine. But even though the particulars of the 

narratives cannot be verified, it can be noted that the authors imagined the world of the 

rabbis and the Patriarchate to be headquartered in northern Palestine, which, as noted 

above (1.1) we can at least roughly corroborate. Tosefta (NnSDin, "addition"), 

moreover—which models, extends or adds to (and often changes) the base text of the 

Mishnah—often specifies even further about the Galilean location of early rabbinism, and 

of its further entrenchment in urban locales and institutions.157 Finally, Avot, written as it 

is in mostly Mishnaic Hebrew, also called Rabbinic Hebrew (as well as a small number 

of isolated aphorisms written in Aramaic), can be dated roughly to the third century CE, 

and located geographically roughly in northern Palestine—the Galilee—where this 

dialect was current.138 Hence the terminus post quern for the date of Avot would be c. 200 
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CE, the date of the Mishnah, but Avot can more reasonably be dated closer to its terminus 

ante quern, c. 250-300 CE. 

It should also be noted that it is traditional to include a sixth chapter at the end of 

Avot, entitled Kinyan Torah. Commonly, Kinyan Torah is only included in some of the 

commentaries, and rarely included in printed Mishnahs. The consensus that this sixth 

chapter is a later, likely medieval, addition to Avot is not yet substantial, but it is still 

rather credible. Danby's 1933 English Mishnah translation only includes it hesitantly,159 

Neusner's analyses tend to leave out chapter six altogether, and most scholars note that 

stylistically chapter six does not match with the rest of Avot.160 While the origin of 

Kinyan Torah would make a fascinating subject of inquiry itself, the present monograph 

will follow the consensus in this case and not include a discussion of Avot's sixth 

chapter, asserting that analysis of this chapter would not be relevant to our particular 

argument. 

As stated above, it is not the purpose of this monograph to uncover the original 

strata, or "Urtext,"161 of Avot. Sharvit noted in 1987 that a critical edition of Avot was 

still needed, and this remains the case today.1621 will not attempt here to provide an 

exhaustive, critical analysis of Avot. Rather, the analysis below focuses on particular 

rhetorical strategies of Avot, and will follow the basic, standardized text of Avot as it 

appears in Davka's electronic Judaic Classics Library.163,1 am using a standardized text 

like Davka's because the macro nature of the structural analysis to follow does not 

require taking minor manuscript divergences into account, since the general structure and 

content of Avot remains intact throughout the different copies (only the inclusion or 

exclusion of Kinyan Torah is the major difference that materializes). 
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Using this electronic version of Avot, I created a spreadsheet, represented below 

in the Appendix. This spreadsheet presents Avot arranged according to its language 

related to list-making, including in its left-most columns all other content not relegated by 

list-making rhetorics, and quoted scriptural passages. Using this spreadsheet, tables and 

graphs were created, which will be used periodically throughout the discussion to 

visually illustrate aspects of the sequential development of Avot's various forms of 

rhetoric, as well as other numerical or analytical information that, given our interest in 

Avot's progressive nature, will prove informative. 

However, quantitative observations will only serve to illustrate what will largely 

be a qualitative analysis. That is, the analysis will be based on the initial observation of 

the text's isolatable rhetorical strategies, and then we will read through the text, 

observing literary strategies both including as well as beyond (what can sometimes be 

deceptive or less instructive) quantitative measurements. 

Finally, it should also be noted that different manuscripts and printed versions of 

Avot divide its mishnayot slightly differently. For the sake of convenience, the remainder 

of the monograph will refer to Davka's delineation of Avot's chapters and mishnayot. 

II.2. Isolating, Analyzing, and Interpreting Avot's List-Making Rhetorics 

In analyzing Avot's rhetoric, two basic formal structures related to list-making 

emerge, as can be seen in the Appendix below. These structures also happen to be 

introduced in Avot 1:1, increasing the likelihood that the authorship of the document 

intended for these themes and structures to direct the reader and govern the structure and 

course of the content165: 
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[1] Moses received Torah from Sinai, and transmitted it to Joshua, and Joshua to 
elders, and elders to prophets, and prophets transmitted it to [the] men of the great 
assembly. 

[2] They said three things: Be prudent in judgment, and raise up many disciples, 
and make a fence for [the] Torah. 

We first encounter in this mishnah a list of individuals, beginning with Moses at Sinai 

and continuing down to the "men of the great assembly." These men are therefore part of 

a list of teachers in a continuous chain of tradition, and it is their reception and 

transmission of "Torah" from the previous generations that constitute the operative 

premise of this first kind of list. 

"Torah" in the context of Greco-Roman Judaism was understood broadly. The 

word "Torah" itself means "direction and instruction," and it is the title of the first five 

books of the Hebrew Scriptures (the Pentateuch), which came to be known, thanks to the 

Greek translation of the Scriptures (the Septuagint [LXX]) as the Law (nomos). But it 

was also more than this to ancient Jews.166 More specifically, "Torah is for the authors of 

[AvofJ... and much of the Rabbinic tradition the supreme symbol for God and a godly 

life. It includes not only laws, but stories, myths, images, and ethical statements..."167 

Saldarini notes that indeed Avot's list of Torah-receiving sages is comparable to 

ancient lists of kings, priests, masters of philosophical schools, and biblical 

genealogies.168 As lists, these works are devoid of an explicit narrative. Avot's narrative 

is thin, introduced only in Avot 1:1, and the individuals in Avot are listed in the voice of 

the author. Moreover, we are introduced to the idea that these Torah-transmitting 
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individuals enumerate lists themselves, with the clause "They said three things," which 

three things are therefore initially attributed by the authors to the unified sages. 

As the chart in the Appendix below demonstrates, Avot uses seven types of 

rhetorical formulae that are initially based on concepts introduced in Avot 1:1, and that 

interact with each other throughout the remainder document. Firstly, sages' names, or 

pronouns indicating the previously named sage (column A), are the subject and beginning 

of a new pericope 115 times. For each new sage, an inflected form of the verb "to say" 

(~IDK; column B) indicates his action. At the beginning of Avot, most of the sages are 

shown to "receive" Torah from the sage of the previous generation (columns C and D), 

but this pattern all but disappears by Avot 2:15. Therefore, following 2:15, sages are 

simply listed by Avot in seemingly non-chronological order. There are also two types of 

rhetoric that demonstrate list-making besides the listing of sages' names. Firstly, lists are 

implied; in other words, they are not explicitly enumerated but the inner rhetoric of the 

passage implies a list or at least a list-like quality (column E). This type of rhetoric is 

placed most frequently in the voices of the sages, and while only implied in the grammar 

and syntax of each mishnah, this type of list has especially been demonstrated by 

Neusner in the rhetorical arrangements of his English translation of Avot.169 Finally, lists 

are explicitly enumerated by the text (column F), most often followed by the list items 

themselves (column G), although sometimes (especially in chapter five) things are 

counted but the list itself is not then demonstrated. 

Therefore, in the course of reading Avot from beginning to end, two forms of list 

persist: a list of sages (columns A through D), and enumerated lists or litany-like sets of 

clauses or phrases (columns E through G), usually (but especially not by the end of Avot) 
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attributed to a particular sage. However, although both basic forms persist, they are not 

used in consistent ways throughout the document. At the beginning, even if the sayings 

attributed to each sage were absent, then the cohesion of sections guided by the listing of 

sages would still remain intact. But as Avot goes on, the content of sayings, having 

previously been more passive and incidental, increasingly determines the shape of the 

document. The document shifts between the dominance of one form of listing over the 

other at various points, but the overall effect is a moving away from the listing of sages 

and into the portrayal of rabbinic sayings and language themselves. 

// 75 the dynamic interplay of these listing or counting structures that I submit 

constitutes a major key to understanding the intended purpose of Avot. Hence our 

analysis will proceed as follows. Firstly, the rhetorical forms in columns A through D 

will be analyzed in isolation, as they progress through the document; and secondly, the 

forms represented in columns E through G will be likewise analyzed. 
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The content in column H is rather offhandedly labelled "other content," in that it 

is not dependent on listing to determine its form. Content not dependent on listing 

rhetoric represents only roughly 36% of Avot's content.170 As demonstrated in figure I, 

in chapters one through three Avot's other (i.e. non-listing related) content tends to vary 

consistently between either being absent to very present, generally ranging from 0 to 80% 

present. Chapter four's mishnayot are 50-80% composed of other content, representing 

the largest section in Avot to use non list-related rhetorics. Other content is absent from 

Avot for the greatest consecutive number of mishnayot in 5:8-16, and is generally less 

present in this chapter. The frequency of non-listing-reliant content in Avot remains 

constant for the first two chapters (peaking briefly in chapter two), waxes in chapter 

three, peaks in chapter four, and wanes significantly in chapter five; only in chapters 

three and four, therefore, does this kind of content come close to dominating the flow and 

structure of the document. 

Column I contains direct scriptural quotations always indicated by the stock 

phrase "as it is said" ("lEWt?).171 We will examine Avot's topical content as well as its 

use of scripture in the next chapter, since it will be argued that neither aspect of Avot can 

be fairly understood without reference and comparison to other ancient literature. 

II.2.a. The Listing of Sages 

Avot begins with a simple assertion: that "receivers" of "Torah," which was 

revealed originally from God to Moses at Sinai, "say" things. The listing of sages in Avot 

takes place in what Robbins calls the text's "narrational texture," which "resides in voices 

(often not identified with a specific character) through which the words in a text speak; 
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the opening words in a text automatically presuppose a narrator speaking the words."172 

Avot's narrational texture is relatively minimal and straightforward; beyond Avot 1:1, 

Avot's implied narrator depicts only one time anything beyond a sage "saying" 

something (2:8), before the narration disappears almost altogether in the document by 

chapter five. The content represented in columns A through D of the Appendix represent 

the listing of the Torah-receiving sages themselves, in the voice of the document's 

implied narrator. 

Avot 1:1-2:14 consists of a schematized portrait of the origins of the rabbinic 

movement. This section presents four phases of rabbinic history grouped into fives, the 

first from Sinai to the "great assembly" (1:1-2, with Antigonos ben Sokho serving as a 

transition in 1:3), the second consisting of the so-called "Pairs" (zugof) of sages (1:4-15), 

the third depicting five generations of the Patriarchate (1:16-2:4a, with Hillel in 2:4b-7 

serving as a transition), and the fourth narrating a dialogue between Yohanan ben Zakkai 

and five of his disciples (2:8-2:14). 

Something immediately intriguing about the choice of names in Avot 1:1 is that it 

is so conspicuously selective. That Moses would be seen as the beginning of wisdom and 

law in a form of Greco-Roman Judaism is not surprising. Judaisms in general regarded 

(and still regard) Moses as the prototypical and original lawgiver.173 What is surprising is 

that while the authors perhaps predictably decides to portray Moses as passing on Torah 

to his well-known successor, Joshua, Joshua then is portrayed as passing Torah to 

"elders," then "prophets," and finally "the men of the great assembly." What of 

(Davidic/messianic) kings, (Levite) priests, or even biblical Judges (or, "Chieftans" 

[nPtDSlt?])? All of these are also classic archetypes of Israelite or Deuteronomic authority. 
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Take note that the authority of each individual or group mentioned here at the beginning 

of the chain of transmission is ascribed socially through institutional means, and is not 

usually natural, that is, by means of birthright. Some of the archetypes of Israelite 

authority not mentioned by Avot as authoritative—kings and especially the 

Levitical/Aaronid priesthood—are acknowledged in some of the topical content in Avot, 

but Avot 1:1 does not establish them as inheritors of "Torah." Not insignificantly, during 

the same period, the Patriarchate claimed for itself a messianic (that is, Davidic) 

birthright—which by definition implies a hereditary authority—in order to legitimate its 

own authority and power. 

Following Joshua, each of the "receivers" in 1:1 is an institutional group, 

membership in which the rabbinic authors retroactively attribute to themselves through 

their genealogy. In 1:2, Simeon the Righteous (column A) is counted among the "men of 

the great assembly" (column C), the final receivers of Torah mentioned in 1:1. He is also 

shown to "say" (column B) something, and also in tripartite form. Beginning in 1:3, 

association of one sage to the next is made through the attachment of the verb "received" 

(?2p) to the previous sage as an indirect object (column D), referring back to the passive 

half of the Torah transmission equation (?np and 1DD) first established in 1:1. 

Avot 1:4 begins the section of the so-called "Pairs." Between 1:4 and 1:15, five 

chronologically sequential pairs of sages are shown to "receive" from those mentioned 

from the previous generation, and then each is given a chance to "say" something, before 

moving onto the next generation. It is interesting to note that the names of the sages from 

1:4 to 1:9 indicate their ancestry (to those outside the "chain of transmission"), whether 

by referring to their fathers or places of origin. Formally, then, the choice to refer in 1.10-
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11 to the sages Shemaiah and Avtalion simply as such (that is, without reference to title 

or ancestry) aids in transitioning into the final of the pairs in 1:11-15, the most famous of 

rabbinic pairs (already well represented in Avot's preceding document, the Mishnah), 

Hillel and Shammai, who are also introduced without indication of title or ancestry. 

Following the Pairs, we encounter a section in 1:16-2:8 that is noteworthy in 

isolation because it drops the use of "received" (?2p) to introduce its sages. These sages 

were known as, and are presented in Avot as, members of the Patriarchal family, which 

claimed a certain amount of power over the autonomous Jewish community in the late 

antique Roman Empire. The office of the Patriarch was understood by many to derive its 

authority from bloodline, and the Patriarchate was noted for publicly claiming Davidic 

(i.e., messianic) lineage. In Avot, members of the patriarchal family are not noted as 

having "received Torah" as their qualification for inclusion in the discussion, rather their 

biological genealogy communicates their own internal and isolated continuity. That 

Gamaliel and his descendants are blood relations is explicitly stated, except in the case of 

the second Hillel, last in this list of sages. His relationship to this family must be inferred 

by the reader.174 That all but Hillel are members of the family of the Patriarch, even if it 

had not been common knowledge, is made explicit by referring to Rabbi in (2:2) as Rabbi 

Judah [I] the Prince (X1^, "Patriarch"). Throughout this section, the absence of 

"received" (?3p)—which reappears after the patriarchal section—also implicitly 

communicates their lack of Torah "genealogy," as does, instead, explicitly mentioning 

their hereditary relationship. 

Once this Patriarchal section ends, the document returns to the "received" formula 

with another sage portrayed in rabbinic tradition as the originator of the rabbinic academy 
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in Yavneh (Jamnia), Yohanan ben Zakkai.175 He is stated to have received Torah from the 

great "pre-Yavnean" sages Hillel and Shammai. In fact, the five generations of Patriarchs 

following Hillel and Shammai (1:16-2:4) might deliberately serve to contrast with the 

upcoming narrative of HillePs non-Patriarchal disciple, Yohanan ben Zakkai, and his five 

disciples (2:8-2:14). This might explain the ambiguity of the Hillel in 2:4-7. Is he the 

same Hillel as in the pairs, or a Patriarchal Hillel following Gamaliel II? Does Avot 

actually return to the same Hillel to start the branch of Torah-genealogy again, effectively 

skipping over the Patriarchate? The authors appear to leave it open to interpretation. 

However, if the authors felt a need to return to a group of five Torah-receivers beginning 

with the final of the Torah-receiving Pairs, then the use of this Hillel here serves to 

contrast two types of authority: authority based on Torah reception, and authority based 

on lineage. It appears that the authors do indeed return to the original Hillel here, 

refocusing the narrative on Torah-receiving sages. And comparing this section (1:16-

2:14) with the premise established in 1:1—that God gives knowledge through Torah to 

Moses and then down through the generations, master to disciple—the implications 

become clear: the rabbis are as ancient as Torah itself, while the Patriarchate—although 

affiliated with the rabbis—is both novel and transitory. Avot implicitly argues here that if 

one seeks access to "Torah," and hence to God, genealogy is an irrelevant qualification. 

Only discipleship under a Torah-receiving rabbinic sage, argues Avot, truly gains one 

that access. 

Once ben Zakkai's non-genetic credentials are established as having received 

Torah from Hillel and Shammai, so begins a relatively complicated section in Avot (2:8-

14). This is the only section in Avot besides 1:1 in which the authors sustain a narrative 
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about a sage beyond depicting that sage as only "saying" or "receiving." Avot 2:8-14 is a 

portrait of the circle of Yohanan ben Zakkai and his disciples. In this narrative, the sage-

listing of columns A-D interact much more fluidly than anywhere else in Avot with the 

listed sayings (represented in columns E through G). The grouping of sages into fives in 

the voice of the implied author now becomes the repeated listing of five sages in the 

voice of ben Zakkai as well as the implied author. That is to say, the strategies of sage-

listing on one hand, and of sages listing on the other, are merged and complicated here in 

ways that are unique within the document. 

Once ben Zakkai is said to receive Torah, a long saying is attributed to him. First, 

a three-clause phrase implicitly repeats the number three, which Avot 1 established as the 

number of things that qualified sages tend to say; in all preceding mishnayot, in addition 

to 2:8, in which explicit counting is done, it is always in threes. In 2:8, ben Zakkai then 

uses a higher number, five, first having been only subtly introduced earlier in the 

structuring of the phases of rabbinic history; the narrator says that he "had five disciples." 

He then counts all five of them: R. Eliezar b. Hyrcanus, R. Joshua b. Hanina, R. Yosi the 

Priest, R. Simeon b. Netanel, and E. Eleazar b. Arakh. Then the author states that ben 

Zakkai, too, "would enumerate their positive attributes [jrot? nj1!2 rrri Kin]," a rare 

instance of the author attributing an action to a sage beyond "saying": "enumerat[ing]." 

Still in the voice of the author, such a list is presented: 
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He would enumerate their positive attributes: 
[1] Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus: a plastered well that does not lose a drop. 
[2] Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah: happy is she who gave birth to him. 
[3] Rabbi Yose the Priest: pious. 
[4] Rabbi Simeon ben Nethanel: fears sin. 
[5] and Rabbi Eleazar ben Arakh: a surging spring. 

Then, yet again, ben Zakkai provides commentary, after which Abba Saul replies. 

Subsequent to this are three similarly structured sequences in which a query is presented 

to the disciples, each responding in turn. At the end of each sequence, "says" is implicitly 

attached to ben Zakkai, who judges which disciple's response is preferred (always either 

Eliezar or Eleazar), except for the last question. 

This complex (by Avot's standards) narrative depicting ben Zakkai and his 

disciples at work also serves as the conclusion to the section of Avot that is concerned 

with "receiving" Torah. After 2:8 the "received" verb clause (column C) is purged from 

Avot, and after 2:15 the author dispenses with discussing in his own voice the concept of 

Torah reception. This leaves us, after the section depicting ben Zakkai and his disciples, 

with a new section, or unit, in Avot. 

This unit consists of a long series of sages saying things—in other words, sages at 

work—not explicitly held together by any theory of chronology or tradition; their 

chronology has to either be assumed by the reader or confirmed by external knowledge. 

From here until 5:1 (and then briefly again in 5:20-23) the naming of a sage, who then 

goes on to say something, is not held together by any explicit reasoning, leaving any 

perception of its unity and continuity dependent on assuming for it the same logic from 

1:1: that all of these sages are part of the community of Torah-receivers initiated by 

Moses. Tropper states that the ordering of sages here "adheres to a chronological 

structure but employs a generational rather than a teacher-student schema." But the 
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basis for their relationship here can only be assumed by the reader to be part of the 

"spiritual genealogy," or by means of some externally acquired information about them. 

Strictly formally speaking then, this section (2:15-5:1; 5:20-23) is, in essence, a long list 

of rabbinic sages with a weaker premise serving to connect them. It seems to be more like 

a random collection of rabbinic sayings, with the attachment of the name of the sage only 

there as a matter of course, certainly no longer as an operating principle. Even Rabbi 

(Judah the Patriarch) makes a late re-appearance here (4:20)! And any mention of sages 

saying anything is finally dropped in 5:1. The attribution of content to a sage is only 

repeated briefly and ultimately at 5:20-23, perhaps to retain a sense of unity by not 

altogether disregarding the practice of the naming of sages by the end of the document, 

lending it a sense of closure.177 Here, then, from 2:15 until the end of Avot, there is no 

explicit principle of connection between the sages, and therefore the cohesion of this 

section is less dependent on the listing of sages, which becomes a weaker rhetoric. 

Figure 2 
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The above observations are rendered quantitatively in figure 2. In general, the 

number of sages per mishnah remains relatively constant, with rarely more than one or 

two sages listed per mishnah, beginning with the inclusion of the transmission verb, "to 

receive" [?ap]. In chapters one and two, Avot's rhetorical strategies for the listing of 

sages guide the reader through the text, the chronology of this line of "spiritual" 

succession (as opposed to patrilineal succession of the kind represented in the Patriarchal 

section) implied by the "received" verb first set up in Avot 1:1. For these two chapters 

the idea of genealogy based on blood versus genealogy based on discipleship is an 

important theme dealt with by Avot's sage-listing rhetoric ("Rabbi Y received Torah 

from Rabbi X. Rabbi Y says..."). 

There is a sharp peak in the section depicting Yohanan ben Zakkai interacting 

with his disciples (2:8-14), simultaneously with the disappearance of the Torah 

transmission verb from Avot. In chapters three and four, there is no such connecting 

principle, the names of the sages themselves are sometimes even at odds with otherwise 

established chronology. As Tropper notes, in chapters one and two, "[t]he rabbinic chain 

of transmission provides the overarching structure..." but chapters three and four "do not 

show obvious signs of an overarching structural principle."178 Hence this sage-listing 

form in the middle section of Avot exists in the text, but it does not dominate or 

determine the logical flow of the text. Since the narrator no longer does it himself via the 

"Rabbi X received Torah from..." phrase, the reader instead is left here to make 

assumptions about the relevance of named sages. Finally, by the fifth and final chapter of 

Avot, this rhetoric of attributing sayings to sages disappears (except in 5:20-23). 
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Hence there is a trajectory in the ordering of units here. The sage-listing rhetoric 

of Avot moves from dominating the logic and flow of the document based on the theme 

of genealogy, to a more passive and less ordered existence within the document, to finally 

disappearing almost altogether. 

As Robbins puts forth, narrational texture "usually reveals some kind of pattern 

that moves the discourse programmatically forward."179 Avot's narrational texture is 

represented by its rhetoric of sage-listing, which eventually ceases to "[move] the 

discourse programmatically forward," gradually replaced in weight and substance by the 

placement of content outside of the voice of the implied author-narrator. Avot's 

narrational texture dominates the text as it begins, but it progressively loses its dominance 

over the flow of the document thanks to a gradual loss in the frequency or consequence of 

the repeated naming of sages. 

II.2.b. The Explicit and Implicit Listing of Items, Clauses or Phrases 

Robbins also observes that "[njarrational commentary regularly sets the stage for 

attributed speech"180; Avot 1:1 introduces in its narrational texture the idea that those 

who "receive" "Torah" then "say" things in a numbered, or listed, manner. When the 

author states that "the men of the great assembly said three things" and then proceeds to 

list those things, this is not peculiar in Avot. Rather, it sets up a rhetorical premise that 

continues and is modified throughout the remainder of the document. 

Avot 1:2 continues the motif of sages saying "three things" when Simeon the 

Righteous, who is said to be "of the remnants of the great assembly," states that "the 

world stands on three things." Following this, and until 1:17, the number three is no 
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longer announced; rather, almost every sage says at least one thing that is conspicuously 

tripartite in form (Avtalion in 1:11 is the exception). Avot 1:18 returns to explicitly 

listing "three things." Rabban Simeon ben Gamaliel's saying in 1:18 corresponds to the 

other Simeon's list, Simeon the Righteous. Simeon the Righteous's mishnah (1:2) begins 

to use the form that is introduced in the chain of transmission of 1:1, and he lists the 

"three things [on which] the world stands," just like Simeon ben Gamaliel. Hence it is 

clear that a parallel is intended between these two Simeons, each of whom lists the same 

thing. However, the choice of items in that list differs. Simeon the Righteous, a sage 

whose knowledge was received from "Torah," claims that the world stands "[1] on the 

Torah, [2] and on the [Temple] service, [3] and on deeds of loving kindness." 

Contrastingly, Simeon ben Gamaliel, whose pedigree is clearly genealogical, claims that 

the world stands on much more general, philosophical, and not necessarily "Jewish" 

things: "[1] on judgment, [2] and on truth, [3] and on peace," although a proof text from 

scripture is then supplied to justify this list as being, indeed, Judaic ("Execute the 

judgment of truth and peace in your gates" [Zech. 8:16]). 

Subsequently in 2:1, following a longer, un-list-like saying, Rabbi (Judah the 

Patriarch) returns to explicitly listing "three things" which he commands the reader to 

"consider... so you will not come into the hands of transgression. Know what is above 

you. [1] A seeing eye, [2] and a hearing ear, [3] and all of your deeds are written in a 

book." Simeon and Rabbi are the only two of the five in the Patriarchal section who are 

said to state things in threes; furthermore, the rest of the section does not contain any 

clearly implied lists of three or of any other number. 
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It is only with the return of Hillel in 2:4 that sayings come more regularly in list

like form. However, here the lists are implied, and they have changed in number from 

three and he, like the implied author, speaks now in fives, the first in the form of five 

negative commands ("do not separate from the community..." etc.), and the second in 

five negative statements ("there is no boor who fears sin..." etc.). Hillel continues 

speaking in 2:7 and here we have a long list of contrasting items. That it is an implied list 

is obvious, as it is a sequence of items or actions, each followed by a consequence, all 

following the identical and simple formula as follows: 

.rmi rmD 

.ruNT rmD 
.nnw rmD 

.DWS rmD 
[...] 

[One who] increases [in] [rmD] meat, 
[is one who] increases [in] [rmD] worms. 

[One who] increases [in] [rmD] property, 
[is one who] increases [in] [rmD] worries. 

[One who] increases [in] [rmD] women, 
[is one who] increases [in] [rmD] witchcraft. 

[...] 

This mishnah repeats this form nine times followed immediately by the following similar, 

but shorter, section: 

.DID nv rip 
."my? nip 

.mm m i f? mp 

[One who] acquire[s] a good name, 
acquirefs it] for himself. 

[One who] acquirefs] the words of Torah, 
acquirefs] for himself the world to come. 
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In each of the two sections above, the mishnah 's list-like quality is emphasized both by 

its terseness as well as its repetitive use of key words (H31D ["(one who) increases"] in 

the first, TUp ["(one who) acquires"] in the second), almost as a "bullet" introducing each 

new item, and serving to argue for the logic of a series of propositions using only a 

minimal vocabulary. 

Avot 2:8 then returns to explicit listing with the aforementioned narrative of 

Yohanan ben Zakkai and his disciples (2:8-14). First he begins with a tripartite 

proposition (if... [then]... because...). But following this the author states in his own 

voice, JH l?Kl ...1? vn DHn^n WDn ("he had five disciples... and these are they").182 As 

noted above, this narrative therefore represents an intriguing mixture of the sage-listing 

rhetoric of columns A-E and the listing rhetorics—elsewhere in the voice of the sages— 

of E-G. After the author lists the five disciples, he then states that Yohanan ben Zakkai 

would also count and list, because he "would enumerate their positive attributes" 

followed by a list of those attributes: 

.jrat? mm iT- Kin 
.nets -DKD ir>Kt? TID *nn .Dup-nn p nrjr?K "on 

.im?v nts>K ..-ruin p yunrp ^n 
.Ton .pnn w -an 

.wen KT> .%uru p pyot? vn 
.-njnnn ryo .~[-iy ?n my?K ^~n 

He would enumerate their positive attributes: 
[1] Eliezer ben Hyrcanus: a plastered well that does not lose a drop. 
[2] Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah: happy is she who gave birth to him. 
[3] Rabbi Yose the Priest: pious. 
[4] Rabbi Simeon ben Nethanel. fears sin. 
[5] and Rabbi Eleazar ben Arakh: a surging spring. 
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At the end of this list, ben Zakkai judges the first disciple in the list, Eliezer ben 

Hyrcanus, to be superior to the others, whereas Abba Saul interjects (from whence?) 

judging the final disciple in the list, Eleazar ben Arakh to be the superior sage. 

Avot 2:9 has ben Zakkai returning to instructing his disciples, challenging each to 

"see what is the straight path to which someone should stick."183 Each disciple then 

answers in turn, repeating Avot's listing of the disciples, as well as the disciples 

presenting their responses in what adds up to another implied list of five, in the voice of 

the author-narrator: 

.rmta w 

.aits nan 

.aita pt? 

WW "on 
.f?ttn n« nwnn 

"iry?K ,a-i 

.ana a? 

[1] Rabbi Eliezer 
says: 

A generous spirit. 
[2] Rabbi Joshua 

says: 
A good friend. 

[3] Rabbi Yose 
says: 

A good neighbor. 
[4] Rabbi Simeon 

says: 
Foresight. 

[5] Rabbi Eleazar 
says: 

Good will. 
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Just as at the end of the previous dialogue between ben Zakkai and his disciples, the 

master then renders judgment on them following their responses to his query. In this case 

he prefers the response of the final disciple in the list, Eleazer ben Arakh (who was Abba 

Saul's preferred disciple in the preceding dialogue). 

A third dialogue is then presented when ben Zakkai puts forth another test for 

them: "Go out and see what is the bad road, which someone should avoid" (translation: 

Neusner 1983, 73). Each responds as in the previous dialogues, thereby creating a list of 

five disciples, each with his own response. However Rabbi Simeon qualifies his response 

of "a loan," creating not only a tripartite response, but one that is further justified with a 

scriptural passage (the only previous sage to do this heretofore was Rabban Simeon ben 

Gamaliel). Nonetheless, once more Eleazar ben Arakh's response (jn 2*?, "[an] evil 

heart") is preferred by ben Zakkai. 

Then a final dialogue concludes this narrative beginning in 2:10, in which each 

disciple "said three things." Here each disciple is shown to say considerably more, and in 

a considerably more complex manner than hitherto. Yet the explicit statement that they 

"said three things" does not yield the simple tripartite sayings of the type found before it 

in Avot. As can be seen in the Appendix, the list-like rhetoric in Avot 2:10-14 is always 

complicated by extrinsic phrases, and in 2:10 the "three things" said by Eliezar do not 

even appear to be list-like or tripartite. Hence the variety of listing throughout the 

narrative grows increasingly complex through the addition of further literary elements, as 

each dialogue is played out. 

Avot 2:15 returns us to the voice of the author and removes us from the ben 

Zakkai narrative. Yet interestingly, this saying by R. Tarfon is clearly a five-part saying, 
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serving rhetorically to transition the reader out of the narrative which contains so many 

five-part lists, into a new unit in Avot: 

"ID1N 
-rep DIM 

.nana n:*<?Dm 

.nann -Dtpm 
:prm n^n ?ym 

Rabbi Tarfon 
says: 

The day [is] short, 
and the work [is] large, 
and the labourers [are] lazy, 
and the recompense [is] large, 
and the master [employer] of the house [is] demanding. 

Following this, a second saying attributed to Tarfon which is not clearly or implicitly list

like is then presented. 

In chapters three and four, Avot's non-list-like rhetoric (column H) and scriptural 

quotations (column I) become much more prominent forms, the significance of which 

will be evaluated in chapter III below. We can also note for now that the listing and 

counting rhetorics become much more sporadic yet still relatively intricate when they 

occur, no longer interacting as clearly with Avot's sage-listing rhetorics. This creates a 

section of Avot which is less dependent on the premises of Avot 1:1, and less dependent 

on portraying sages as listing or counting for cohesion; yet this part of Avot still presents 

such activities as a consistent hallmark of rabbinic activity. 

Chapter three begins with a statement in which Akaviah ben Mehallel speaks in 

the second person, imperative, r m y H"1? K3 nn« fKl Dnm TW?V1 ?onon ("Reflect 

upon three things and you will not come into the hands of transgression." Those three 
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things are "know[ing] [1] from whence you come, [2] and whither you are going, [3] and 

before whom you stand to give judgment and account"). This kind of tripartite saying is 

already familiar to the reader of Avot. This mishnah serves rhetorically to return the 

reader to the idea of simple listing and enumerating following the ben Zakkai narrative, 

yet also transitions the reader into this new section. 

Until this point listing and enumeration have been portrayed as roughly equivalent 

activities. However, it is possible, as well, to count things without necessarily doing so in 

list form. Avot 3:2-3 portrays counting without listing. Here, the counting interacts more 

with the content in columns H and I ("other content" and "scriptural quotation") than it 

does with any lists (which do not exist here) or with the names of rabbis, since the 

narratives are self contained, being merely attributed to this or that sage (specifically here 

R. Hanina ben Teradyon, and, once again, R. Simeon). 

First, R. Hanina ben Teradyon in 3:2 discusses mm n31 jfTtfa pKl patPW WW 

("two who sit down and there are no matters of Torah between them"), followed by a 

judgment against them (D̂ X? 2WQ nt "nil, "behold, this is a seat of the scornful"), 

concluded by a scriptural quotation to legitimate this judgment. This is then contrasted 

with the opposing situation, in which two do discuss matters of Torah, and are judged 

positively, also followed by a scriptural quotation as proof text. Finally, he states that 

even one who sits to work on "Torah" is blessed, again justified by quoting a scriptural 

verse. Second, in 3:3, R. Simeon's saying follows the same form and theme as that of R. 

Hanina ben Teradyon which directly preceded it, judging negatively against l̂ nNi? rwlv? 

m m n n T>?y n»K «5l -rrtK ]n?W ?J? ("three that ate on one table, and did not say over 

it matters of Torah"), again providing a scriptural proof text. This, again as in Teradyon's 
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saying, is then followed by a presentation of the opposite situation, which is judged 

positively and justified by another scriptural quotation. 

Avot 3:6 repeats both the idea of counting those who sit down to discuss or not 

discuss "Torah," as well as the use of scriptural proof texts. But excluding this exception, 

following 2:3 and until the beginning of chapter five, Avot's listing rhetoric becomes 

more sporadic and incidental than it has generally been hitherto. Avot 3:4 contains an 

implied list of three clauses, but 3:6 represents another instance of explicitly counting. 

Following this mishnah, Avot's third chapter only includes implied lists of clauses when 

it lists or counts at all (in 3:10, 11, 16, and 17). From 3:7 until the end of the chapter, 

then, listing in the voice of sages becomes less frequent and, in fact, less consistently 

ordered or structured. That this is a transitional presentation is an important observation 

because, while the ordering of lists here is sporadic, it does gradually decrease in 

importance in this chapter until it no longer appears at all. 

This feature functions as a transition into chapter four, which begins with a 

complete absence of any listing rhetoric attributed to sages. Neusner notes that at this 

point in the text, 

We have come to expect truly sizable constructions of coherent sayings, or, more 
accurately, sayings of coherent groups. Now we come to singletons. These are 
sayings assigned to individuals who bear no relationship to one another.185 

Tropper calls chapter four "a clearly distinguishable literary unit because it sits between 

the name-structured c. 3 and the number-structured c. 5."186 There is a brief, explicit list 

in 4:13, and then an implied list of phrases in 4:18. But even though this chapter is 

noticeably missing much listing rhetoric, it does gradually increase in prominence by the 

end of this chapter, just as it gradually decreased in the previous chapter. By the end of 
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the chapter, (4:21-22), five relatively long implied lists of clauses or phrases appear, 

attributed to Rabbi Elezar HaQappar. Just as chapter three's gradual absence of listing 

rhetoric served to transition the reader into chapter four, chapter four's gradual increase 

not only in the appearance of lists but also the complexity of them indicates a transition 

into chapter five. 

Avot's fifth and final chapter "employs a numerical framework for the ordering of 

its materials."187 It relinquishes the attribution of listing rhetoric to specific sages, finally 

presenting them here in the voice of the implied author himself. Here, then, the listing of 

clauses and phrases comes to completely dominate the structuring and the content of the 

final chapter of Avot. As Tropper notes, this final chapter is "organized in descending 

numerical order."188 

Avot returns here to explicit listing beginning with the introduction of individual 

lists, but not followed by an actual list of representing the premise introduced. As 

Neusner observes, in Avot 5:1-4, "[w]hat we have... are simply prescriptions for lists, but 

these are not spelled out, and the point that they make is not made explicit."189 For 

example, Avot 5:1 states that "the world was created by ten sayings," but those ten things 

are not listed. Rather, the principle behind the list is provided in the form of non-list-like 

"other content": "What does study (T!»?n190) say? And is it not so that by one word the 

world could be created?" Avot 5:1-8 consist of lists often, which, "review the entire 

sacred history of Israel," thus contrasting the beginning of Avot's final chapter with 

Avot's four groupings of rabbinic history in chapters one and two.191 In chapter one it 

was Avot's rhetoric of sage-listing that guided the reader through Avot's authors' version 

of Jewish history; here in chapter five this is done by means of relatively elaborate listing 
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and counting exercises. These lists, all based on overtly scriptural or historical (although 

there was no difference to the early rabbis) narratives and concepts, continue from 5:1 to 

5:19 (with an exceptional section in 5.16-18 in which no lists are introduced or counted). 

The first lists are all often items until 5:6, and the final two of these (5:5-6) are 

exceptional here because the lists are then displayed for the reader. These last two 

mishnayot, then, serve to transition into the next numerical section consisting of lists of 

seven. In 5:7-9, Avot explicitly lists and attempts to classify, according to the number 

seven, "the traits of individuals and the possibilities of ordinary life, meaning famine and 

plenty, poverty and wealth."192 Then, in 5:9-15 lists of four are also introduced and 

explicitly listed. This section consists of a "transitional unit... emphasizing the same 

kinds of things [as 5:7-9]—pestilence and suffering—all using the number four."193 

Although strict listing rhetoric does not exist in 5:16-18 as it has been otherwise seen in 

Avot, Neusner notes that at this point in Avot we are nevertheless presented with a series 

of binary opposites.194 Finally, Avot 5:20-22 exhibit only implied lists of phrases or 

clauses, until the document's final mishnah (5:23) contains no listing rhetoric. 

The above analysis can be briefly summarized along with some quantitative data, 

which is represented in figure 3 below, illustrating the generally developmental nature of 

Avot's list-making rhetoric: 
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Figure 3 

Listed or counted language is introduced in Avot 1:1 as the standard and basic way in 

which a sage in the "chain of transmission" speaks, and in most of the rest of Avot sages 

are depicted as consistently employing enumerated or listed-like language. Chapter one is 

book-ended by two mishnayot that explicitly count lists of three. In between, sages are 

shown with little exception to speak in the form of tripartite sayings, reinforcing the 

notion in 1:1 that this method of speech is to be understood as part of—if not the major 

form of—rabbinic language. 

In chapter two's narrative depicting Yohanan ben Zakkai's circle of disciples, not 

only is ben Zakkai shown to list, count, or speak in a listed-like manner, but his disciples 

are, too, as is the narrator himself. In this section ben Zakkai "enumerates" the qualities 

of his five disciples, who are counted several times both in the voice of the author and in 

that of ben Zakkai. 
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In chapter three, the prominence and dominance of listing rhetoric steadily 

diminishes. This type of rhetoric disappears almost altogether in chapter four, finally 

gradually reappearing before the beginning of chapter five. 

Finally, chapter five dispenses almost altogether with the listing of sages, placing 

the chapter's abundant, complex, and generally explicit listing and counting language in 

the voice of the implied author himself. 

As Neusner concludes, "[t]his chapter has presented us with a series of lists. So at 

the end we have to ask what is gained by the making of lists."195 Neusner continues, 

answering his own question by stating that, 

...in making lists, information is organized into a useful pattern. By listing diverse 
things, what they have in common becomes clear... [B]y making lists, by thinking 
in the orderly way in which the Mishnah 's masters pursue thought, we master and 
make sense of whatever is to be known.196 

What the preceding analysis has shown is that neither advocating the virtues of list-

making, nor presenting examples of list-making language, are relegated to chapter five. 

Avot's authors placed listing rhetoric throughout Avot, using it more passively, although 

still quite apparently, at first, and gradually increasing (with chapter four as a brief 

exception, to be discussed in chapter III below) the complexity, weight, and frequency of 

the lists. At first those lists are placed in the voices of those sages to whom they are 

attributed, but in chapter five, this device is removed by the authors. Hence Avot's listing 

rhetoric, while not a perfect trajectory in which numbered lists are mathematically 

increased, still presents us with a beginning that sets up the premise of sages speaking in 

more simple listed or counted forms, a middle which plays with this concept in varying 
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and creative ways, and finally an end in which explicit listing rhetoric takes the document 

over almost completely. 

II.3. Conclusions 

Avot 1:1 establishes an initial, dual premise. Firstly, rabbinic sages are part of a 

group of masters and disciples whose knowledge and ascribed authority derive from their 

reception of "Torah." And, secondly, those within this group speak authoritatively 

through the use of list- or litany-like language. What I am arguing is that Avot 1:1 does 

not set up its premise only within the limited literary context of a single unit within Avot, 

but rather that its initial two claims comprise the premise behind the structure of Avot 

that follows. 

Although listing and enumerating language is not the only rhetoric found within 

Avot, it is the rhetoric that provides the framework for the document, and it is represented 

by Avot's authors as a, or even the, primary mode of speech by rabbinic sages. 

Notwithstanding other forms of language, here listed as "other content," as well as the 

use of scriptural quotations, there is no section in Avot of significant size that does not 

contain either the listing of sages, or other kinds of listing. As the first claim of Avot 

1:1—that rabbis are authorities because of Torah-reception—diminishes not suddenly but 

gradually in its role in guiding the reader through the sequencing of Avot's mishnayot, 

chapters and units, its second premise—that authoritative rabbinic language is list-like— 

progressively replaces it in prominence, in the form of generally increasingly complex 

types of listing and enumerating rhetoric. As Avot's sage-listing rhetoric diminishes in 

cohesion and in importance for guiding the flow of the document, its listing rhetoric, as 
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well as "other content" (most frequently) attributed to sages, increases in occurrence, 

length, and dominance over the flow of the document. 

These two types of listing rhetoric shift in dominance not suddenly, but gradually 

and even logically, based intrinsically in the authors' choice for the order of Avot's units; 

and it is indeed apparent that, more or less, "each and every chapter is a literary sub-unit 

distinguished by particular thematic and stylistic features."197 But regardless of the 

provenance of these units, whether received or original, the arrangement of Avot's forms 

and content bespeaks not only an intentional structure, but also and therefore an implied 

purpose. 

The initial choice of Avot's authorship to place the sayings of rabbis into the 

structure of a chain of transmission—essentially a list of rabbis whose cohesion is 

determined by the Torah-reception premise—not only shows what rabbis do, but it 

primarily serves as an argument for the legitimate authority of rabbis. Avot attempts to 

"emphasize the integrity of [rabbinic] memory paths,"198 and it does so not only via a 

narrative depicting the history of Torah-transmission of the early rabbis, but also by 

representing the ideal mode of communication by which that transmission is facilitated: 

listing. 

As Avot progresses, its initially dominant rhetoric becomes secondary as, roughly 

concurrently, the ideal form of rabbinic action—essentially listed or list-like speech—is 

focused upon more prominently and intricately. In other words, as Avot progresses, 

language used to legitimate what a rabbi does becomes less important than language that 

demonstrates to the reader how it can be done. Hence these two rhetorics are symbiotic: 

rabbinic thought is argued to be legitimate because it is, in fact, Torah received from 
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Sinai; and at the same time the use of list-like language is both argued and demonstrated 

to be a sound means of "transmitting" that Torah—or, in other words, of creating rabbinic 

thought. 

Avot's flow is first guided by the idea that sages are authoritative because their 

expertise derives from "Torah," originally directly from God to Moses at Sinai. But as 

Avot comes closer to ending, and this premise has been well-established, what sages do is 

allowed to become a more prominent feature of Avot, until by the final chapter it forms 

the framework for the document. Furthermore, Avot continually adds and complicates 

types of language that are not listed or list-like (which will be discussed further in the 

following chapter). The impression that is left is that Avot is meant to introduce the 

reader to both the authority and the expertise of a rabbinic sage, as the authors chose to 

, . 199 
portray him. 

Avot serves as a primer on these authors' particular interpretation of the rabbinic 

movement. That Avot was meant to be some kind of training manual is not a new idea. 

But the reasoning for this assumption has only ever been demonstrated 

impressionistically (if at all). Conversely and correctively, the present analysis serves to 

begin to reconstruct a plan and method for Avot from which a fair hypothesis about the 

document's intended function can be generated. 

In any case, so far this reconstruction has been only literary, and is still 

incomplete. We must also consider the topical content of Avot, as well as the character of 

its non-list-like rhetoric. But as we will see, these aspects of Avot can be best understood 

in the context of comparing Avot to other sources. Without comparing our initial 

interpretation of Avot's listing rhetorics with relevant social, historical and literary 
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information, then all we have reconstructed is a part of the fiction created by Avot's 

authorship. We can only begin to understand its relevance, verisimilitude, and purpose 

when we place it within an identifiable social world and a corroborating historical 

situation. 

Upon doing this, it will be demonstrated how, in what context, and for what 

purpose Avot may have been created as a sort of rabbinic "training manual." We will 

furthermore see that this term does not quite do Avot's authors justice. Avot will be seen 

to be more than a simple "training manual," as it cleverly and persistently uses and 

combines many different strategies within its overarching structure. The expansion of our 

analysis of Avot's rhetoric, as well as evaluation of Avot compared to other (relevant) 

ancient evidence, will be the objective of the following chapter. 
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III. SOCIO-CULTURAL INTERPRETATION: ENLISTING AS A RABBINIC 

DISCIPLE 

Having established in the previous chapter the basic structure for Avot, we will 

now begin to explore the social meaning of Avot's rhetoric. Avot, like any document, is 

the product of a social circumstance for which that document was appropriate as a 

response, and which that document was intended to affect through persuasion, both 

explicit and implicit; Avot not only reflects its situation, it refracts it. Even by the 

Hellenistic period, Jewish historians such as Aristeas, Demetrius or Eupolemus were 

using genealogies and presenting the history of their ancestors, such as Abraham, David, 

or Moses.200 Moses was especially highly regarded as the prototypical lawgiver and 

philosopher.201 And as Burton Mack notices, the authors of Avot attempt to use their own 

genealogy of rabbinic masters to rewrite Jewish history: "The new history started with 

Moses, but skirted the history of the kings and the etiologies for the temple, and ended up 

with the academy of rabbis... a parallel history."202 In this sense, Avot can be seen as a 

myth intended to effectively mark those within the rabbinic movement as (the) legitimate 

Jewish authorities. As Mack further elucidates, the creation of myths goes hand-in-hand 

with the development of new social formations: 

Social formation and mythmaking are group activities that go together, each 
stimulating the other in a kind of dynamic feedback system. Both speed up when 
new groups form in times of social disintegration and cultural change... [S]o 
during the Greco-Roman period the merger of peoples and the disintegration of 
traditional societies sparked new patterns of association and called forth new 
ways of thinking. 

Avot is an attempt by a certain authorship to create a new identity in its reader, a new 

definition of Jewish identity which is dependent on rabbinic authority and learning; but 

for what purpose, and for what kind of audience? 
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As we will see, Avot's rhetorical strategies—both including and excluding those 

related to the creation of lists—cannot be fairly understood as attempts at buttressing a 

new social formation without comparing Avot to two types of literature that are 

suggested by it, Mishnah and wisdom literature. The forms of argumentation common to 

each genre were known at the time to be appropriate to particular rhetorical exigencies, or 

occasions. Therefore a comparison of Avot with other literature that uses similar 

strategies can be a helpful step toward reconstructing the purposes for which Avot's 

authors likely intended their document. 

In context Avot seems an anachronism, as well as a cultural anomaly: it is deviant 

from many of the norms of writing for contemporaneous rabbinic documents (Mishnah 

and Tosefta), while heavily reliant on genres popular in preceding, as well as concurrent 

but competing, social and institutional milieus (wisdom and philosophical literature). 

Tropper notes that 

... Avot, unlike the rest of the Mishnah, is composed in the spirit of an earlier 
literary tradition [wisdom], and this link may have been intended to imply that the 
wisdom of earlier sages such as Solomon and Ben Sira is one and the same as the 
wisdom and Torah of the rabbis.204 

While it is a distinct creation, Avot uses both wisdom/philosophy-like as well as 

Mishnah-like rhetorical templates in order to be persuasive for a particular occasion. 

In this chapter we will use this comparative data to begin to hypothesize about 

Avot's intended purpose and its social meaning. Given this rough correspondence 

between Avot's listing and non-listing related rhetorical forms, and seeing that its other 

content is arranged according to the progressive structure put forth in the previous 

chapter, it will be argued that Avot's structure mirrors a concomitant social transition. 

Just as Avot moves the reader from simpler wisdom sayings attributed to rabbinic sages 
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to more complex and Mishnah-like listing rhetoric (eventually not attributed to sages at 

all), it will be argued that Avot was used as an aid in transitioning its intended audience 

from the status of a non-rabbinic scribe to that of a rabbinic disciple ready to tackle the 

considerable undertaking of training under a rabbi in the expertise of mishnaic 

Listemvissenschaft. 

III.l. Topical Content and Non-Listing Dependent Rhetoric in Avot 

Here we will evaluate the topical content of Avot not as a record of rabbinic life, 

but instead as a record of rabbinic argument. If Avot was structured in order to persuade, 

as I am arguing it was, its content would therefore have been chosen with a persuasive 

agenda in mind, formed in a way appropriate to a particular social condition. In that case, 

some of the argument of Avot's authorship may be gleaned, and therefore so can 

something of the exigency for the creation of that argument. If Avot is the result of the 

redaction of several sources, then we have seen that those who redacted them into Avot 

seem to have taken care to give their document a relatively unified and purposeful 

structure. It would not be unreasonable to think that they tailored Avot's content just as 

they did its form to suit their agenda. This suspicion appears to be verified, moreover, 

when we survey Avot's topical content, which is relatively limited, represented by a small 

repertoire of related themes. 

We have already seen Avot's listing-related forms that certain themes and topics 

persist on the discursive and explicit level. The notion of reception and transmission of 

"Torah," as well as the preservation of that "Torah" via masters and disciples, is the first 

idea presented by Avot 1:1: 
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[1] Moses received Torah from Sinai, and transmitted it to Joshua, and Joshua to 
elders, and elders to prophets, and prophets transmitted it to [the] men of the great 
assembly. 

[2] They said three things: Be prudent in judgment, and raise up many disciples, 
and make a fence for [the] Torah. 

Much of the content of Avot seems related to this overall theme of Torah-via-

discipleship, as well. In Avot, "[t]he heaviest emphasis is placed on study of Torah, on 

the master-disciple relationship, on obedience to Torah and its accurate 

interpretation..."206 Further passages of Avot, "similar to the Biblical proverbs, [exhort] to 

good behavior or [offer] observations on humanity, human behavior, and the world 

itself."207 Finally, other passages of Avot, especially weighted towards the end of the 

document, deal with the mythic and cultic history of Israel, from Creation into the Greco-

Roman period. 

We must also take note that the content of Avot emphasizes certain key themes or 

topics also in progressive order, determined through repetition. This, as noted above, is 

what Robbins called a "qualitative" type of argument, which "...occurs when the quality 

of the images and descriptions encourages the reader to accept the portrayal as true and 

real. This occurs when analogies, examples, and citations of ancient testimony function in 

a persuasive manner."208 Take note, firstly, of the frequency of the presentation of these 

key topics. Interestingly, Avot only directly refers to jurisprudence (including any 

mention of humans judging, trying legal cases, witnessing in court, and the like) in a total 

of nine mishnayot. Key topics as indicated by their frequency in Avot include God 

(including the notions of sinning against God, Heaven, or the frequent term from wisdom 
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literature, the "fear" [NllD] of God or Heaven; 54 mishnayot), study (including any 

mention of discipleship, learning, teaching, or sages; 42 mishnayot), Torah (36 

mishnayot), and cult (to God, through Temple-service, or other acts of piety or worship of 

YHWH; 24 mishnayot). These observations alone point to the implicit intention of Avot's 

authors, through repetition, to connect the notions of service to God and the study of 

Torah. But we can even further explore Avot's use of these topics by observing the 

progression of their repetition throughout the document, as represented by the chart 

below: 
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While the theme of God is the most frequently used in Avot, it is distributed throughout 

the document in such a way that it is focused upon more in 1:17-4:5 and 4:10-5:9. Avot 

begins, rather, with a greater focus on study and Torah, a theme that continues strongly 

through chapters one through four, and wanes (without disappearing altogether) in 

chapter five. Hence when focusing also upon the distribution of its key topics, Avot 

displays a progressive form, determined by repetition. On the level of topical content, 

Avot begins with a greater focus on the idea of Torah and study, and later connects this 

idea more and more with the notion of revelation and the ancient cult to YHWH alluded 

to in Avot 1:1. Finally by chapter five, discipleship, study and Torah are minor topics, 

while Avot focuses more on God and the Jews' history and practice of cult to Him. This 

is striking when we note that, in contrast, Avot's listing rhetoric begins by arguing for the 

ancient pedigree (and therefore the legitimacy) of the rabbis (i.e., through the list of 

Torah-receiving rabbis), and ends by engaging in more detailed explorations of the 

methods of rabbinic study (i.e., lists). In this regard, then, Avot does represent a kind of 

basic chiasm, represented in the figure below: 
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Chiastic Structure of Avot 

Avot, chapter 1 Avot, chapter 5 

God and revelation study (expressed via listing 
(expressed via listing rhetoric) 

God and revelation (topical 
Study (topical content) content) 

Figure 5 

Another prominent technique used by Avot to connect the rabbis to Torah, God, 

and revelation is the direct citation of scriptural quotations as proof texts for rabbinic 

statements, a total of 28 times. Using the typically mishnaic formula "iDNJfc? ("as it is 

said"), Avot quotes directly from scripture three times in chapters one and two combined 

(1:18; 2:9, 13), seventeen times in chapter three (3:2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 17), four times in 

chapter four (4:1, 19), and finally reappearing four times near the end of chapter five (5:4, 

18, 19). The peak of the use of this formula appears in chapter three, almost immediately 

following the episode of Yohanan ben Zakkai and his disciples. It is also in this chapter 

where we noted that the use of the notion of rabbinic reception from Torah disappears; all 

sages here are placed in seemingly random order. It could therefore be said that in chapter 

three, the operating rhetorical principle becomes the demonstration of the (proper) use of 

scriptural quotes as proof texts. For example, Avot 3:6 (notice, too, how these proof texts 

are used here in combination with a numbering exercise): 
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R. Halafta ben Dosa, a man of Kefar Hananiah says, 
"Among ten who sit and work hard on the Torah the Presence comes to 
rest, 

as it is said [nD«2B»], 
God stands in the congregation of God (Ps. 82:1). 

And how do we know that the same is so even of five? 
For it is said [na*«B>], 

And he has founded his group upon the earth (Am. 9:6). 
And how do we know that this is so even of three? 

Since it is said [naKJE*], 
And he judges among the judges (Ps. 82:1) 

And how do we know that this is so even of two? 
Because it is said [nawtt*], 

Then they that feared the Lord spoke with one another, and 
the Lord hearkened and heard (Mai. 3:16). 

And how do we know that this is so even of one? 
Since it is said [10WB>], 

In every place where I record my name I will come to you 
and I will bless you (Ex. 20.24)."209 

Here, not only is Avot's common topic of Torah present, but so, too, is a combination of 

two of the document's major rhetorical strategies in order to both demonstrate as well as 

legitimate the use of each: citations of scriptural proof texts, and the use of numbering 

and listing. In chapter five, the reliance on direct scriptural quotes is for the most part 

entirely replaced with indirect allusions to scripturally based Jewish myth. 

Once the use of scripture wanes near the beginning of chapter four, we are 

presented with something else. Chapter four contains a diverse collection of rhetorical 

and literary structures, held together only loosely by the "Rabbi X says" formula. Chapter 

four seems anomalous at first, since the use of both numerical and attributional formulae 

diminish. As stated above, Avot in general—and chapter four as a particularly apposite 
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example—uses several rhetorical techniques that are comparable in certain, important 

ways to both Mishnah and wisdom literature. Therefore, below we will review Avot in 

comparison to each genre on its own. But since these genres—Mishnah and wisdom—are 

each appropriate to a particular type of social institution—the guild and the school, 

respectively—we will also examine something of the social character of these groups, as 

well as the means by which outsiders became members. Once this is done we can begin 

to hypothesize about the usefulness that the text's flexible use of these genres would have 

afforded Avot's authors. 

111.2. Avot as a Recruitment and Training Text for Rabbinic Neophytes 

I submit that Avot can be understood to Junction as a recruitment and training 

tool for the rabbinic guild in the mid-third century CE. We have seen so far how Avot 

uses lists, and promotes listing language as paradigmatic in the world of the rabbis. We 

have also seen how so much of the content in Avot is geared towards an environment of 

masters and disciples. As Avot begins, it places more simple wisdom language into the 

voices of individual sages, all arranged and structured according to a chain of masters and 

disciples. But as it goes on, increasingly complex wisdom language is finally joined by 

longer lists, comparable more closely with mishnaic Listenwissenschaft. Both types of 

listing rhetoric aid in memory retention through mnemonic forms. Hence, the very 

structure of Avot endorses the social relationship of master and disciple; its list of sages 

in a chain of tradition implies the value of transmitting knowledge through discipleship, 

while its lists, wisdom sayings, or Listenwissemchaft-like language promote mnemonic 

language as the rabbinic ideal. 
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The hypothesis that emerges, and to which I have alluded before, is that Avot was 

meant as a sort of training manual. But, also as stated before, we can be even more 

specific than that. If we attempt to understand Avot as an attempt at rhetoric, then we can 

use rhetorical as well as social-scientific theory as aids in reconstructing the 

circumstance—or exigency—-under which Avot's rhetorical strategies and structures 

were called for. In the remainder of this chapter it will be argued that Avot represents a 

liminal text; Avot's progressive structure—which moves from focusing on a list of sages 

to focusing on listing language itself, and from more common wisdom language to more 

culturally specific mishnaic rhetoric—was meant to model and mirror a social transition 

process. 

I put forth, and aim to demonstrate, that A vot was likely intended for an audience 

of Jewish scribes who had been recruited as rabbinic neophytes. The best fit of Avot's 

rhetoric to a social situation would be to that of a transition between statuses, from a non-

rabbinic Jewish scribe to a specifically rabbinic disciple within the guild. Avot therefore 

represents what we can call a "liminal" text, meaning that it is meant for an audience of 

liminal people, or the "neophyte." Liminality is a period of "mid-transition,"210 while a 

neophyte is a "transitional-being" or "liminal persona" engaged in the process of 

transformation between his or her old and new social roles or statuses.21' 

There were several plausible alternative intended audiences for Avot, including 

already initiated disciples within the rabbinic guild, members of the havura (the group of 

loyal non-rabbis mentioned several times in Mishnah), or perhaps even the so-called 

amme ha 'aretz (the term used by the Mishnah for the general Jewish community of 

Palestine). However, I submit that the analysis above rules them all out as intended 
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audiences of the document. Instead, the only type of audience that seems to make sense 

for Avot consists of Jewish scribes residing in northern Palestine. Moreover, both the 

Mishnah and Avot portray members of the rabbinic guild as men; hence as with most 

public institutions of the era, like guilds or philosophical schools, the audience intended 

for Avot was also male.212 According to Goodman (as referenced by H. Gregory Snyder), 

there were a '"large number' of biblical texts current in Palestine ('many thousands'), 

and... that 'all adult male Jews had regular access to at least a Pentateuch scroll, since 

they could expect to hear it read aloud in synagogues at least once a week, on the 

Sabbath.'" But the question then posed by Snyder is relevant: "Even if true [that adult 

male Jews had regular access to scripture]... what percentage of Jewish males could read 

Aramaic, let alone Hebrew? And would they have been empowered to interpret it on their 

own behalf?" In the Greco-Roman world, "[l]anguage was a problem even for relatively 

educated people."213 For an average Jewish, northern Palestinian audience of Aramaic or 

Greek speakers, ".. .the difficulties posed by Hebrew would have rendered scripture even 

more inaccessible to the average Aramaic-speaking auditor." 

Therefore Jewish scribes had a certain amount of "social leverage" within 

Palestine since "they were (presumably) able to read Hebrew, though fluency in the 

language, even among relatively educated students, may not have been universal."215 In 

the northern Palestinian context, "the right to pronounce authoritatively on texts was the 

prerogative of a limited number of text-brokers. Some... of these figures would have 

gone under the name of a "scribe."216 Palestinian scribes were "textual experts" who 

"carried out the reading and explication of scripture."217 Epigraphic sources demonstrate 

that "in Greco-Roman society generally, scribes were typically attached to 
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institutions...," including, "in some cases temples, in others, political bodies. Fraternities 

and collegia also list the grammateis ["scribes"; sg., grammateus] as officers."218 Snyder 

also comments that much of what we think we know of Greco-Roman scribes seems to 

come from the Gospels' portrayal of them as adversarial Jewish communal and textual 

authorities. But while the early Christian portraits may be exaggerated, even 

"caricatured," and are somewhat "anomalous" in the context of Greco-Roman 

culture, their "deformation in character rendition suggests an underlying tension over the 

office and role of the scribe." This is because scribes, as a particular class of 

professional textual readers, writers, and interpreters, could attain a certain amount of 

power in a society such as the Jewish community of Palestine, which highly valued 

dependable means for the transmission of their own body of scripture. Moreover, 

It would have been in the interest of such textual experts to control the 
dissemination of written texts of or about scripture and to restrict the prerogative 
of interpreting scripture to select caste of individuals... [Further], it was not 
simply the written text, but the traditions that grew up around it that were also 
closely guarded. Experts in "the traditions of the Fathers," those oral 
interpretations which grew up around the written law, would serve a similar 
function.222 

As we will see, Avot seems to be authored by rabbis exercising their particular role as 

scribal "text-brokers," as "trained specialist^]" in and "mediators]" of texts. These 

authors' particular task with Avot was to train its readership to be such "text-brokers," 

too; Avot promotes list making as the technology by which a rabbinic disciple can attain 

master status. 

The range of topics and the sophistication of Avot's language (not to mention 

Mishnah's) required a higher education, something to which most Roman citizens, 

Jews included, did not have access. Scribes, however, were essentially professional 
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readers and writers. Both Mishnah and wisdom texts—the genres from which Avot takes 

most of its techniques or content—in general imply scribal roles for their own intended 

audiences. In fact, since both genres suggest a scribal audience to begin with, it would 

require greater effort to argue for a wider or different intended audience other than 

scribes. 

But Avot suggests not only a scribal audience, but, like wisdom literature, the 

context of a scribal school. Avot's topical focus and its rhetorical structure are each 

determined by the notion of Torah learned within a school (that is, master-disciple) 

environment. I submit that Avot does not make sense in terms of an intended audience if 

that audience were already a part of the guild. Avot tries so hard to legitimate rabbinic 

Judaism itself, that it would be a case of overcompensation. For example, the Mishnah— 

an intra-guild text—does contain the notion of rabbinic succession in it; but this is only 

mentioned in that document in passing, and only a handful of times. Avot, rather, makes 

this notion central, and to centralize an apology for Mishnah for members who are 

already part of the guild makes less sense. Moreover, Avot's school-focused form and 

content also betray the unlikelihood of "the Jewish community" or any average outsider 

(Jewish or otherwise) as the intended audience for Avot. The interpretation of Avot that 

follows will reveal that Avot has further qualities that suggest an intended audience not 

only of Jewish scribes, but one of Jewish scribal neophytes in the process of becoming 

disciples within the particularly rabbinic guild of scribes in northern Palestine. 
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III.3. Social Transition and Liminality in the Context of the Greco-Roman World 

In the Mediterranean world, groups and group-focused identities were central; 

individualism as we understand it today was neither practicable nor expected. Individuals 

were identified according to the group to which they belonged, so if an individual were 

judged to act either honourably or shamefully, the judgment would extend to the group 

with which the individual was identified. Therefore such an identity had to be safely 

assigned and defined. In this culture, whether one was moving from household to 

household, city to city, or group to group, one's status as either outsider or insider had to 

be properly ascertained, and this was done by ritual means, whether formal or informal. 

Hence one's identity was group-centered: one was thought of as either insider or outsider; 

anything in between was potentially dangerous. But when joining a group, whether as a 

member or a guest, this middle phase between insider and outsider was a necessary 

mechanism that proved the safe transition from one status to another. 

Arnold van Gennep, in his Rites of Passage (1960 [1909]) called this the 

"liminal" phase of transition, that stage after segregation from the individual's old 

identity, and before aggregation into the individual's new one. This is a stage of 

transformation marked by seclusion or segregation of neophytes within a ritual setting of 

some kind, and marked by lessons and trials or tests used to guide neophytes in the 

worldview and way of life of the group.225 

That liminality was important in the ancient Mediterranean world has already 

been noted. For example, Thomas M. Finn's study of conversion rituals of ancient 

religions has taken the social importance of liminality into account,226 as has Bruce J. 

Malina's study of ancient Mediterranean hospitality.227 Liminal space and rituals were 
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important because of the widely acknowledged group-centeredness within Greco-Roman 

culture, commonly utilized to assign new identities. These processes communicated a 

social transformation from one status to another, marking, whether exclusively or not, the 

individual's undertaking of a new role, state, or status in society. 

In his seminal study of liminality,228 Victor W. Turner notes that "frjites de 

passage are found in all societies." He continues, "[s]uch rites indicate and constitute 

transitions between states... [including] in its meaning such social constancies as legal 

status, profession, office or calling, rank or degree."229 Moreover, 

Rites de passage... also concern entry into a new achieved status, whether this be 
a political office or membership of an exclusive club or secret society. They may 
admit persons into membership of a religious group where such a group does not 
include the whole society, or qualify them for the official duties of the cult, 
sometimes in a graded series of rites.230 

According to Turner, "initiation rites... best exemplify transition, since they have well-

marked and protracted marginal or liminal phases."231 Turner furthermore explains the 

dyadic character of the neophyte-instructor/master relationship. Turner himself stresses 

this relationship, and it can also serve as a useful analogue to the disciple-master 

relationship promoted by Avot: 

... it must be understood that the authority of the elders over the neophytes is not 
based on legal sanctions; it is in a sense the personification of the self-evident 
authority of tradition. The authority of the elders is absolute, because it represents 
the absolute, the axiomatic values of society in which are expressed the "common 
good" and the common interest... complete obedience characterizes the 
relationship of neophyte to elder, [and] complete equality usually characterizes 
the relationship of neophyte to neophyte, where the rites are collective... [There is 
a] structural simplicity... [to] the liminal situation... 2 

Finally, another feature of Turner's model of liminality that can prove useful in 

comparison with Avot is his explanation of the communication of "sacra." These are 
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materials (or, symbols) by which the core values and beliefs of the group are 

communicated, and which Turner singles out as "the heart of the liminal matter."233 

Based on Jane Harrison's studies of "the Greek Eleusinian and Orphic mysteries,"234 

Turner notes that sacra can be communicated as "(1) exhibitions, 'what is shown'; (2) 

actions, 'what is done'; and (3) instructions, 'what is said.'"235 And it is striking when 

compared with Avot that: 

Among the "instructions" received by neophytes may be reckoned such matters 
as... the main outlines of the theogony, cosmogony, and mythical history of their 
societies or cults... [Instruction is also given in ethical and social obligations, in 
law and in kinship rules, and in technology to fit neophytes for the duties of future 
office [emphasis added]... [T]he communication of sacra both teaches the 
neophytes how to think with some degree of abstraction about their cultural 
milieu and gives them the ultimate standards of reference. At the same time, it is 
believed to change their nature, transform them from one kind of human being 
into another. It intimately unites man [sic] and office.236 

The means by which sacra instruct are by breaking down the symbolic vocabulary of a 

society and recombining them in new ways that are in better accord with the particular 

worldview and way of life of the smaller group. Sacra, "presented with a numinous 

simplicity, stamp into the neophytes the basic assumptions of their culture."237 

There is an amount of play at work in sacra, in order to reform the individual 

according to the new role or status into which he or she is transitioning. As Turner puts it, 

"[l]iminality is the realm of primitive hypothesis, where there is a certain freedom to 

juggle with the factors of existence... there is a promiscuous intermingling and 

juxtaposing of the categories of event, experience, and knowledge, with a pedagogic 

intention."238 Once such exploration has been conducted, and the liminal period is over, 

the individual can return to society with a new state or status, and with the understanding 

that they have "enhanced knowledge of how things work..."239 As neophytes, these 
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individuals were "told... that they... [were] being filled with mystical power by what 

they... [saw]... and what they... [were] told about it... [T]his power confers on them 

capacities to undertake successfully the tasks of their new office.. ."24° 

From an anthropological perspective, then, I put forth that Avot can, in basic 

terms, be seen as a rabbinic version of what Turner calls sacra, a liminal instructional 

text designed to form members of the rabbinic guild out of neophytes. I reiterate that on a 

basic level Avot does three basic things that instructional sacra tend to do, which is to 

say that: 

1. Avot includes "...the main outlines of..." rabbinic "...cosmogony, and 

mythical history of..." Jewish "... societ[y and cult]..." as Avot's authors 

understood it. 

2. In Avot, "instruction is also given in ethical and social obligations, in law and 

in kinship rules..." according to the norms of the closed group of rabbinic 

sages. 

3. And, Avot models for, and aims to impart to, its reader the list-making 

"...technology to fit neophytes for the duties of future..." rabbinic 

"...office."241 

The text plays with various literary forms (such as wisdom or Listertwissenschaff) with an 

apparently pedagogical aim. Avot also stresses both implicitly and explicitly the simple 

master-disciple dyad as the standard relationship and power structure within the rabbinic 

movement. And at Avot's core is a gradual—that is, transitional—rhetorical structure, 

one formed around list-making, which is presented as the central feature of rabbinic 

speech and activity. The aim of Avot is both to legitimate for the reader the authority of 
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rabbinic masters, and to demonstrate and in some way impart the efficacy of rabbinic list-

making language, by which their tradition (as Avot claims) is upheld. Avot seems geared 

ultimately towards preparing one for membership within the closed guild of rabbinic 

sages. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to exploring in greater detail just 

how Avot accomplished its apparent initiatory function within a rabbinic neophyte's 

period of liminal transition. 

III.4. Avot's Intersection with Mishnah 

Avot is a document that follows the Mishnah, and this must be kept in mind when 

comparing the two documents. Whatever internal literary correlations can or cannot be 

made between Mishnah and Avot, we must recognize the chronology of the documents. 

The Mishnah (c. 200 CE), being an early product of the classical rabbinic period (c. 200-

700 CE), is also a product of the Greco-Roman world, but in general its literary character 

is anomalous in the context of the period's literature. The oral or mnemonic quality of 

Mishnah is not in itself that unusual in context of the ancient world. But, still, Mishnah 

"possesses some characteristics so unusual that one can approach it most realistically by 

defining what it is not."242 While Mishnah bases itself loosely on the legal portions of the 

Hebrew Bible, it is not held together by a narrative framework; it does not attempt to be a 

historiography, presenting mostly legal cases almost randomly. Moreover, Mishnah "does 

not specify the audience for which it is intended. It does not indicate its own 

authorship."243 

Although the Mishnah has been traditionally understood as a collection of legal 

rulings that were applied by rabbis to their Jewish communities at the time of their 
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composition, there is little substantial, external evidence to corroborate this.244 That they 

claimed legal authority is observable, but if we cannot make the connection between this 

claim and actual application, then instead we can ask questions about what Mishnah 

actually did in its intended context, and how it did it. Usually dated to the early third or 

late second century CE (c. 200), Mishnah is the first evidence we have for the existence 

of anything that can be called rabbinic Judaism. Lightstone argues that, at the time of the 

Mishnah, rabbinic sages seemed to come from a general scribal background, forming 

their own guild of scribes in service of the administration of Judah I the Patriarch—the 

Mishnah was a training tool for these men.245 

Neusner describes mishnaic rhetoric overwhelmingly as an example of what he 

calls Listenwissenschaft ("the science of listing"), "the 'paratactic' (to use W.S. Green's 

term) presentation of arrays of cases and their ordering and classification with respect to 

whether one or another rule applies."246 Lightstone expands on this notion, describing 

mishnaic rhetoric as, "lyrical, permutative, list-like concatenation of cases and rulings, in 

which the inner logic remains ever implicit and in which 'lyrical' completeness is 

sometimes in itself sufficient, implicit justification for including a case in a list." 4 In 

other words, if a case is not necessarily concluded in a logical way, but it simply has the 

feel of closure, then mishnaic rhetoric conveys to the reader authors' "aspirations toward 

complete, well-patterned wholes."248 Given its rhetoric, then, the purpose of Mishnah is 

less likely to be a legal guidebook. Rather, it inculcates a kind of expertise in approaching 

situations, one where various permutations and outcomes are played out. This is done in a 

way heavily reliant upon mnemonics and aids more in memorizing the fashion of 
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thinking rather than, necessarily, any particular opinions, conclusions or rulings. 

Therefore, 

The likely purpose of this was to inculcate in [the reader] the expertise—the mode 
of thinking—to understand cases in various permutations and as solvable 
problems in his job as a scribal functionary in local [Patriarchal] administration. 
The Mishnah therefore implies a small group of such scribes in the government of 
Judah the Patriarch, the Mishnah's acknowledged aristocratic patron. For a 
disciple to become a "master," he must "master" the authoritative expertise that is 
embodied in Mishnah's rhetoric.249 

Tropper notes that, "[t]hough Avot may be viewed primarily as a wisdom 

composition, it is inextricably entwined with rabbinic law. The wisdom sayings... extol 

the study and observance of rabbinic law and are explicitly attributed to the recognized 

experts in this law."250 Tropper continues: 

.. .the Roman legal context of the second and third centuries seems to illuminate 
numerous facets of the broad historical setting of Avot. The similar interests and 
emerging prominence of rabbis and (eastern) jurists apparently reflected 
overarching trends of the time. Both groups not only interpreted law, but also 
summarized past legal traditions and reconstructed the history of jurisprudence. 

Although Avot is found as a tractate within the Mishnah, scholarly consensus is that it is 

a later composition, a position defended by various means but mostly on the grounds of 

the two documents' different literary styles.252 Neusner even goes so far as to state that 

"Abot does not recognize a single topic that occurs in the Mishnah."253 Hence the 

comparison of Avot to Mishnah is most often done in fact by contrast. However, while 

we can demonstrate these dissimilarities rather easily, their correspondences are also 

important, approximate as they may be. Avot, after all, is at the very least the first written 

apology for rabbinic Judaism, the first textual evidence for which is the Mishnah. But a 

positive comparison is also warranted considering the rhetoric of Avot, especially in its 

latter and usually more ignored sections. 
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Despite the general consensus that Avot is unlike Mishnah, if we compare the two 

documents we find places where this is truer, and others where it is less true. In fact it is 

the distribution of the passages in Avot that are more or less like Mishnah that is 

important when we take into account Avot's progressive structure. One of the more 

typical Mishnah sections, according to Lightstone, is M. Gittin l:l-2:2254: 

.onru ^MI anna ^A3 -iDtw yn ,wr> nnoa tw troon 
.i:inn pi Dpin p xuan IJN ,->DIK ̂ tr^m pn 

.11?? am? "IDDD i?"»sw ,~im« -iTy?« -on 
DHTO ij£3m annj ^sa nntw "jnx irx ,anm» D̂ non 

.-p?i»m DTI nnon N-ann «?N 
.nnra ^am aroj ^an -IDJW yn ,wn nnna mnn? nnoo s^om 

:8>31DJn? iPJIDJnD l9*"SW ,101« ^ K ^ m p JiyDtP p i 
(Gittin 1:1) 

a. One who brings a writ from a mediterranean province— 
b. it is required that he should say: In my presence it was written and in my 

presence it was signed [by the witnesses]. 
c. R. Gamaliel says: also one who brings [a writ] from Rekem and from Heger 

[must be able to so declare]. 
d. R. Eliezer says: Even [one who brings a writ] from Kefar Luddim to Lud 

[must be able to so declare], 
e. And sages say: It is not required that he should say: In my presence it was 

written, and in my presence it was signed [by the witnesses]— 
except him who brings [a writ] from a Mediterranean province 
and him who takes [a writ to a mediterranean province]. 

f. And one who brings [a writ] from province to province in the Mediterranean 
provinces— 

g. it is required that he should say: In my presence it was written and in my 
presence it was signed [by the witnesses]. 

h. R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Even from district to district [within a single 
Mediterranean province must make such a declaration]. " 

This passage is part of the presentation of a particular case, some of the deliberation of 

which is attributed to individual rabbinic sages, and in which we see the logic of one 

particular circumstance played out in various permutations. And it goes on like this 

throughout the section, with the conclusion coming not because of the logic inherent in 

the case itself (in other words, not because of logical deduction), but more because the 
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rhetoric of the document—its uses of word patterns and mnemonics—seems to come to 

an aural, lyrical conclusion. The purpose is to imprint upon the disciple the language and 

therefore the intellectual expertise of parsing out cases in multiple permutations. In the 

case of Mishnah, its content is mostly legal (halakhic), but that content is inextricable 

from the rhetoric in which it is embedded. 

Avot, while not a legal document, uses certain types of wisdom rhetoric, 

especially concentrated in chapter four, that more closely than other forms of wisdom 

rhetoric serves to examine "cases" in multiple permutations. However here, the substance 

of these "cases" is closer to typically pedagogical or ethical wisdom lessons than to the 

actual exercise of law. We will concern ourselves below (III. 5) with understanding just 

how these mishnayot are akin to wisdom literature. But for now, let us briefly consider 

their similarities to Mishnah. 

If we compare our mishnaic example above to Avot, we see definite 

dissimilarities over similarities at the beginning of Avot (those sections most commonly 

interpreted by scholars). Simple tripartite sayings held together by a chain of tradition are 

quite different than this passage from Gittin whose logic includes, but is not reliant upon, 

the attribution of sayings to rabbis. In Mishnah, certain sayings are attributed to rabbinic 

sages, but, unlike in Avot, the names are not the backbone of the document. In mishnah, 

it is the cases and their limited stock of forms that constitute the backbone of the 

document. Moreover, the observational character of the sayings at the head of Avot, 

revolving around Torah study, seems quite different from a legal case whose variations 

are minutely permutated. However, observe M. Gittin 1:1 again, this time side by side 

with selected later mishnayot from Avot: 
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1!D1K fTJOT "133 B»K KDVT p KnS'jn m 
nra? .mina ppDiyi paaw mt?y 

DM?K .(as D^nn) noN:2> .on^a nut? 
I D K W .new ff^x PJDI.?« mya axj 

Hoi .mc p » ?y imiJKi .(a Dioy) 
aipa .(as n^nn) iBtot? .nB>?s> I?ISK 
IBMtP .D'3B> WSN H»l .B1BB» DM?K 

inyi ?«B»K n w ran m .(3 iaK5D) 
.inK 15'SH paai. IJI ya^ i n atppi 

Tarn IE>K mpon 5aa .p root?) IBKJP 
:-ynaiai "pK KUK ,DB> n s 

(Avot 3:6) 
R. Halafta ben Dosa of Kefar Hananiah says, 
"Among ten who sit and work hard on the 
Torah the Presence comes to rest, 
as it is said [notWtf], 
God stands in the congregation of God (Ps. 
82:1). 
And how do we know that the same is so even 
of five? 
For it is said [1BKJB>], 
And he has founded his group upon the earth 
(Am. 9:6). 
And how do we know that this is so even of 
three? 
Since it is said flBMtf], 
And he judges among the judges (Ps. 82:1) 
And how do we know that this is so even of 
two? 
Because it is said [IDK:B>], 
Then they that feared the Lord spoke with one 
another, and the Lord hearkened and heard 
(Mai. 3:16). 
And how do we know that this is so even of 
one? 
Since it is said [iBKJtf], 
In every place where I record my name I will 
come to you and 1 will bless vou (Ex. 
20:24)."256 

.mo? DHI?VI IDIK rrn Kin 
yrnn? yp? .pr? D»nm .nrnn? DTom 

Kin .Kiian Kin .*wn Kin.?« K W jmn?i 
Kim .pi ?ya Kin .iy Kin .pin Kin .paan 

K?I n?iy K? roa? yw» .Kin -pa .p? m y 
?ant? .inn? npo N?I DUS KWB K?I nnat? 

Tra* innaai ?KI .pas>nn ND? 5ant? yt i .15B1 

.IXU nnK j n a ?yt? .j? DUD rva ?IKBMB> 
9yi .">n nnK -jma ?yi .T?U nnK "jma ?yi 

pi jn? Tny nnK nma ?yi .nn nnK nnia 
i n n B»npn ni3?on in?n T?» IJB5 pauni 

:Kin 
(Avot 4:22) 

... [R. Eleazar Haqqappar] would say, 
"Those who are born are [destined] to die, 
and those who die are destined for 
resurrection. 

ijsa noKn? npx ,trn n n a a EJ waan 
in Kiann rjK ,IDIK 5KI?DJ p i .nnnj usai anaa 

iaan I?'SK , IDIK ityi?K 131 .uinn p i opin 
UDa I B * W yix irK ,onoiK Qioani . iW nm? 

Din nriDD Kiann K?K onm usai ana: 
"px ,DM njiina nana? nriBD waaii .-piani 

p pyat? p i .onm usai anai usa IDKH^ 
.•KitfDJn? KiJIDJ.ID T?iSK ,1B1K SK^BJ 

(Gittin 1:1) 

a. One who brings a writ from a mediterranean 
province— 

b. it is required that he should say: In my presence it 
was written and in my presence it was signed [by the 
witnesses] 

c. R. Gamaliel says: also one who brings [a writ] from 
Rekem and from Heger [must be able to so declare]. 

d. R. Eliezer says: Even [one who brings a writ] from 
Kefar Luddim to Lud [must be able to so declare]. 

e. And sages say: It is not required that he should say: 
In my presence it was written, and in my presence it 
was signed [by the witnesses]— 
except him who brings [a writ] from a Mediterranean 
province 
and him who takes [a writ to a mediterranean 
province]. 

f. And one who brings [a writ] from province to 
province in the Mediterranean provinces— 

g. it is required that he should say: In my presence il 
was written and in my presence it was signed [by the 
witnesses], 

h. R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Even from district to 
district [within a single Mediterranean province must 
make such a declaration].259 
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And the living are [destined] to be judged— 
so as to know, to make known, and to confirm 
that 
(1) he is God, 
(2) he is the one who forms, 
(3) he is the one who creates, 
(4) he is the one who understands, 
(5) he is the one who judges, 
(6) he is the one who gives evidence, 
(7) he is the one who brings suit 
(8) and he is the one who is going to make 

the ultimate judgment.25' 

.-m ?M .nam rm?n KVW mnN ?3 
raw .-Qia m?n rwxm .mnx rr?B3 

rm5nn mnN NVI ifs .n?iy? rr?aa 
runw .-inm JUDN nan« it .nzna 
:jn:inn TH nans n .-ma rm?n 

(Avot5:16) 

[In] any loving relationship that depends upon 
something, 
when that thing is gone, the love is gone. 
But any love that does not depend upon 
something will never come to an end. 
What is a loving relationship that depends 
upon something? 
That is the love of Amnon and Tamar [II Sam. 
13:15]. 
And one that does not depend upon 
something: 
That is the love of David and Jonathan.258 

We see that the "cases" here deal with essentially academic (in the literal sense) 

or ethical topics, which are explored in a limited way. But when Avot uses terse, 

mnemonic language, in which ideas are explored from multiple perspectives, in 

combination with the use of increasingly complex listing language (noted in II. 3 above), 

it in essence brings the audience closer to the type of'Listenwissenschaft that one 

encounters in the Mishnah. Again, this type of rhetoric peaks in prominence within the 

document in chapter four, following chapter three's greater focus on scriptural 

quotations, and preceding chapter five's focus on explicitly numbered lists. 

Moreover, one striking feature of Mishnah is that while it attributes many of its 

statements to individual rabbinic sages, those attributions almost never form the core of 
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any case or unit. In Mishnah, the names of the individuals to whom each opinion or 

ruling is attributed is happenstantial, not central. In the example from M. Gittin above, 

the discussion is determined by stating a hypothetical legal case ("One who brings a writ 

from a mediterranean province..."), not by the names of any particular sages. Those 

names hold no weight in determining the flow of the Mishnah's text; the case would 

remain the same were these names replaced with others. Avot begins, however, by using 

names to determine the progressive structure of the document. But as it continues, the 

names lose their original narrative function, removed from the explicit chain of tradition. 

Finally, named attributions almost disappear completely from Avot. Therefore as Avot's 

narrative and argument progress, not only does Avot gradually resemble Mishnah in its 

increasingly complex use of listing language, but it also gradually loses its reliance on the 

list of sages, thereby appearing gradually more like Mishnah in this respect, too. 

Avot, particularly as it progresses towards the end, includes rhetoric that can be 

called simpler versions ofMishnaic type of rhetoric and reasoning. Avot does not 

replicate Listenwisseschaft, rather it focuses on its own "science of listing." Avot molds 

wisdom rhetoric in such a way that the list form is increasingly complicated for and 

introduced to the imagined reader. As Avot progresses, rhetorical techniques more 

common to wisdom or philosophical schools give way to the introduction of what could 

be described as primitive versions of mishnaic rhetoric. Avot blurs the boundaries 

between wisdom and Mishnah, and therefore between the social worlds to which each 

was associated. 
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III.4.a. Joining Guilds in the Greco-Roman World 

Since Lightstone understands the Mishnah as a text representing a "guild," or 

collegium, of rabbinic sages, it would first be helpful to understand how one joined guilds 

in the ancient world. At the time right before the creation of the Mishnah, Shaye J.D. 

Cohen observes, the rabbis "had little inclination and availed themselves of few 

opportunities to propagate their way of life among the masses... The rabbis were but a 

small part of Jewish society, an insular group which produced an insular literature."260 

The Mishnah, according to Lightstone, represents a period of "major reformation of the 

Patriarchate at the time of Judah I and the formation or reformation of the rabbinic guild 

as a retainer class within the Patriarchate of Judah I near the end of the second 

century."261 The function of Mishnah, then, according to this theory, is to create "at both 

levels of the judicial branch and of court agent/functionary, the rabbinic class or guild of 

retainers... a cadre of persons with appropriate 'professional' expertise."262 Cohen 

continues, stating that "[f]he social standing of the rabbinic movement changed 

dramatically under the leadership of Judah [I] the Patriarch. In this time the rabbinic 

movement expanded its base socially, economically, and politically. The rabbis moved 

into the cities of the Galilee, Judea, and the coast.. ."263 

For the most part, however, Mishnah is not a document concerned with 

proselytizing, nor on preserving a chain of transmission as Avot later would be. Mishnah 

takes for granted the notion that masters and disciples form the core social arrangement 

of the guild, only sporadically mentioning (but not focusing upon) the idea of rabbinic 

reception of Torah through Moses and his disciples.264 Moreover, it also takes for granted 

that Judah I the Patriarch is a member and the sponsor of the rabbinic movement and the 
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Mishnah itself. But Mishnah was not a document intended to be read outside the rabbinic 

guild. Its rhetoric and content require preexisting membership and training as a disciple 

within the guild to comprehend the text as intended. Its content suggests that the rabbis 

were the spiritual heirs of the Aaronid priesthood, convening over a Utopian Temple-

centered Jewish society. But Mishnah's own form and rhetoric suggest that these 

Temple-centered laws were meant as exercises to train disciples into rabbinic masters 

capable of wielding the necessary legal and administrative expertise under the auspices of 

the Patriarchate. 

Ancient Roman collegia are often defined as types of small, "voluntary 

associations," understood according to the function they performed, usually funerary, 

cultic, or professional. Understanding the social processes by which an individual became 

a collegium member is dependent on first understanding something of the social character 

of these groups. Collegia were well known types of groups in the ancient world, "a 

formal, social unit."265 In the ancient world what we call "associations" went by many 

different names: besides the Latin collegium were a multitude of Greek terms "koinon, 

sunedrion, thiasos, heranos, sunagoge" as well as "names referring to membership" 

including thiasotai, heranistai,, horgeones, sunthutai, thusiastai, and "names derived 

from the deity worshipped" such as agathodaimonistai, bacchistai, artemisiastai, and so 

on.266 We use the word "association" as a tool that allows us to describe in English the 

social character of all these groups, thereby implying some social similarities between 

them. Their features, with emphases placed on certain ones depending on the group, all 

included at least the following: the benefaction of someone higher up in social hierarchy, 
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including deities; cult to deities; communal rituals, including meals; and regulated 

internal social structures. 

These groups, whenever possible, proclaimed their presence in urban locales 

through the act of monumentalizing, as well as in prominent public meeting houses. The 

placement of monuments, in addition to the content of the inscriptions or art upon them, 

all served to communicate to both outsiders and group members alike positive messages 

about the group responsible for them. Such monuments might mention the benefaction of 

a particular patron, honouring him or her in that way. Or the monuments might depict 

visually the image of a member of their group. They might also have reserved seating for 

them in a public stadium, the physical placement of which might indicate the 

understanding of the group's place in the local social order. Hence both discursively and 

non-discursively, collegia attempted to communicate that they were vital forms of social 

organization. Occasional imperial edicts might attempt to limit the powers or rights of 

associations, and this is the kind of evidence which is normally focused upon by scholars 

who paint a countercultural portrait of associations. But these do not account for the more 

abundant evidence of these groups living symbiotically within their urban locales. The 

evidence points to integration, not marginalization.267 

Traditionally, scholars have also looked at associations according to the main goal 

of a group, towards the accomplishment of which their social features seemed to be 

geared: either occupational, cultic, or funerary/burial.268 However, Philip A. Harland has 

recently arranged a more presently germane typology, based not on the purpose of these 

groups but on the membership profile of them. This typology is based on the means of 

access, in other words the social networks, which enabled one to join a particular type of 
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group. According to this typology there are five types of association: based on household, 

on ethnic/geographic location, on neighbourhood, on occupation, or on cultic social 

connections. 6 Though this is simply intended as a heuristic guide, and none of these 

types were ever mutually exclusive in the ancient world, the point is that a group's 

character was based as much, if not more, on the social character of its intended 

membership than on the purpose which it claimed for itself. This typology also puts 

under the microscope the adjective that usually goes along with "association" when 

discussing these groups, namely "voluntary." Although it was true that it was voluntary 

to join or not join a particular association, in the strictest sense of the word, there were 

both expectations for which people might choose to join groups, and expectations about 

which kinds of groups were suited to which kinds of people—based on their social 

location. Hence, "collegia members were socially homogeneous."270 Each collegium 

created a world within the larger society in which those who decided to join would have 

their respective needs met, be it for solidarity, knowledge, or privileged access to some 

form of the divine. 

Small "voluntary" groups in the Greco-Roman world tended to focus on the act of 

joining itself as something central. This is because membership had to be strictly defined 

in order to ensure both the survival and the relative homogeneity of each group. In each 

group some form of ritual marks the transition of a neophyte from outsider to insider. 

Each group, in fact, would be inconceivable without this strict definition between 

outsider and insider defining their existence; for each group is defined if not by 

exclusivity then by its conspicuousness as a group. In other words, the identity associated 

with a collegium or a philosophy was dependent on its recruiting and enlisting new 
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members. New members were initiated and defined by social and ritual processes in each 

group. 

All scholars seem to agree that the major benefit perceived by those who wished 

to join a collegium was that it "gave men [sic] a sense of identity and comradeship."271 

Regardless of whence such an individual came, he or she would see the type of 

association which was considered appropriate for his or her social status and location to 

be a way to attain such an "identity and comradeship." So, for instance, membership in 

the occupational guild of dyers in a particular city would be considered an appropriate 

way for a dyer to maintain, attain, or legitimate his social identity as a dyer, and to 

establish both psychologically and socially his attachment to fellow dyers.272 This, as 

mentioned above, is the almost so-called "natural" quality of access to collegia, so often 

noted by scholars. What happened following this stage—between having access to the 

group and being a part of it—is less certain. 

Evidence of the processes utilized to join new individuals to such groups is often 

indirect and scanty. Such groups were more ready to advertise their status in society with 

grand monuments than they were to detail the mechanics by which an outsider became an 

insider of their group, at least in any way as permanent—and therefore still extant—as a 

monument or a mythic history. Consequently, assumptions underlie much about what we 

think we know about these joining processes. For instance, if such a group was a 

professional group, then some scholars might assume that all that was needed was 

employment in the particular profession, and enough money for the initiation fee, to 

ensure membership in the guild. The social implications of this are rarely, if ever, taken 

seriously. Moreover, this assumption is less frequently manifestly stated as it is either 
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implicit in discussion about guilds, or ignored as an issue completely. And it is true that 

much of the dearth of documentary evidence tends to mention little more than an 

initiation fee when it comes to how individuals became guild members. But the texts 

from which we base our assumptions were often meant to be read by outsiders, or were 

even written by outsiders about other groups. In general, the limited evidence for 

professional guilds in the Roman period shows that collegia defined members as those 

who pay fees, and so payment of a fee did not only represent a financial transaction, but it 

also marked the social transition from outsider to insider, as did continual financial, 

administrative, or ritual obligations within the life of the group. When compared with 

Turner's model of liminality, the payment of a fee marked the transition of the neophyte 

from outsider to a new member of the guild. 

But it is not this kind of liminality that is suggested by Avot. Avot more directly 

suggests for its context a period of initiation and training within a master-disciple 

environment. Membership in professional guilds was dependent on social networking, 

and on one's profession and social location. Therefore, the rabbis of the mid-third century 

would have most likely turned to other, local scribes, whose eventual allegiance to the 

rabbis' own scribal guild would add to the rabbis' number and therefore their power, too. 

Therefore, the language used in Avot and the social structures that it promotes were more 

common to the institution of a school, the typical institution to which scribes were 

recruited, and in which scribes were trained. Although the rhetoric of Mishnah suggests 

the context of a professional guild of scribes, Avot's rhetoric and topical foci seem to 

suggest the context of an educational institution—a school—devoted to training those 

scribes. We must therefore examine the processes by which individuals tended to join and 
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become members of schools within the context of the eastern Roman Empire of the third 

century CE. 

III.5. Avot's Intersection with Wisdom and Philosophical Literature 

While Avot can be relatively loosely compared to Mishnah, as above, it is more 

certainly part of, or at least closer in affinity to, the genres of Jewish wisdom and Greco-

Roman philosophy, which are genres associated with the institution of the ancient school. 

Since the mid-twentieth century, wisdom literature has been recognized by most scholars 

as a distinct genre identifiable in some way by comparable literary features.273 Originally, 

"wisdom literature" referred to biblical texts whose use of the word "wisdom" (noon), 

"wise" or "sage" (literally, "wise one," D2n) was both abundant and thematically central, 

which therefore included Proverbs, Qoheleth (or Ecclesiastes), and Job. The Hellenistic 

and apocryphal books of Ben Sira (also called Sirach or Ecclesiasticus) and Wisdom of 

Solomon (Book of Wisdom) use the Greek translation of the Hebrew "wisdom," 

sophia214 But it has been noted that these texts not only have themes but also formal and 

stylistic commonalities that allow us to refer to wisdom literature as a genre not only 

defined by its content but also by literary and rhetorical features. 

What, therefore, is characteristic of wisdom literature? What literary features, 

both in form and content, define a text as part of the wisdom genre? Norman K. Gottwald 

describes wisdom literature in this way: 

"Wisdom" typifies a way of viewing the world based on close observation and 
careful reflection in an effort to discern the substantial harmony and order that is 
sensed to be constitutive of it. The characteristic wisdom style does not, however, 
stop with observation and reflection, since its goal is to develop life strategies that 
will integrate the individual's existence with the perceived order of the world. 
Wisdom aims for a practical and comprehensive ethic and behavioral style... 
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This description contains several of the elements common in scholarly definitions of the 

wisdom genre. Firstly, biblical wisdom texts, as distinct from other biblical books, reflect 

a "way of viewing the world" that is not reliant upon the history of Israel or the Law of 

Moses, but instead on the intelligence and observation of the individual. Often, these 

texts are pseudepigraphically attributed to the authorship of the ancient Judean king 

Solomon. Secondly, wisdom texts do not only contain observations but also recommend 

ethoi based on this expert human experience. This is therefore a more anthropocentric 

genre than other biblical or extra-biblical books. It is also a genre suited to aiding in the 

reader's reorientation to the new way of life modeled by the text. 

At the core of the wisdom genre is the form of the proverb, which are "short, 

artfully constructed binary sentences... eventually assembled in collections such as those 

found in Proverbs... selected and then arranged according to formal, literary, and 

thematic criteria... [and] organized to ease memorization."276 For example, the book of 

Proverbs begins: 

The proverbs of Solomon son of David, king of Israel: 

for attaining wisdom and discipline; 
for understanding words of insight; 

for acquiring a disciplined and prudent life, 
doing what is right and just and fair; 

for giving prudence to the simple, 

knowledge and discretion to the young-

let the wise listen and add to their learning, 
and let the discerning get guidance-

for understanding proverbs and parables, 
the sayings and riddles of the wise. 

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge, 
but fools despise wisdom and discipline. 
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Listen, my son, to your father's instruction 
and do not forsake your mother's teaching. 

They will be a garland to grace your head 
and a chain to adorn your neck. 

My son, if sinners entice you, 
do not give in to them. 

If they say, "Come along with us; 
let's lie in wait for someone's blood, 
let's waylay some harmless soul; 

let's swallow them alive, like the grave, 
and whole, like those who go down to the pit; 

we will get all sorts of valuable things 
and fill our houses with plunder; 

throw in your lot with us, 
and we will share a common purse"-

my son, do not go along with them, 
do not set foot on their paths; 

for their feet rush into sin, 
they are swift to shed blood. 

How useless to spread a net 
in full view of all the birds! 

These men lie in wait for their own blood; 
they waylay only themselves! 

Such is the end of all who go after ill-gotten gain; 
it takes away the lives of those who get it.277 

Biblical wisdom is also a more cosmopolitan genre in that its observations and 

proscriptions for ways of life often can transcend one social or historical context. Dating 

or contextualizing biblical wisdom texts is therefore notoriously difficult. Hence scholars 

have tended to prefer to hypothesize social origins for wisdom texts in the absence of 

evidence for historical provenance. 
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These hypothesized origins are based on comparative techniques, which almost 

invariably rely on comparison to literarily similar "wisdom" texts from ancient Egypt and 

Mesopotamia, whose social and cultural origins are clearer.278 The context for these texts 

seems to have been educational, with the likely aim of training officials within the royal 

courts. Sometimes in these texts, this context is clear. But with Israelite texts this social 

locus is deduced not only by comparison, but also by both the content of wisdom books, 

which tend to promote teacher-student dyads, or at least superior-inferior kin dyads, as 

well as by the often-mnemonic rhetorical character of the texts. This latter aspect of 

wisdom texts suggest a context in which the transmission of these teachings constituted a 

tradition (i.e., a reception) from generation to generation. In the ancient world the most 

logical social setting for this type of literature was the school, which meant "a 

relationship between a teacher and some number of students who are not his actual 

children."279 

Mesopotamian and Egyptian wisdom texts seem oriented, moreover, to the more 

specific task of training scribes. As John J. Collins notes of biblical wisdom: 

The kingdoms of Israel and Judah also had need of scribes, and the eventual 
production of the corpus of biblical literature shows that there was demand for 
scribes for religious purposes.280 

This theory is common, but it is also based on "general probability—that is, the 

likelihood that a royal court would need the special talents of sages."28' This hypothesis 

must be reviewed critically because, as James L. Crenshaw notes, "[n]othing within these 

[wisdom] texts... requires the assumption that the references have a special class of sages 

in mind."282 The view expressed by Collins is only the "probable" view, but it is 

generally accepted and defended, in the absence of more direct evidence, because "... it is 
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difficult to imagine how... a [wisdom] tradition could be sustained without the 

institutional underpinning of a school tradition."283 

But while this view is speculative, there are hints that Israelite as well as the later 

Greco-Roman Jewish wisdom literature, too, was a genre specific to the social institution 

of the scribal school. Not only does the production of the Hebrew Scriptures seem to have 

required a professional class of scribes, but moreover, since wisdom texts themselves 

"testify to studied composition and arrangement," then, "such accomplishment demands a 

unified worldview and ample leisure to master sapiential traditions."284 Wisdom texts 

also tend to emphasize "the wise" or "the sages" as a "distinct group."285 Often, wisdom 

and folly (and therefore sages and fools) are contrasted, and especially in Hellenistic 

Jewish wisdom texts (and in Avot), the pursuit of wisdom is compared and contrasted 

with other forms of labour (usually favouring the pursuit of wisdom as the more 

ultimately valuable task) (see, for example, Ben Sira 38:24-39:11).286 Moreover, the 

topical content of wisdom documents often expresses the understanding that "[o]nly 

those who have ample free [leisure] time can afford to concentrate on intellectual 

pursuits."287 If this was so, then wisdom may have been the province of an elite class, one 

which "advises rulers."288 Wisdom texts express the belief that a sage is someone who 

"studies sacred literature," which in Hellenistic and then Greco-Roman Jewish wisdom 

texts was defined as a "Torah" or canon of scriptures (Ben Sira cites the "Law," 

"Prophets," and "Writings" as his "sacred literature")289; this was also the occupation of a 

scribe. Based only on a rough reconstruction, then, the ultimate goals of a "sage," 

therefore, were to interpret and preserve a received body of literature or tradition, to 

cultivate and master an (elite and closed) way of life geared towards the pursuit of 
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"wisdom," and to pass their teachings down to subsequent generations of sages by means 

of the wisdom texts (whether written or oral) that they created amongst and (at least 

originally) for themselves. 

Scholars of wisdom literature commonly look for signs of wisdom rhetoric in 

other texts as well, and many have turned to Avot as a later example of a generally more 

ancient Jewish phenomenon.290 Herford said of Avot: "It at once suggests comparison 

with the biblical books of Proverbs and Koheleth, and with the extra-biblical book of Ben 

Sira, all three of which were purely ethical in their contents."291 More recently 1. Gottlieb 

performed a comparison between Avot and the conventions of wisdom literature based on 

the premise that, "[i]t seems obvious to include [Avot] in a comprehensive discussion 

about Hebrew Wisdom."292 Saldarini states that Avot, "is similar to Biblical wisdom 

literature in that it is a collection of disparate sayings with some unity given by form and 

theme."293 Finally, Crenshaw observes that Avot "has often been compared to the book of 

Proverbs and Qoheleth because of its high number of ethical admonitions and occasional 

aphorisms."294 

By the Hellenistic period authors began to change or add to the conventions for 

writing Jewish wisdom, many of which are shared with Avot. Hellenistic wisdom 

literature developed out of its biblical predecessor; as Tropper notes, ".. the didactic 

rather than speculative nature of these [Hellenistic wisdom] texts demonstrates that 

didactic wisdom, in the spirit of Proverbs, served as the primary paradigm for the post-

biblical wisdom imagination."295 The most prominent Jewish wisdom text from this era is 

the book of Jeshua ben Eleazar ben Sira (c. 1st century BCE-lst century CE).296 The 

central theme of Ben Sira, in contrast with biblical wisdom, is not wisdom itself but 
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rather the particular topic popular in biblical wisdom, the "fear of God."297 This work 

also "... introduces] the Torah of Moses into the wisdom school, and thereby attempts] 

to combine two educational traditions."298 Ben Sira "...envisaged his own book as 

comparable to the ancestral writings,"299 But the rabbis of the Mishnah seem to have 

banned amongst themselves (and presumably for anyone over which they claimed power) 

the use or study of Ben Sira and any other Hellenistic Jewish texts, as they were seen as 

having been created after the time of prophecy, and therefore falls outside of God's 

revelation.300 Ben Sira, both in the original Hebrew and the more common Greek 

translation, is indeed heavily reliant on Greco-Roman culture. For example, the text 

"endorses... Greek culture," and uses "the Greek form of praise, encomium.. ."301 

Nevertheless, Ben Sira still remained "the most widely used" of those banned books by 

the rabbis.302 

It seems a matter of consensus that, "[b]y the time of Ben Sira... the particular 

features of Jewish law and history penetrated the wisdom tradition." Tropper elaborates, 

stating that Hellenistic wisdom texts, "all synthesize universal wisdom themes with Torah 

and Jewish history"303, as Avot does as well. Ben Sira also introduces scriptural 

quotations, as well as frequent pentateuchal allusions, which reflect that "the distinctive 

piety of the sages has succumbed to the powerful influence of Yahwism as it manifests 

itself outside the canonical wisdom literature."304 Collins observes about Ben Sira that, 

"[t]he most striking formal departure from biblical wisdom is found in the Praise of the 

Fathers (chapters 44-50), which uses the history of Israel as instructional examples." 

Ben Sira also makes heroes out of biblical figures or ancient archetypes, such as priests 

(Aaron, Phineas), prophets (understood as "miracle workers") or Moses. Moses in Ben 
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Sira "is described as the recipient of the law rather than as a lawgiver."306 Like Avot's 

authorship, "... when Sirach clearly draws on scriptures, he does so with considerable 

freedom. He is not merely transmitting what he found in the Torah, but drawing from it to 

create his new work of wisdom."307 Ben Sira does not only tack covenantal authority onto 

the wisdom genre, however; rather, he "... subsumes the Law under the rubric of wisdom, 

as its supreme example."308 

Ben Sira understands the pursuit of wisdom to be concomitant with the study of 

Torah, and to be the province of the figure of the scribe: 

How different the one who devotes himself to the study of the law of the 
Most High! 

He seeks out the wisdom of all the ancients, and is concerned with 
prophecies; he preserves the sayings of the famous and penetrates the subtleties of 
parables; he seeks out the hidden meanings of proverbs and is at home with the 
obscurities of parables. He serves among the great and appears before rulers; he 
travels in foreign lands and learns what is good and evil in the human lot. He sets 
his heart to rise early to seek the Lord who made him, and to petition the Most 
High; he opens his mouth in prayer and asks pardon for his sins. 

If the great Lord is willing, he will be filled with the spirit of 
understanding; he will pour forth words of wisdom of his own and give thanks to 
the Lord in prayer. The Lord will direct his counsel and knowledge, as he 
meditates on his mysteries. He will show the wisdom of what he has learned, and 
will glory in the law of the Lord's covenant. 

Many will praise his understanding; it will never be blotted out. His 
memory will not disappear, and his name will live through all generations. 
Nations will speak of his wisdom, and the congregation will proclaim his praise. 
If he lives long, he will leave a name greater than a thousand, and if he goes to 
rest, it is enough for him. (Ben Sira 38:34-39:11 [NRSV]) 

For Ben Sira, the ideal scribe was a hero: ".. .a man of piety, devoted to the study of the 

Law and to prayer, but also concerned with the wisdom of the ancients."309 Ben Sira also 

represents "the earliest clear reference to a school in a Jewish text,"310 in the context of a 

concluding call to recruitment to that school ("Draw near to me, you who are uneducated, 
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and lodge in my house of instruction [oikoi paideias]."3") Ben Sira was "a wisdom 

teacher, who [made] extensive use of the Torah.. ,"312 Wisdom texts such as Ben Sira 

were most likely associated in their original contexts with the function of training scribal 

disciples. As Ben Sira proposes to his reader. 

Stand in the company of the elders. Who is wise [sophos]? Attach yourself 
to such a one. Be ready to listen to every godly discourse, and let no wise 
proverbs escape you. If you see an intelligent person, rise early to visit him; let 
your foot wear out his doorstep. Reflect on the statutes of the Lord, and meditate 
at all times on his commandments. It is he who will give insight to your mind, and 
your desire for wisdom will be granted. (Ben Sira 6:34-37 [NRSV]) 

Therefore Ben Sira advocates a) discipleship, and b) the study of Torah as the path to 

"wisdom."313 But if the guild of rabbinic scribes forbade or limited the use of Hellenistic 

wisdom texts like Ben Sira—the kind perfect for training scribes—then this would have 

most likely necessitated the creation of their own wisdom book like Avot, at a time when 

recruitment and training became concerns. 

Tropper notes that Avot seems, in fact, to have been related to the greater 

philosophical movement of the Greco-Roman east during the third century, called by 

Philostratus (Lives of the Sophists) in 230 CE (and still today by scholars) the Second 

Sophistic (c. 50-250 CE), in which the pursuit of ancient Greek rhetoric and philosophies 

became a kind of intellectual vogue at the time.314 Firstly, many writers of this 

movement—such as Philostratus, Diogenes Laertius, or Herodes Atticus—were 

interested, as Avot is, in connecting their intellectual lineages with ancient authorities. 

Secondly, "the years of the Second Sophistic roughly coincide with the tannaitic period 

outlined in Avot. Avot portrays Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai as the bridge between the 

Pairs of the Second Temple times and the tannaim."315 And thirdly, 
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Just as the members of the Second Sophistic considered the study of rhetoric and 
Greek literary classics to be a worthwhile activity in and of itself, Avot presents 
Torah study not as a pragmatic skill needed for the definition of halakhic 
obligations but as an elevated religious experience.316 

Tropper argues that because of the usual aristocratic status of members of the Second 

Sophistic, that the author of Avot must therefore be Judah the Patriarch, the Mishnah's 

aristocratic patron. However, we must not allow our general model of the Sophist to 

overwhelm the evidence at hand. I disagree that the level of expertise required to create 

Avot was the sole province of the Patriarchal family. Rabbinic writings—and even the 

internal portrayals of rabbis within these writings—belie a culture of well-educated 

professional scholars. It seems to me less unlikely than Tropper thinks for a group of 

well-educated scribes to have caught wind of a very public intellectual movement that 

had already by the time of Avot's composition been popular in the east for 200 years. 

Avot is certainly aware and makes use of the arsenal of rhetorical conventions 

that were common to wisdom literature during the Hellenistic and then Roman periods. It 

quotes wisdom literature in the form of four rather scattered citations of verses from 

Proverbs.323 This is the entirety of Avot's direct reliance on a previous wisdom text. 

Otherwise, its reliance on wisdom is in its use of the genre's literary conventions. As 

Tropper further notes, 

.. .the hallmark of Hebrew wisdom, the bipartite proverb, leaves many traces 
throughout Avot. The Avot proverbs are terse and, in proper wisdom tradition, 
they employ literary techniques such as riddles, numerical sayings, lists, 
anadiplosis, dialogue, and metaphor.324 

Tropper includes in his study a valuable dissection of the wisdom techniques used by 

Avot, arranged according to each technique, and with examples from Avot used in order 

to demonstrate them. These methods, mixed throughout Avot, include "parallelism" 
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"syntactic" (e.g. 1:6, 10; 3:13-14; 4:1-3), "synonymous" (e.g. 1:4-5, 7; 2:2, 5, 15; 3:7, 11, 

12; 4:5, 14; 5:20)325, "antithetic" (e.g. 1:10, 14, 15; 2:10, 15-16; 3:1, 15; 4:2, 15; 5:20), 

and "interlinear" (e.g. 3:5, 9-10; 4:6, 9,11; 5:16-19)326; the "list" (see chapter I 

above)327; "command and justification" (e.g. 3:7; 4:4, 8, 13);328 "word pairs" (e.g. 1:10; 

4:4, 15; 5:20)329; "conseguential[s]" (e.g. 2:7, 11, 16; 3:13; 4:5, 10, 16, 21)330; as well as 

an "added third leg" to certain binaries or parallelisms (e.g. 1:3,5-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18; 

2:5; 3:1, 12; 4:4, 11, 15).331 Avot makes use of rhetorical techniques typical of wisdom 

such as proverbs, instructions, repetition, analogy, numbers, assonance, attribution, 

mnemonics, and so on.332 Rabbinic texts, including Avot, call rabbinic masters "sages," 

just as the authors of wisdom texts are referred to as "sages." Gottlieb further notes that, 

"the eight essential wisdom themes, including such topics as the search for life's secrets 

and a social responsibility for justice, are well represented in Avot."333 Avot therefore 

represents a highly sophisticated and educated authorship, one very well acquainted with 

the conventions for the writing and editing of wisdom texts. This authorship most 

certainly wanted to present Avot to its audience as a wisdom text. 

Lawrence M. Wills, notes, for example, that Avot's heavy use of the wisdom 

technique of antithetical parallelism might also indicate the interest of Avot's authors in 

training scribes.335 An antithetical parallelism is a simple statement of contrast: "There is 

x and not-x.,,m For example (Avot 3:9): 

.nD'pnD moon 
.wyBD .-QriD inDDnt£> ?DI 

tnD'pnn mcon ^« 

Everyone whose works are greater than his wisdom, 
His wisdom endures. 

And everyone whose wisdom is greater than his works, 
His wisdom does not endure. 
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Firstly, such a simple, terse saying, which uses only a minimal vocabulary, would make a 

useful mnemonic training tool for scribes. Secondly, Wills observes that"... many of the 

sayings mAbot, as in [the Gospel of] Matthew, utilize precise antithetical parallelism in 

sayings that distinguish those who are righteous from those who are not."337 He thereby 

suggests that the content of these sayings also imprint upon the reader clear, binary 

ethical proposals: 

.. .what is emphasized in these antithetical sayings in Matthew and A both the 
radical demand of a certain lifestyle and the imposition of a sectarian, segregated 
consciousness. The sayings attempt to simplify an approach to religious life that is 
based on a single ethos.33 

Moreover, Avot's authorship "was likely schooled in the same techniques"339 as 

Matthew's. And since Matthew suggests scribal training for its own authorship,34" Wills, 

"proposefs] that a form that, in Matthew, emphasized inclusion and exclusion has also 

been used in Abot as the means of discerning the person with the proper ethical 

lifestyle."341 But while this conclusion is tenuous, it can still be observed that, 

In neither Matthew nor Abot are the traditional wisdom motifs presented as they 
had been for centuries. Rather, what is common to the two is an orientation to 
wisdom that is transmuted into an all-embracing demand for a righteous ethos and 
lifestyle... The wisdom aspect in all of these cases is not traditional wisdom, but 
the new experience of the scribe and sage.342 

Jewish wisdom texts of the Greco-Roman era tended to reorient the wisdom genre 

towards more particularly Jewish topics, as well as to an educational context. Avot does 

this too, by focusing so overwhelmingly on discipleship, on study of "Torah," and on 

connecting their statements with the ancient revelation from God at Sinai. 

Although Avot focuses mostly upon the list, in one form or another, the text 

clearly does belong mostly to the wisdom genre. Wisdom literature is a genre with many 

conventions, only one of which is listing. Yet Avot's authors not only chose to focus on 
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this particular form among the many available, but they also complicate the listing 

process in gradually complex ways. As such, Avot comes closer to resembling something 

like the Mishnah to a novice of the rabbinic movement, as the text is read progressively. 

We noted above (III.4) that many of Avot's mishnayot resemble in a more primitive way 

the more complex type of list-based language found in the Mishnah, especially 

concentrated more towards the end of Avot. As observed above, Avot represents a 

progressive trajectory. Simpler tripartite sayings similar to wisdom binaries (with the 

typical Hellenistic added "third leg") appear mostly towards the beginning of Avot, 

mostly in the sections dominated by the chain of tradition argument. But as Avot 

continues, it adds not only greater reliance on scripture in chapter three, but then a greater 

concentration on more complicated wisdom sayings (similar in some ways to more 

complex mishnaic lists, as noted above [III.4]), and finally lists of greater numbers and 

complexity. 

The Second Sophistic "thrived in a scholastic setting,"347 and Avot's content and 

style overwhelmingly insinuate a scribal school setting for the document. This is not a 

new suggestion; Avot's wisdom language, its affinities with contemporaneous 

philosophical writings, and the bulk of its discursive content immediately suggests an 

educational context, as does its use of rhetorical techniques such as mnemonic language, 

or linking the school to an ancient tradition. Given the progressive structure of the 

document we can begin to answer a question that has still been left unanswered by 

critical scholarship: What particular function or usefulness within a rabbinic school 

setting would Avot have had? How did Avot work within its intended school context? To 
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answer this question, we must first understand something of the means by which 

individuals joined and lived in Greco-Roman schools. 

III.5.a. Joining Schools in the Greco-Roman World 

Philosophical schools in the ancient world were dissimilar to what either the word 

"philosophy" or "school" might indicate in contemporary parlance, and this fact is 

important when considering how individuals joined these groups. To join a philosophy 

was to adhere to a particular group—a school—with the aim of getting one closer to 

Truth or the Divine, as that school defined it. A philosophy was not merely a way of 

thinking, but a way of life which was represented by the living model of the school's 

teacher, who was either the school's founder itself or who presented himself as the direct 

successor of the founder. Philosophical schools, even by the second century BCE, were 

presenting themselves as "successions" (diadochai); recruiting and training disciples was 

necessary to transmit the school's teachings, ensuring the survival of the school and 

thereby its privileged or sacred knowledge.366 Most often, a school by this definition 

organized itself in small groups consisting most basically of a master and several 

disciples, often in a household setting, but sometimes in a dedicated study house (cf. 1.1 

above). Like collegia, philosophical schools were small, "voluntary" associations of 

individuals from comparable social locations, interacting on a face-to-face basis, sharing 

rituals inside the group.367 

Philosophical schools defined members as masters, so gradually learning how to 

be a master through discipleship marked their extended transition from outsider to full 

insider. Joining these groups involved what A.D. Nock famously called "conversion," in 

the "religious sense"368; as Steve Mason puts it, "a radical break with one's previous way 
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of living and the resolute adoption of a new path."369 As is often noted, philosophical 

schools, because of this character, were more analogous to modern notions of religions 

than to modern philosophies, requiring immersion within a particular way of life and 

adherence to a particular worldview. Those attracted to the way of life and worldview 

offered by a philosophical school in the ancient Roman world were typically educated 

men, the type "who sought the keys to life's mysteries though reasoned analysis" 

and therefore whose previous education was at a high enough level to facilitate the 

endeavor.372 

The recruiting process often began with the use of the group's logos protreptikos 

(meaning "persuasion,"373 or, "exhortation or initiation"374), an exhortatory form of 

apologetic.375 The logos protreptikos, or protreptic, was a Greek genre, "a lecture or tract 

designed to attract converts... a recognized class of philosophical writing throughout 

[this] period."377 Mason states that, "writers of protreptic try to persuade interested 

parties, who are still vulnerable to persuasion by others, of a higher level of commitment 

to their own schools."378 As Dennis C. Duling explains, 

.. .the logos protreptikos was a recruiting genre, sometimes addressed to crowds, 
sometimes written to individuals, in which a philosopher argued for the 
superiority of his particular philosophical school... a lecture or pamphlet designed 
to recruit "seekers" who have not made up their minds.379 

But this seems not to have been an inflexible genre, as "the logos protreptikos contained 

an element of fluidity between oral and written discourses and was comprised of different 

written forms, such as discourses, letters, and dialogues."387 (The logosprospektikos will 

be discussed in further detail below, and in comparison with Avot [HI.6].) The goal was 

to convince the reader or hearer of the validity of the way of life and worldview 

propounded by the authorship and the group to which that authorship was associated. 
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Once persuaded, newly recruited neophytes would begin to live as disciples, 

"often liv[ing] with their master as they studied with him."388 At this stage the disciple is 

fully immersed in the world of the school. The first step would be to learn "a few general 

ideas about the history of philosophy... from entirely unoriginal text-books."389 

Second, "came a course, still fairly general, on the school's own doctrine."390 This 

was only a general orientation of the rudimentary precepts of the school to the commonly 

known philosophies in the general culture.391 

Third, "it was only after this that the school's real teaching began," says H.I. 

Marrou.392 This stage comprised of "studying the school's own classics" and the 

teacher's personal and "unbiassed" [sic] version of the school's philosophy: his 

interpretation. 

Fourth, after or concurrent to this stage "personal conversations between the 

master and his disciple" were allowed, "either alone or in the company of a friend and 

colleague."394 Marrou stresses the personal nature of the master-disciple relationship at 

this point because of the result: that the disciple became personally and psychologically 

attached to the master, both his person and the way of life which he both taught and 

embodied.395 By the end of this education as a disciple the individual would ideally him 

or herself become a master of the school. 

It is important to note the social process through which one changed from an 

outsider to a member in philosophical schools in general. One, the individual is a 

relatively qualified and interested outsider who is inclined to join a small group. Two, the 

individual is recruited by the group. Three, the individual exists as a neophyte in a period 

between statuses as a disciple, no longer a full status holder on the outside (from the 
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individual's and the school's perspective, at least), gradually becoming closer to the 

master and more acquainted with the school's teachings and way of life. Four, one 

becomes a full status-holding "master," the school's "head" (scholarches), "who was 

duly appointed by his predecessor."396 But even with this last step in mind, the 

understood character of a philosophical school was for a group of individuals to spend 

most of the remainder of their lives as disciples, gradually getting closer to the "inner 

circle," existing throughout their tenure in the group not as a master but as a disciple—a 

perpetual student. Hence, existing between the state of a full outsider and full insider was 

the practical social circumstance for the majority of those who chose to join a philosophy; 

the process of joining itself, if not the ideal goal, was the social focus, and was protracted 

sometimes over the remainder a lifetime.397 

III.6. Avot's Function within the Setting of the Third Century Rabbinic School 

Avot seems to share some basic ideas current to the Greco-Roman world about 

joining groups that is more akin to philosophical groups of the time than to collegia, not 

only focusing on the master-disciple relationship, on study, and on ethical or cultic topics, 

but also emphasizing a gradual transition from the status of outside to insider (neophyte 

to disciple to rabbinic master). All groups in the ancient Mediterranean world required 

integration through either explicit or implicit liminal rituals to join it both legitimately as 

well as safely, since so many groups also claimed a certain kind of special access to the 

divine. In the case of Avot, this claim is reflected in Avot's claim of Mosaic lineage for 

the rabbis, most prominent at the beginning of the text. 
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Avot represents an "apologetic" work,398 or at least it certainly begins as one. 

Connecting recent (that is, from the perspective of the intended audience) sages with 

accepted Jewish leaders, going as far back as Moses, serves as an attempt to collapse the 

accepted ethnic history and the more novel (and hence, to many, unusual) rabbinic guild. 

The purpose of the opening unit of Avot is to legitimate rabbinic Judaism by connecting 

it both to an accepted past—history from Moses onward—and an accepted present—the 

more socially recognizable ethos and language of wisdom or philosophical schools in 

general. Both of these factors are intended to make the rabbinic guild at first appear both 

legitimate and attractive. At least this unit is comparable to the first stage of joining 

philosophical groups as outlined above, since this section is the most apologetic, arguing 

implicitly for the legitimacy of the rabbis' discipleship-based perpetuation, and implicitly 

against any other groups' (the Patriarchate's?) claims to ascribed (hereditary) authority, 

or by claims to different types of achieved authority than the rabbis'. 

But Avot 2:8-14 then contains another important narrative, as noted above (11.2). 

This brief and relatively rudimentary narrative represents a peak in both forms of listing 

rhetoric most common in Avot. It also happens to depict R. Yohanan ben Zakkai and his 

five disciples engaged in learning in a master-disciple, small-group, school environment. 

We will use this explicit, discursive narrative within the text in order to briefly 

demonstrate and confirm some the above reconstructions of Avot's social setting. 

The setting of the Yohanan ben Zakkai narrative is given first: "Rabban Yohanan 

ben Zakkai received [the Torah] from Hillel and Shammai... He had five disciples, and 

these are they: Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus [etc.]..." The narrative then progresses 

steadily. First ben Zakkai "would list [or, enumerate] their good qualities," inevitably 
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judging them all and favouring the first listed disciple, Eliezer ben Hyrcanus ("a plastered 

well, which does not lose a drop of water"). Following the "listing" of their "good 

qualities," another rabbinic master enters the scene, Abba Saul, favouring (but "in his 

[ben Zakkai's] name"; IDtPD), instead, the final disciple, Rabbi Eleazar ben Arakh ("a 

surging spring"). 

Ben Zakkai then proposes a problem for his disciples, "Go and see which is the 

straight path to which someone should stick." Again, after each disciple is given his due 

attention, Eleazar ben Arakh is again preferred, this time for responding "Goodwill." A 

second, opposite, problem is then introduced by ben Zakkai, "Go out and see which is the 

bad road, which someone should avoid." For the second consecutive time, ben Arakh's 

opinion ("ill will") is preferred. The first and second problem, then, are related in two 

basic ways; firstly, they examine opposite ends of the same issue, and, secondly, Eleazar 

ben Arakh is judged to be the superior disciple. Finally, immediately following this 

judgment, the disciples "each said three things."400 

Avot, in its largest narrative, and the section in the document which contains the 

greatest concentration as well as interaction between Avot's two core listing rhetorics, 

depicts the school environment in an idealized way. This idealized depiction is pertinent 

to our present examination because it is progressive. Here, Avot models in small scale 

three stages of an ideal academic dialogue within life as a disciple, as Avot wants its 

intended audience to understand that life. A disciple is first judged by a rabbinic master to 

be suitably ethically oriented; a disciple then involves himself in more general questions 

of ethics (that is, behaviour); and, finally, the disciple is himself allowed to practice 
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tripartite, list-like speech (which, as I have argued, was heretofore modeled by Avot's 

rhetoric to be usually tripartite). 

The narrative is simple and should not be overanalyzed to the point of doing 

violence to the text. However, we can note the basic underlying assumption of the 

narrative, that life as a disciple at the very least requires the acquisition of different types 

of academic skills and qualities, that those skills and qualities are evaluated by rabbinic 

masters, and that those skills and qualities are introduced in a gradual manner through 

tests. Within their most complex narrative section, Avot's authors want to portray to their 

audience a (brief and idealized) version of life as a rabbinic disciple that follows, in 

broad, the typical stages of philosophical training current to the Greco-Roman world. 

This section of Avot seems to aid in confirming the above hypothesis that Avot's 

rhetorical structure mirrors a school-like social transition process, since such a process is 

the one singled out and portrayed by the document's own authorship as ideal. 

I put forth that Avot 1:1-2:14 can be understood as a Hebrew logos protreptikos, 

as it attempts to persuade the reader to adhere to a school of thought and a way of life 

particular to the closed world of the rabbis. Mark D. Jordan's study of the ancient 

protreptic401 not only provides a description of the genre that seems in many significant 

ways comparable to Avot, but it is also a masterfully critical literary inquiry. As Jordan 

notes, "[t]here has been a debate among contemporary readers whether philosophic 

protreptic is a [sic] properly spoken of as a genre at all402... The structure of a protreptic 

genre cannot be discerned by finding a rhetorician-founder who set down explicit rules 

for it."403 Moreover, the word "protreptic" was "... not originally a technical term in 

philosophical writing... Terms such asprotrope orprotreptikon do appear regularly in 
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the [rhetorical] manuals, but only with their ordinary sense of persuasion."404 There are 

also few structural or formal similarities between various self-professed protreptics: 

Protreptics to philosophy are written by very different authors in each of the 
major schools ... [A]n inductive survey of materials will yield no clear sense of 
the rhetorical character of the protreptics406... the variety of forms and the 
variation within apparently similar forms suggest that there is in the writing of 
protreptics little binding by generic antecedents407... This might be due to weak 
institutional continuities [between different schools]... but it is also due to the 
persistent conflicts among schools about the ends of philosophic teaching408... 
[PJrotreptic cannot be a genre in the ordinary poetic sense, that is, as dictating a 
certain combination of form, diction, and subject-matter."409 

Therefore, noting that, ".. .the structural characteristics [of protreptics] may vary with the 

end in view,"410 Jordan considers the goal, rather than the genre, of the protreptic to be its 

defining factor: 

... no rhetorical analysis could work by comparing rhetorical devices from 
different philosophical protreptics without considering the end in each... 
Practically, this means that analysis must process not so much by abstract 
schemata as by the reading of the whole texts in terms of their differing ends."411 

Although he notes that there are, therefore, some, ".. .difficulties of definition,"412 Jordan 

defines protreptics as "just those works that aim to bring about the firm choice of a lived 

way to wisdom—however different the form of those works and their notions of wisdom 

might be."413 

Jordan observes that "...there are many works that persuade to philosophy under 

some other title than 'protreptic,'..." many of which "...clearly serve as introductory 

persuasions to philosophy."414 Protreptics were also ".. .by no means confined to 

philosophy," they were also used to promote and encourage the mastery of the arts such 

as music or rhetoric, in athletic events, or preceding battle.415 Philosophers ".. .must 

compete not only against other philosophers, but [also] against the claims of rhetoric, 
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medicine, and the other arts."416 Therefore, "...every [ancient] school must be concerned 

with protreptic—since every school continues to exist just by virtue of such choices 

having been made."417 Within the realm of ancient philosophies, "...the need for some 

protreptic was almost universally felt in the ancient schools."418 Moreover, "... there is 

ample evidence that the practice of offering persuasions to study much preceded Plato, 

since it seems to have been the common practice of the teachers of rhetorical wisdom 

contemporary with Socrates—and perhaps even of their teachers."419 Philosophical 

protreptics occurred in many types, such as orations, letters, hymns, biographies; and 

(perhaps most notably when compared with Avot) dialogues, anthologies, aphorisms, and 

"anecdotes of classroom teaching." 420 

Thus, when considering Greek or Roman schools, there is a "bewildering array of 

protreptic examples..." because, 

Each school sees a 'recurring situation' calling for discourse, but the schools 
disagree fiercely on the norms governing that situation. They disagree on the 
exigencies. The schools also disagree, therefore, on the character of the audience 
and the appropriate motives, hence on the appropriate structures and motives, not 
to speak of the archetypal images.421 

Some protreptics cited by Jordan, are those by Aristippus of Cyrene (whose Protreptic 

was the first work to bear this title), Monimus of Syracuse, Theophrastus, Demetrius of 

Phaleron, Ariston of Chios, Persaeus of Citium, Cleanthes, Chrysipus, Posidonius, and 

the famous Latin example, Hortensius by Cicero.422 Jordan himself analyzes "... four 

obvious and influential protreptics..."423: Plato's Euthedemus, Aristotle's Protreptikos, 

Seneca's 901h letter, and the Protreptikos of Iambilchus. Although "[t]hese protreptics do 

not agree on the hearer's condition or how to approach it... they do agree in wanting the 
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hearer's whole self for an ongoing pedagogy."424 Every school's protreptic has at its core 

the goal of "...the winning of a student for philosophy."425 

The situation that called for the creation of a protreptic was that of "radical 

choice"4 : "... each author confronts a hearer whose choice is the target of many other 

persuasions. The unity of philosophic protreptic—would seem to lie in this 'exigence,' in 

the hearer's moment of choice before ways-of-life."427 Therefore, the situation of "radical 

choice" might also be the one for which Avot was created, as it complicates wisdom 

literature in ways that enable to reader to more smoothly transition into rabbinic thought 

and its attendant way of life: "The circumstances of the [neophyte's] original choice 

remain, intensified or refined, as the steady background of the entire teaching."428 It is 

important to note that".. .the protreptic does not seek so much to arouse a desire as to 

connect an admitted desire with its object..."429 The particular social function of the 

rhetoric of protreptics, ".. .is to produce a choice, an action—the passionate pursuit of a 

wisdom now thought to be obtainable.. ."43° The argument's 

.. .hinge is desire... [and therefore] the argument relies... on showing that access 
to the desired objects is provided only by a master-good, by wisdom. Indeed the 
whole argument, from beginning to end, plays upon the given question, how to 
get what one wants."431 

Avot 1:1-2:14 seems to represent a rabbinic logos protreptikos, while the 

remainder of the document continually adds to and plays with listing rhetorics, 

complicating them in order to begin to teach them more practically to the neophyte 

reader. In a protreptic, "[t]he student must be won at different levels..."432, all of which 

Avot's authorship, too, seems to have been aware of: 
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1. "... for the love of wisdom generally..." 

2. ".. .for the choice of a particular school. 

3. "... for foil commitment to the rigors of an advanced discipline." 

Finally, Jordan suggests two types of protreptic based on rhetorical exigency: "...exoteric 

protreptic by which members would be won in the marketplace, so to speak, and then an 

esoteric protreptic by which members of the school would advance in learning."433 While 

this aspect of the model is still only conjectural, we can with some caution observe that 

Avot seems at least to be an esoteric protreptic, or, it transitions between being first an 

exoteric and then an esoteric protreptic. Avot 1:1-2:8 seems to represent something closer 

to an exoteric protreptic, while the Yohanan Ben Zakkai dialogue, which is reminiscent 

of Socratic philosophical texts,434 could represent the next step, an idealized portrait of 

discipleship, Avot's esoteric protreptic. The text's apologetic force is strongest at the 

beginning of the text, and the idea of rabbinic reception of Torah from Moses has a 

history, if not any prominence, in the Mishnah as an already well-established concept 

within the inner-guild world of the rabbis. Therefore a minimalist interpretation would at 

least view Avot 1:1-2:14 in its entirety as a possible esoteric protreptic. For it is 

especially in combination with Avot's latter sections (2:8-5:23)—which begin to 

introduce further or more complex models for rabbinic language—that this first section 

could be viewed as an esoteric protreptic. (If one were inclined to a source critical 

approach with Avot, it might be possible to understand Avot 1:1-2:14 [or some part of it] 

as originally an exoteric protreptic, and therefore originally, perhaps, a separate text.) 

But perhaps by extension the entire document could even be seen as a protreptic, 

too, since ".. .the protreptic never seems to end. The choice to be made is not a choice 
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that can be made once and for all. The philosophic end seems to be indefinitely 

postponed. Hence there is a constant confusion between protreptic and the corpus it is 

meant to introduce."435 When considered as a whole document, then, Avot represents the 

perfect tool within the cultural context of the Greco-Roman world for the recruitment and 

then the training of neophytes as rabbinic disciples in schools. 

III.7. Conclusions 

Rituals, or ritualized social actions or language, were understood to be necessary 

in the Greco-Roman world in order to ensure the legitimacy of an individual's presence 

within a group. This is especially true in groups that considered themselves to have 

special access, in some way, to the divine. Collegia performed public acts of piety that 

only members of the collegia as collegia members could perform. Meanwhile, 

philosophical schools educated their respective circles of disciples based on the principle 

that the knowledge they taught was indeed the privileged knowledge of the order of the 

cosmos. 

Collegia did not tend to demand exclusive membership, while philosophical 

schools often did. Collegia, though they were internal worlds of their own, consisting of 

their own laws and social structures, were "after-hours" clubs. The members were still 

defined by the outside group from which they came. So a member of a professional guild 

of silversmiths would be called a guild member in situations where he functioned as one, 

but would be considered simply a silversmith while doing his job. A philosophical 

disciple, on the other hand, devoted him or herself totally to the new group and 

completely identified him or herself as a member of the group. So while both shared 
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similar social characteristics (small groups, face-to-face interaction, religious functions, 

etc.) as well as a focus on joining new members to the group, the collegium was the type 

of group which did not usually demand total transformation. 

The Mishnah is relatively silent about recruitment, probably because at the time 

of its composition this simply was not a concern. But as this group continued beyond its 

first generations, group boundaries as well as reliable means of integration of new 

members needed to be defined. This was done in order to perpetually regenerate a way of 

life and worldview that was increasingly revolving itself around Mishnah and an 

idealized oral culture, in which memorization skills were paramount. At the time of 

Mishnah's composition, the rabbis were likely a guild of masters and disciples, but the 

text did not emphasize this theme overall, it was merely the assumed background. 

Mishnah, for whatever reasons, barely touches on the popular literary form of 

wisdom. Yet by perhaps a generation or two later, members within that guild, while still 

revering the Mishnah, chose to author their own wisdom text, employing a genre 

common to the formation of scribal experts. In Avot, the master-disciple relationship is 

brought to the forefront. It is study and discipleship that is the central topic emphasized 

by Avot, both explicitly though its content, and implicitly through its rhetorical strategies 

(which emphasize mnemonics, memorization, repetition, listing, etc.). Therefore Avot's 

authors intended Avot to fit better within the context of a philosophical school than 

within a collegium. 

Hence, while Mishnah implied a guild context, Avot portrays the rabbis as 

existing within a school context, and the use of wisdom literature and other techniques 

common to Greco-Roman literature was a chief strategy. There is no evidence that 
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rabbinism at this time was or was not in actuality a traditional wisdom school instead of a 

guild of governmental bureaucrats. But since Avot deliberately leads itself into 

something like Mishnaic rhetoric, this likely signifies that training in Mishnah, not 

expertise in wisdom, was still the central means of becoming a rabbinic master at the 

time. Avot attempts to convince new recruits of the legitimacy of rabbinism by making it 

seem at first like a standard school of Jewish wisdom, though not centered around 

Solomon but around Moses instead—and therefore around revelation instead of 

empiricism. Put another way, Avot served as a way to "wean" the neophyte off of more 

typical and familiar wisdom techniques, and into the more exclusive study of mishnaic 

rhetoric and rabbinic expertise. Therefore, Avot can be understood as a "handbook," not 

only because of its ethical admonitions or scholastic themes, but also because its very 

structure makes Avot an ideal tool for a rabbinic recruit entering into a rabbinic master's 

school. 

As we have seen, wisdom texts in their original contexts tended to be associated 

with schools, as they aided in inculcating both scribal expertise as well as the topic of 

scribal works, generally called "wisdom." Avot begins (1:1-2:7) with rudimentary 

wisdom language placed in the mouths of mishnaic sages. Moreover, since the "chain of 

tradition" in which those sages participate is the foundational structure of that section, we 

see that Avot begins as an attempt to make rabbinic speech look like, for the most part, 

typical wisdom language, of the kind that could have been found in many Jewish or 

philosophical groups of the period. 

Although its exact character is not known, there existed the institution of the 

scribal school within the rabbinic movement for new recruits to join, as Avot seems to 
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evince. As a social phenomenon, it is not the master-disciple school itself that is a novelty 

here. Rather, the novelty of Avot from a social perspective is that it is the first extant text 

from the early rabbinic period to a) fit so absolutely within the particular institution of the 

rabbinic school, and b) betray an apparent desire by some within the rabbinic movement 

to recruit new disciples. 

I reiterate that this does not mean that rabbinic Judaism was no longer organized 

as a guild. Rather, Avot implies that, in addition to organization as a guild, the 

educational institution—and based on the master-disciple model—was rising in 

prominence. Avot is the result of its authors' aim to both recruit new members and to 

train them within the institution of the rabbinic school. Hence, if the Mishnah was 

authored to train rabbis out of disciples within the institution of the guild, then Avot 

seems to have been created to train disciples out of neophytes within the institution of the 

school. 

Following Avot's "protreptic" section in 1:1-2:14, however, the apologetic nature 

of Avot wanes. But interestingly, the loose narrative that both overlaps and follows the 

apologetic focus of Avot 1-2 is striking in its resemblance to the stages of initiation that 

tended to follow the successful use of a protreptic on a new recruit. As Mason notes, a 

recruit's life as a new disciple "often" began with "livfing] with their master as they 

studied with him."437 At this stage the disciple is fully immersed in the world of the 

school. The first step would be to learn "a few general ideas about the history of 

philosophy... from entirely unoriginal text-books" Second, "came a course, still fairly 

general, on the school's own doctrine."438 This was only a general orientation of the 

rudimentary precepts of the school to the commonly known philosophies in the general 
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culture.43 Avot's initially more concentrated topical focus on Torah and life as a disciple 

could be seen to reflect this stage. As could the Yohanan ben Zakkai narrative, which 

could be seen to serve, as a "play within a play," as this "fairly general" course on the 

guild's "own doctrine," and introducing the reader to a simulation of life as a disciple. 

Third, "It was only after this that the school's real teaching began," says 

Marrou. This stage comprised of "studying the school's own classics" and the 

teacher's personal and "unbiassed" [sic] version of the school's philosophy: his 

interpretation.441 It seems to me that the increased focus upon scriptural citations as proof 

texts in chapter three, immediately following the ben Zakkai narrative, serves as an 

introduction to the study of "the school's own classics" filtered through the interpretation 

of rabbinic masters. 

Fourth, Marrou stresses the personal nature of the master-disciple relationship at 

this point because of the result: that the disciple became personally and psychologically 

attached to the master, both his person and the way of life which he both taught and 

embodied.442 Following the heavy use of scriptural proof texts in chapter three, we are 

presented with a list of sayings attributed to (seemingly) random rabbinic sages. As 

argued above, it is the increased complexity of these statements that are allowed to take 

to the fore here. One could argue that, with "the basics" now behind them, the audience is 

at this point allowed to concentrate further on how to do what had heretofore been 

legitimated. The assumption is that apologetics or legitimation of authority are, at this 

point, less significant. Therefore the text engages the reader in more complicated types of 

wisdom, whose complexity comes closer to that of mishnaic Listenwissenschaft. 
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Finally, in chapter five, the complex counting and listing that dominates the 

chapter, almost completely removed from any rabbinic attribution, shifts the listing into 

the voice of the author/narrator. Removing these more complex lists from any narrative 

framework (even one as relatively flimsy as Avot's "chain of tradition") allows the reader 

to understand these sections almost as "do-it-yourself exercises. These "exercises," as 

argued above, come closer to rudimentary forms of typically mishnaic rhetoric—the 

mastery of which marked a member of the guild as a rabbinic master—than the content or 

forms found within Avot's earlier chapters. Avot ends by implicitly inviting the reader to 

participate in oral list-making. Hence, at least within the imagined world of the text, the 

reader comes closer to becoming a full status-holding rabbinic master of 

Listenwissenschaft, "who was duly appointed by his predecessor."443 

Avot is, therefore, an ideal training manual for new recruits, because in the 

imagined world created by the narrative of Avot, there is a transition that mirrors the type 

of social transition a neophyte would have undertaken in order to become a member of a 

closed school, social movement or institution at the time. Avot is structured in a 

progressive manner, which presents to the reader an idealized progression from an 

outsider to an insider within the guild, beginning with a logosprotreptikos, and ending in 

exercises in more complex, Listenwissenschaft-Wke language. 

It is not possible to measure the time frame over which a disciple would utilize 

Avot in his training. But regardless, Avot seems to be an attempt to make mishnaic 

rhetoric appear as though it follows varying kinds of wisdom conventions, which thereby 

makes the early rabbinic guild look like a wisdom or philosophical school. Using wisdom 

conventions in the way that it does serves to legitimate and teach Mishnah to a particular 
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kind of audience, the same as the chain of transmission attempts to accomplish. As Avot 

moves away from simpler wisdom sayings, to longer or more complex ones, or from 

implied number lists to explicit ones, and when understood in relation to the mishnaic 

context whence Avot derived, the function of the document becomes apparent. Avot does 

not progress randomly from random types of wisdom conventions to others; rather it 

generally progresses from more familiar and basic forms of wisdom rhetoric, into forms 

that are more easily comparable to simple versions of the language found in the Mishnah. 

The effect of this progression is to make mishnaic rhetoric appear, by the end of 

Avot, like exemplary wisdom literature, and vice-versa; the two are amalgamated for the 

reader of Avot. In basic terms, Avot begins as a relatively simply constructed 

"advertisement" (or, "apology") for the rabbinic movement, but it ends (again, after a 

gradual transition), as "exercises" in the way that rabbis were expected to learn and 

practice Mishnah in their training as a disciple. Avot begins by looking like a wisdom 

text couched in a chronological list of masters expounding their "wisdom," while slowly 

moving away from that form and into the more unique and abstruse language of rabbinic 

sages. Therefore, Avot is oriented towards the function of a) recruiting new initiates (or, 

"neophytes") and, then, b) beginning to train them as disciples of rabbinic masters. 

None of this is to say that the authors of Avot invented the idea or processes of 

disciple-training within the guild; as we have seen, the Mishnah in the earlier third 

century CE had already portrayed a master-disciple relationship as the ideal internal 

power structure. And while the Mishnah's homogenized and rabbinized portrayals of 

masters and disciples of the past may not give us much historical information about the 

individuals, groups, or events being described in the narratives, they do tell us something 
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about the authors of the text. The Mishnah may not be very useful as a repository of 

accurate historiographical narratives, but it is a repository of the ideal reality that its 

authors wished to create: an ideal Jewish Temple state, officiated by rabbinic sages, who 

were not portrayed as government functionaries, but instead as a model of leadership 

based on mastery of "Torah," attained through discipleship. But Mishnah simply assumed 

and depicted this as the general background of its discursive content, the text did not 

focus on it assumedly because its social conditions that engendered its creation in the 

early third century CE did not necessitate a strong focus on the theme of discipleship. 

Avot brings the idea of discipleship to the forefront, not only in the variety of 

school-related topics it discusses, but by structuring Avot in such a way that it becomes 

an ideal aid in the preparation of disciples. Avot may not represent the first evidence from 

the early rabbinic movement of the types of form (such as the use of lists) or content 

(such as a focus on Torah or law) found within the document. But Avot, in the mid- to 

late-third century CE, does represent the first extant rabbinic document that seems tailor-

made for recruiting and training neophytes to become disciples. 

Since the Greco-Roman world was group-centered, strong group boundaries were 

typically defined and enforced whenever necessary or appropriate. Liminal transition 

periods between statuses were therefore very important to groups like the guild of 

rabbinic sages. Figure 6 below illustrates a map of the social hierarchy of the early 

rabbinic movement, as implicitly promoted by the authorship of Avot: 
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The Social Boundaries of the Early Rabbinic Guild 
(As implied by Avot; marked by increasingly hierarchical social statuses, 
attained through the mastery of texts.) 

l . G o d 

2. Torah 

3. Rabbi 
4. Mishnah 

5. Rabbinic disciple 
6. Avot 
Scribal neophyte 

Figure 6 

Pictured as a series of concentric circles, the map of the rabbinic social structure, as 

implied by Avot, consists of a series of increasingly authoritative statuses (according to 

the rabbinic viewpoint), the achievement of each attained through mastery of a text or 

body of texts. Firstly, God (the most frequently mentioned topic in Avot [see IH.l 

above]) is at the center of the world envisioned by Avot, as he is at the center of all social 

maps understood by the many Jewish groups in antiquity. "Torah," God's revelation to 

humanity, provides access to God, by Jewish understanding. Since one cannot, of course, 

become God, mastery of "Torah" becomes the ultimate goal, and is seen as the only 

direct way to encounter Him. Secondly, according to Avot, rabbis "transmit" Torah 

through masters and disciples starting at Sinai, thereby implying that rabbis are the sole 

and legitimate trustees to God's wisdom, and that their own wisdom is likewise divinely 
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inspired. Hence access to Torah requires, thirdly, attaining the rank of rabbinic master, 

according to both Avot and Mishnah; this is accomplished by mastery of, fourthly, 

mishnaic expertise. Fifthly, mishnaic expertise is attained through what was conceivably 

a long process of discipleship under a master. Sixthly, Avot, in its time, added to the 

social map at this point, now implying that to enter into the rabbinic movement a newly 

recruited neophyte must also be trained, or prepared, for life as a disciple. In the latter 

part of the third century CE, to become a disciple who could participate within the 

rabbinic guild, one first had to be recruited, and then initiated and trained within Avot's 

school. From the point of view of the neophyte for whom Avot was intended, then, a 

Jewish scribe would be recruited as a particularly rabbinic disciple, and Avot would aid 

in his transition from the liminal status of neophyte, to an initiated insider of the group in 

the form of a disciple-in-training. 

The rabbis were beginning with Avot to present themselves (at least in the extant 

evidence) to a wider public as the only truly legitimate guild of Jewish scribes. Scribes 

were trained in school contexts whether they were rabbinic scribes or not, so it does not 

seem unexpected that a school was instituted by the guild of rabbis in their early period. 

This particular school—as many philosophical schools of the time did—presented itself 

as an historically and ethically legitimate, and hermetic, worldview and way of life. Fifty 

to 100 years after the Mishnah was created, therefore, Avot was doing what philosophical 

groups of the Second Sophistic were doing to recruit members to their own schools. By 

inserting themselves into the farthest reaches of Jewish history, and associating their 

guild with revelation itself, Avot's rabbinic authors attempted to expand beyond their role 
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as a guild of scribes under the patronage of the Patriarch, from a small class of 

bureaucrats, to a significant institution of learning and leadership in northern Palestine. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The idea that Avot was intended as a training manual is not a new one. Scholars 

and lay readers have often felt that Avot was created to make rabbis, or at least better 

Jews, out of its readers. But all of this has been merely impressionistic; Avot feels like 

some kind of instruction manual. But not even Neusner has, in my view, demonstrated 

given the nature of the text why it should be that Avot was intended for use in training or 

instruction. Neusner seems to jump from "observation A" (noting Avot's aphoristic and 

apologetic rhetoric) to "conclusion C" (that Avot was therefore meant as a training 

manual) without "hypothesis B"—in other words, without actually connecting his 

analysis to his concluding social interpretation of it. Put simply, filling in this gap has 

been the basic project of the preceding monograph. The remainder of this final chapter 

will summarize that project, and I will conclude with some remarks about the relevance 

of Avot, and of the critical study of it and other early rabbinic literature. 

IV.l. Summary 

I have attempted to understand Avot, based on observing the fact of its rhetoric, 

what its purpose was, and in what context it was meant to execute that purpose. But this 

project first depended on a re-analysis of Avot's rhetoric, or, rather, on a re-focus on one 

aspect of its rhetoric that had heretofore gone unexplored: the repetitive, progressive 

structure of its language of listing and counting. Avot begins by appearing like a list of 

"rabbis" who speak aphoristically, beginning with Moses and continuing through the 

sages of the early rabbinic period. As the text progresses, its focus on these rabbis 

dissipates and the list-like and numbered quality of the aphorisms come to dominate the 
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text. I attempted to demonstrate that, besides whatever other rhetorical features Avot may 

have, it is held together by a rhetoric that seemingly intentionally plays with the use of 

lists and litanies, using two main rhetorical structures and slowly shifting from the 

dominance of the one to that of the other, from beginning to middle to end. 

With this observation in place, the question became, Why and whence this 

trajectory of listing language? In other words, notwithstanding whatever units, pericopes, 

sources, or mishnayot may have been used by the authors of Avot, why did they choose 

this structure in which to present this material? What strategic use and social purpose did 

this structure serve? In what context would it have been, or hoped to have been, 

persuasive? This was the central question of the entire project, and its answering required 

the implementation of literary-analytical, historical-comparative, and social-scientific 

methods. 

Firstly, Avot's structure had to be demonstrated, yielding the observation that 

Avot progresses from the dominance of its "Rabbi says" formula at the beginning, to the 

dominance of its listing and numbering exercises by the end. Avot then had to be 

understood in relation to its antecedent document, in fact the first extant document of the 

rabbinic guild, the Mishnah. This comparison yielded a basic observation, and not a novel 

one in broad, which is that Avot and Mishnah seem to be more dissimilar than similar. 

However, the more crucial observation was that, at least it in its form, much of Avot— 

especially its latter sections—could be compared to Mishnah more easily, constituting an 

almost primitive (even though later) version of mishnaic rhetoric. Therefore, the 

observation was made that as Avot is structured in order to slowly and intentionally shift 

focus from the apology of rabbinic lineage to the use of numbers and lists, it is 
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simultaneously shifting focus from introducing the legitimacy (as Avot's authors 

understood it) of the rabbinic system to an application of a primitive version of 

Mishnah's so-called Listenwissenschaft. This was a literary observation. 

The task then became to contextualize this observation in an historical and social 

circumstance, and to understand its function within that circumstance. So the question 

then became, "Why would Avot's authors consciously employ this argument? Why 

would they intentionally and subtly shift the audience's focus from rabbinic apology to 

an in-text application of proto-mishnaic language?" 

Answering this question required a literary and social comparison of Avot with 

the wisdom literature, and ancient genre of ancient Near-Eastern literature with which it 

has much in common, perhaps more than with Mishnah. It was observed that Avot begins 

using language more familiar to audiences of wisdom literature, in other words, more 

familiar to the social world of ancient Jewish scribes. It also uses types of wisdom 

literature more comparable to more complicated types of wisdom-based rhetoric, which 

also happened to prove more amenable to inculcating primitive459 modes of rabbinic 

thinking into the disciple. Further, Avot's shift in focus also, and therefore, represents a 

shift from language appropriate to the more general (though still closed) world of Jewish 

scribal guilds, to the language appropriate to the more narrow and (at the time) novel 

context of the guild of particularly rabbinic scribes. Therefore, we moved here from a 

literary observation to a social one: that as Avot intends to progress from the apology and 

simple aphorism to aphorism and simple Listenwissenschaft, it at the same time 

progresses from scribal to rabbinic social context. Put another way, the language of 

Jewish scribes subtly shifts to that of the exclusive and new rabbinic guild. 
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Since it was observed that Avot's rhetoric seems to bespeak a transition between 

social worlds, Gennep's theories and Turner's elaborations on social transition were 

applied to this case in the hope of better understanding the purpose of Avot's rhetorical 

strategy. Using this model, it was hypothesized that Avot had a quite narrow and intended 

place in the social map drawn by the rabbis of the mid- to late-third century CE. In short, 

while the guild had been using Mishnah to create rabbinic masters out of disciples since 

at least the early third century, by the middle to end of the same century they were also 

using Avot to create disciples out of outsider, Jewish scribes. The rabbis, like other 

ancient, intentional associations, used stages of transition akin to Gennep's model, using 

stages of separation, liminality, and re-aggregation. To indicate the transition between 

social statuses, the rabbis employed the marker of the mastery of particular texts. So, to 

become a rabbinic master meant to master Mishnah's language; and, as I argue, to 

become a disciple required a mastering of Avot's language. Or, stated another way, a 

scribe could read and (it was hoped) be convinced by Avot's apology for legitimacy, and 

would then, as the text progressed, be exposed to a primitive application of the peculiar 

mishnaic language to which he would become more familiar once accepted by the group 

as a disciple. 

The rabbis were increasingly seeing themselves as an authoritative and 

autonomous social and political institution, and as time went by they required the 

numbers to perpetuate themselves—they required disciples. Increased membership would 

further demonstrate the rabbis' prestige as the local guild of scribes par excellence, and 

such authority would aid in the rabbis attaining a greater measure of control or influence 

over the practice of Hebrew scribalism in northern Palestine. 
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Avot implicitly denigrates the idea of authority through natural heredity—both 

through their portrayal of the (ultimate) irrelevance of Patriarchal lineage, as well as their 

positive portrayal of their own "spiritual" pedigree—favouring instead the handing down 

of both Scripture-based awofMishnah-based instruction and ethos (what would later be 

called the "written" and "oral" Torah) to philosophical disciples. This closed guild 

needed to open itself up in order both to survive over time, and to expand their ranks in 

numbers that would correspond to their increasingly sharper vision of themselves as the 

true heirs of Moses' law, and therefore as the most legitimate form of Jewish leadership. 

The formation of a rabbinic "school," in which Avot and the expertise it inculcates were 

taught, aided the rabbis in bolstering their social status and political influence. In sum, the 

rabbis wanted to survive, expand, and lead; and their vision of themselves in relation to 

the world in which they existed required them to recruit and train new disciples. Avot 

was the tool they created in order to fulfill this drive. 

IV.2. Concluding Remarks 

Because Avot was a wisdom text produced by a movement which, generally, 

shunned wisdom rhetoric, it might be tempting to surmise that perhaps Avot was 

composed eccentrically within the rabbinic guild (or even from without!), and therefore 

that its perspective was in some way deviant, heretical, or at the very least less accepted 

from the perspective of the rabbinic guild. While, of course, this is possible, it is not 

plausible or likely. It seems that Avot was created by some within the movement with a 

considerable degree of influence because the document was almost immediately 

promulgated by the movement, soon included as part of the Mishnah, and regarded as 
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both an ethical treatise as well as the ultimate evidence of the legitimacy of Oral Torah. 

For example, Avot de Rabbi Nathan (ARN), while difficult to date (Neusner dates the 

document roughly to c. 500 CE), and existing in two known versions, is still an ancient 

example of the reception of Avot. ARN takes the basic structure of the list of names of 

rabbis, and expands upon it by giving those sages biographical narratives (or even 

hagiographies), increasing Avot's size roughly eightfold.460 Sifra, an early midrashic 

exegesis on Leviticus, quotes Avot (Sifra 1:6), although "the descent of Oral Torah from 

Sinai to the Rabbis... is ignored."461 Finally, the Jerusalem Talmud (or Yerushalmi, the 

Talmud of the Land of Israel; c. 400 CE) quotes Avot 1:1 in passing (J. Sanhredrin 10:1), 

and elsewhere regards Avot as both a part of the Mishnah's order Nezikin (where it can 

still be found today), and as an ethical work of a high order (J. Baba Kama 30a462). 

Avot seems to not have been an eccentric part of the rabbinic movement, as it was 

fairly quickly regarded as a core document by several early rabbinic authors. Moreover, 

the context of a school implies training for group membership; if such a school were 

considered "heretical" by mishnaic-minded rabbis, then Avot and its ideas would have 

been ignored by the rabbis like so many other texts, and would not have infiltrated the 

subsequent rabbinic traditions so significantly. But Avot reflects and enhances a theory of 

transmission of rabbinic teachings from Moses that was already present, but 

inconspicuous, in Mishnah. Avot represents the first evidence not of the invention but of 

the rise in prominence of the institution of the (particularly rabbinic) school—centralized 

due to the implied need for new disciples, and therefore for the recruitment- and training-

based text that is Avot. 
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Many scholars might at this point object, noting the mishnaic tradition that 

Yohanan ben Zakkai himself instituted a system of rabbinic academies (yeshivot) 

headquartered at Yavneh following the destruction of the Second Temple, and over a 

century before the creation of the Mishnah. But by this reckoning, Pharisees or any other 

historical body of Jewish leaders favoured by the rabbis might also have instituted 

"rabbinic" schools, since there is very little discontinuity between the depictions of any of 

them in the Mishnah (and in Avot). But beyond Talmudic tradition, the Yavneh narrative 

holds no historical weight, as it remains uncorroborated. Rather, in tracing the 

chronology and functions of the early rabbinic texts, we observe in Avot (created in order 

to recruit and train new members of the movement) an early consolidation of the rabbinic 

institution of the school—this is historical information. 

Fragmentary reconstructions of the nascent rabbinic movement have generally 

been relatively "atomistic," that is, they focus on a particular document or set of 

documents in isolation, sometimes at the expense of wider knowledge of the early 

rabbinic movement. Schwartz has recently critiqued what he views as an increasing 

tendency towards pseudo-Neusnerian tunnel vision. He argues that we are losing our 

focus on the origins of the rabbis and their movement in favour of learning as much as 

possible about each individual rabbinic document.463 Yet I aimed above to demonstrate 

that we can glean something of the larger picture when this and other such hypotheses 

and evidences are viewed together. In this case, learning about Avot's particular literary 

makeup and social origins can tell us something in comparison to similarly focused 

studies by other scholars of early rabbinic documents, such as Mishnah, Tosefta, or ARN. 
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As noted above, Lightstone hypothesizes that the Mishnah in the early third 

century (c. 200 CE) was created as a tool to train new rabbis out of disciples within the 

newly forming "guild" of "rabbis" by inculcating in them the expertise of the Patriarch's 

administrative functionaries. Meanwhile, Tosefta (meaning "addition"), likely written 

towards the end of the third century CE, uses the Mishnah itself as the basis for its own 

content and style. Avot, created in the mid- to late-third century CE, serves as an 

historical "missing link" in investigating the nascent rabbinism of the third century. As 

Mack observes, myths are created in times of social formation. Avot, too, was created at 

a time when the rabbis were redefining their own identities. The power and authority that 

we now frequently take for granted as having always been a part of rabbinic Judaism 

actually grew out of what I have argued is a traceable socio-cultural circumstance. 

Even for a minimalist, a lack of evidence other than early rabbinic documents 

need not be understood as a lack of evidence for early rabbinic Judaism. Far from it, the 

rabbinic documents can be used as historical evidence when they are understood as 

cultural products. These documents are valuable artifacts that, first and foremost, record 

instances of communication within cultures very different from our own, cultures whose 

contexts must therefore be rigorously reconstructed, however fragmentary the results may 

be. Employing a method such as socio-rhetorical interpretation provides a social-

scientific model for understanding a text like Avot as such an artifact. The choice to use 

this type of model does not derive from wanton academic zeal; rather, to analyze a 

document's rhetoric by scientific means is to provide a data set that is reproducible by 

others. This is why the present work should not be regarded as an Avot commentary, 

despite its topic, since a commentary is a genre of its own with its own rhetorical rules 
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and conventions that, moreover, usually do not make allowances for the understanding of 

Avot as such an artifact. In the above study, I submitted to the need to simply interpret 

the evidence at hand with minimal reliance upon ethnocentric or anachronistic views of 

Avot, of early rabbinic culture, or of ancient Judaism. I therefore made every effort to 

understand the culture behind Avot's creation in the ancient context, to avoid eisegesis, 

and to delineate personal opinions about Avot or the early rabbis as immaterial. 

All the same, I would like to conclude with a few brief remarks about what I 

perceive to be the value of the preceding monograph, at the core of which were two 

principal aspirations. The first was to demonstrate the usefulness of a socio-rhetorical 

method as a way to historically approach early rabbinic documents, with Avot as a 

startlingly under-examined example. Scientific methods are simply devices, tools that 

allow us to process our data, to interpret the documents as human products. The value of 

a scientific approach lies not in its institutional affiliations, but rather in its usefulness in 

interpreting evidence of human cultures that the passage of time has allowed us to forget. 

And, secondly, in writing this monograph I aspired to understand the culture and 

history behind the creation of Avot as a way to celebrate it as part of our own culture. 

The coldness of the above discussion derives solely from the nature of the type of 

analysis, and from the expected rhetorical conventions of doctoral dissertations. Avot's 

beauty lies in its language, in its imagery, and in the way that it still inspires deeds of 

loving kindness in Jews and non-Jews alike. Avot may be useful to scholars and 

historians as a relic to decipher, but we must also respect that Avot is still very much a 

living text. We can appreciate Avot as the inspiring work of sacred literature that it is, 

and we can at the same time recognize this document as a rare and valuable artifact of a 
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culture long forgotten by history; a work worthy of both our reverence and admiration, as 

well as our critical scrutiny. 
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NOTES 

As will be illustrated below (III.4), the consensus that Avot was not originally meant as 

part of the Mishnah, and is only included in later manuscripts, seems to be warranted. 

2 Although the document has been known by many (related and similar) titles throughout 

the centuries ("Pirkei Avot," "Chapters of the Fathers," "Ethics of the Fathers," etc.), I 

will refer to it as "Avot" simply for the sake of convenience. R. Travers Herford 

discusses the history of the titles of the tractate (Pirke Aboth. The Ethics of the Talmud: 

Sayings of the Fathers [New York, NY: Schocken Books, 1962 (1925)] 3-5). 

3 I will be using the term "group" in the sociological sense of "[a] number of individuals, 

defined by formal or informal criteria of membership, who share a feeling of unity or are 

bound together in relatively stable patterns of interaction" (Gordon Marshall, A 

Dictionary of Sociology, 2nd ed. [New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1998] 266). 

4 Halakhah is usually translated to mean "rabbinic law," but more literally means "the 

way," or "the path." 

5 There is, however, a current within scholarship that looks to compare too closely early 

Christian works and early rabbinic works. However, this is often a case of eisegesis, since 

each of these bodies of literature, at least in their early periods, is nearly silent on the 

subject of the other group. 

6 Jack N. Lightstone, Mishnah and the Social Formation of the Early Rabbinic Guild: A 

Socio-Rhetorical Approach, Studies in Christianity and Judaism. Vol. 11 (Waterloo, ON: 

The Canadian Corporation for Studies in Religion [Corporation canadienne des sciences 

religieuses] by Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2002) 192. 
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"'Patriarch' seems to have been the Greek title given to the nasi not by the Romans but 

by the Jews..." (Martin Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the 

Third Century," The Galilee in Late Antiquity, ed. Lee I. Levine [New York (Cambridge, 

MA): Jewish Theological Seminary of America (Distributed by Harvard University 

Press), 1992] 123). 

Lee I. Levine, "The Patriarchate and the Ancient Synagogue," Jews, Christians, and 

Polytheists in the Ancient Synagogue: Cultural Interaction During the Greco-Roman 

Period, ed. Steven Fine (London, GB; New York, NY: Routledge, 1999) 87. 

9 Levine, "The Patriarchate and the Ancient Synagogue" 89. 

10 Levine, "The Patriarchate and the Ancient Synagogue" 97. The Theodosian Code (438 

CE) contains—or purports to contain—earlier Roman legal codes, including some which 

mention the Patriarchate, but only beginning in the fourth century. 

11 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 128. 

12 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 128. 

13 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 129. See 

also David M. Goodblatt, The Monarchic Principle: Studies in Jewish Self-Government 

in Antiquity (Tubingen, DE: J.C.B. Mohr [P. Siebeck], 1994) 141. Seth Schwartz notes, 

however, that there remains no extant material evidence for the reputed wealth of the 

patriarchs (Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society, 200B.C.E. To 640 CE, Jews, 

Christians, and Muslims from the Ancient to the Modern World [Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 2001] 120). 

14 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 131. 

15 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 134. 
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Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 132. 

17 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 130. 

18 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 136. 

19 Goodblatt, Monarchic Principle 146. 

20 Goodman, "The Roman State and the Jewish Patriarch in the Third Century" 135. 

21 Aharon Oppenheimer, "Roman Rule and the Cities of the Galilee in Talmudic 

Literature," The Galilee in Late Antiquity, ed. Lee I. Levine (New York, NY [Cambridge, 

MA]: Jewish Theological Seminary of America [Distributed by Harvard University 

Press], 1992) 125. 

22 Goodblatt, Monarchic Principle 146. 

23 Howard Clark Kee and Lynn H. Cohick, eds., Evolution of the Synagogue: Problems 

and Progress (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1999) 23. 

24 Erwin Ramsdell Goodenough and Jacob Neusner, Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman 

Period (EoWmgen Series, Abridged ed., Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988). 

The Mishnah calls this general Jewish population the amme ha'aretz (peoples of the 

land), and shows a general "disdain" for them (Shaye J.D. Cohen, "The Place of the 

Rabbi in Jewish Society of the Second Century," The Galilee in Late Antiquity, ed. Lee I. 

Levine [New York, NY (Cambridge, MA): Jewish Theological Seminary of America 

(Distributed by Harvard University Press), 1992] 173). Moreover, as Lightstone points 

out, the presence of variations of the title Rabbi Crby, brby, ryby, and bryby") in 

synagogue inscriptions reveals simply that this was an honourific title current in Greco-

Roman Jewish society, one that the rabbinic sages also used for themselves within the 

text of the Mishnah. (Lightstone, Mishnahl95-6). 
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Schwartz, 120. 

26 Jack N. Lightstone, "The Rabbis' Bible: The Canon of the Hebrew Bible and the Early 

Rabbinic Guild," The Canon Debate, pre-publication copy, eds. Lee Martin McDonald 

and James A. Sanders (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 2002) 325-73. 

Joseph Telushkin, Jewish Literacy: The Most Important Things to Know About the 

Jewish Religion, Its People, and Its History, 1st ed. (New York, NY: W. Morrow, 1991) 

129, 130. 

Alan F. Segal, Rebecca's Children: Judaism and Christianity in the Roman World 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986) 117. 

29 Segal 117. 

30 Jacob Neusner and Bruce Chilton, In Quest of the Historical Pharisees (Waco,TX: 

Baylor University Press, 2007); Lightstone, Mishnah 186. 

31 Lightstone, Mishnah 71-4. 

32 Lightstone, Mishnah 194. 

33 Dan Urman, "Jewish Inscriptions from the Village of Dabbura in the Golan," Ancient 

Synagogues Revealed, ed. Lee I. Levine (Jerusalem, IL: Academic Press and the Israel 

Exploration Society, 1981) 155; "The Talmudic Age," Golan Archaeological Museum, 

21 May, 2008 <http://museum.golan.org.il/etalmud.htm>. Moreover, the appearance of 

the term "rabbi" in funerary or synagogue inscriptions is not necessarily an indicator of 

the presence of the rabbinic guild. The term rabbi literally means "my master" and was 

an honourific title commonly used in the Greco-Roman world, not unlike the modern 

"sir" or "my lord." See Lightstone, Mishnah 193-5. 

34 Lightstone, Mishnah 192. 
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Donald Harmon Akenson notes that "the borders of the Rabbinic literature of the 

classical era... have never been precisely defined" {Surpassing Wonder: The Invention of 

the Bible and the Talmuds [Montreal, QC: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1998] 607). 

Akenson 612, emphases added; while there may be no such direct evidence, the 

argument below depends on demonstrating that there is legitimate, indirect, that is, non-

discursive, evidence for Avot's origins within the document's own rhetoric. 

Marc Zvi Brettler, The Creation of History in Ancient Israel (London, GB; New York, 

NY: Routledge, 1995) 2. Brettler cites from Moshe David Herr, "The Conception of 

History among the Sages," Proceedings of the Sixth World Congress of Jewish Studies, 

vol. 3 (Jerusalem, JJL: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1977) 129-42. 

38 And even if they did, they would not have been modern historiographers using modern 

methods or ideas. Moreover, even history writers of the ancient period had less interest in 

recording events "accurately" as they did in promoting particular agenda through their 

deliberately crafted historiographies. 

39 "The Epistle of Rav Sherira Gaon ['Excellency']," 988 CE. The rabbinic Judaism in 

which Sherira Gaon participated in the early Middle Ages—centered around the, by then, 

longstanding Babylonian academies (yeshivoi)—was of a much different and more 

heavily institutionalized kind than the nascent rabbinic Judaism of the second and third 

centuries. See Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud 14,266-7. 

40 William Scott Green, "Reading the Writing of Rabbinism: Toward an Interpretation of 

Rabbinic Literature," Journal of the American Academy of Religion 51 (1983). 

41 Jack N. Lightstone, The Rhetoric of the Babylonian Talmud: Its Social Meaning and 

Context (Waterloo, ON: The Canadian Corporation for Studies in Religion [Corporation 
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(emphasis added). 

42 Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud 7. 

43 Robert Goldenberg, "B.M. Lewin and the Saboraic Element," The Formation of the 

Babylonian Talmud: Studies in the Achievements of Late Nineteenth and Twentieth 

Century Historical Literary-Critical Research, edited by Jacob Neusner (Eugene, OR 

[Leiden, NL]: Wipf and Stock Publishers [E.J. Brill], 2003 [1970]) 51. 

44 Lightstone, Mishnah 9 (emphasis in original). 

45 Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud 12-3. 

46 Akenson 610-1; Lightstone, Mishnah 14-6; Gabriele Boccaccini, Roots of Rabbinic 

Judaism: An Intellectual History, from Ezekiel to Daniel (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 

Eerdmans Pub., 2002) 27; Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society, 200 B.C.E. To 

640 C.E. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001) 8-9. 

47 See especially Jacob Neusner, Introduction to Rabbinic Literature (The Anchor Bible 

Reference Library, 1st ed, New York, NY: Doubleday, 1994). 

48 Lightstone, Babylonian TalmudXI994), Mishnah (2002). 

49 Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud A. 

50 Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud 4. 

51 Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud 7. 

52 Lightstone, Babylonian Talmud 1.1 suppose it is possible that these texts could be 

understood if filtered through other types of empirically tested theory other than social-

scientific. But at the moment I am hard pressed to think of another field of study more 

appropriate to explaining how an object (and a text is an object) worked in the context of 
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the humans who created, accepted, used, and promulgated it. It seems to me that in any 

conceptual basis other than a social-scientific one would remove the text even further 

from its original context, thereby reducing its worth as an historical source. 

53 Neusner defines Listenwissenschaft as "natural history: classification of things in 

accord with their intrinsic taxonomic traits, and (concomitantly) the hierarchization of the 

classes of things, that is, species of the same genus" (Introduction to Rabbinic Literature 

101). 

54 This is Neusner's term, too (Introduction to Rabbinic Literature 571), but other 

scholars have interpreted Avot as having a similar purpose. However, as I will argue 

below, I do not think that any analyses have thus far yielded a sufficient explanation as to 

why or how Avot functioned as a handbook or training manual. It will be my contention 

that only through a thorough rhetorical analysis that takes into account Avot as a whole 

and intentionally formed document can this hypothesis be demonstrated fairly. 
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Avot. 

333 Tropper, 58; referring to Gottlieb 160-2. 

335 Lawrence M. Wills, "Scribal Methods in Matthew and Mishnah Abot" The Catholic 

Biblical Quarterly 63.2 (2001): 241-57. 

336 Wills 257. 

337 Wills 252. 

338 Wills 253. 

339 Wills 252. 

340 Wills 254. 

341 Wills 255. 

342 Wills 256 (emphases in original). 

347 Tropper 147 

366 Steve Mason, "Philosophiai: Graeco-Roman, Judean and Christian," Voluntary 

Associations in the Graeco-Roman World, eds. John S. Kloppenborg and Steven G. 

Wilson (London, GB [New York, NY]: Routledge, 1996) 31-58, 31-2, 38. 

367 Cf. Kloppenborg 223. 

368 Cf. H.I. Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity, trans. George Lamb, Wisconsin 

Studies in Classics (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1982 [1956]) 206; 
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Mark D. Jordan, "Ancient Philosophic Protreptic and the Problem of Persuasive Genres," 

Rhetorica 4.4 (1986) 333; Snyder 9-10. 

369 Mason 33. 

Marrou 206. Although Snyder notes that certain philosophical groups, such as the 

Epicureans, were more "gender-balanced" and that".. .it may be that part of the audience 

for such literature consisted of women, who were routinely denied the benefits of 

education offered to men" (Snyder 219). 

371 Mason 38. 

372 Snyder 8. 

373 Helen Rhee, Early Christian Literature: Christ and Culture in the Second and Third 

Centuries (London, GB [New York, NY]: Routledge, 2005) 24. 

374 M. Gilbert, "Wisdom Literature," Jewish Writings of the Second Temple Period: 

Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Qumran, Sectarian Writings, Philo, Josephus, ed. Michael 

E. Stone, Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum Ad Novum Testamentum, Section 2: Literature 

of the Jewish People in the Period of the Second Temple and the Talmud (Assen, NL 

[Philadelphia, PA]: Van Gorcum [Fortress Press], 1984) 307. 

375 Rhee 24. 

377 Mason 40; cf. Marrou 206-7. 

378 Mason 40. 

379 Dennis C. Duling, "Recruitment to the Jesus Movement in Social-Scientific 

Perspective," Social Scientific Models for Interpreting the Bible: Essays by the Context 

Group in Honor of Bruce J. Malina, eds. Bruce J. Malina, John J. Pilch and the Context 
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Group, Biblical Interpretation Series, v. 53 (Leiden, NL; Boston, MA: Brill, 2001) 149, 

153. 

387 Rhee 24. 

388 Mason 39. 

389 Marrou 208. 

390 Marrou 208. 

391 Marrou 208. 

392 Marrou 208. 

393 Marrou 208. 

394 Marrou 209. 

395 Marrou 209. 

396 Marrou here is discussing the first of three types of philosophical school that he has 

isolated, the "actual 'schools'...organized as confraternities" (207). The second type was 

the school established by "isolated teachers working on their account," but not 

necessarily continuing the teachings of a previous philosopher. The third were 

"wandering philosophers," whose specialty was public lectures and diatribes. These other 

two types, according to his schema, though they too warrant fair examination, are not of 

concern to us presently. Indeed, given the harsh dismissal Marrou gives them ("I only 

mention this third class as a reminder," he says, "for obviously these tub-thumpers can 

hardly be looked upon as professors of higher learning." [207]), they deserve more 

attention than they can be given here. 

397 Cf. Wilkinsl2. 

398 Akenson 330 
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To be clear, 1 am not using this narrative as a proof of the existence or organization of 

Yohanan ben Zakkai's academy, as Lerner does (see 1.2 above). Rather, I see this 

narrative only as reflective of a reality that, through narrative and rhetoric, Avot's authors 

wished to portray to its audience as ideal and (hopefully) legitimate. 

4 Translation by Neusner, Introduction 581 

401 Mark D. Jordan, "Ancient Philosophic Protreptic and the Problem of Persuasive 

Genres," Rhetorica 4.4 (1986): 309-33. 

402 Jordan 327. 

403 Jordan 316. 

404Jordan314,312. 

405 Jordan 328. 

406 Jordan 314. 

407 Jordan 328-9. 

408 Jordan 329. 

409 Jordan 328. 

410 Jordan 328. 

411 Jordan 318. 

4,2 Jordan 313. 

4,3 Jordan 330. 

414 Jordan 313. 

415 Jordan 312. 

416 Jordan 330. 

417 Jordan 330. 
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418 Jordan 309. 

419 Jordan 315-6. 

420 Jordan 328. 

421 Jordan 331. 

422 Jordan 310-1. 

423 Jordan 319. 

424 Jordan 332-3. 

425 Jordan 309. 

426 Jordan 333. 

427 Jordan 330. 

428 Jordan 332. 

429 Jordan 320. 

430 Jordan 320. 

431 Jordan 320. 

432 Jordan 309. 

433 Jordan 330 (emphases added). 

434 Cf. Jordan 319-20. 

435 Jordan 332 (emphasis added). 

437 Mason 39. 

438 Marrou 208. 

439 Marrou 208. 

440 Marrou 208. 

441 Marrou 208. 
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*" Marrou 209. 

443 Marrou 207. 

459 "p r jm j t}v e" d o e s n o t apply to Avot's dating, rather it is a literary observation. 

460 Interestingly, there seems to me a scholarly consensus that the absence of the 

Gamalielan patriarchs in the version of Avot's genealogy in ARN indicates that ARN is 

earlier than Avot, rather than a later extrapolation of it. Yet, based on my analysis above I 

must argue against this position. The argument is that "since [ARN] adheres to the 

structure of the chain of transmission but omits the dynastic lineage of the House of 

Gamaliel, scholars have correctly deduced that [ARN] was based on an early version of 

Avot which preceded the interpolation of the house of Gamaliel" (Tropper 19). Firstly, 

this argument depends on the aforementioned focus on Avot's sources rather than on 

Avot itself, positing a chronology of source interpolation into Avot. But my analysis 

above suggests that, regardless of the provenance of its sources, ARN is dependent on 

Avot for the basic frame of its structure as well as the core of its content. If ARN is based 

upon Avot, then its editors chose to omit what by that time had indeed become part of 

Avot. This represents, therefore, an editorial choice in ARN. 

461 Akenson 350. 

462 "R. Judah said, he that would become pious should fulfill the words of'Nezikin.' 

Raba said, 'The words of Avot.'" 

463 Schwartz 9. 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix represents the spreadsheet referred to above (II. 1), in which Avot's rhetoric is 

"scored" according to the different types of techniques that it favours, most notably listing techniques (in 

columns A-G). See H.2 above for the methodology used to arrange Avot according to this grid. 
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I H G F E 
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Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say Sage's name 
(subject) 

W r j 'D< ?3 
.mMnn pa 

.•Vnte> N?S 

.rwjran K?K 

(n r r u n -\axiv 

:03nj«>3 1BDB> 

rraf "pi Mire* 
.man i? mat? 

ni«sn tern ?3 
iTCIJff 

.o-mn 
nwD3 TO *tm 

.iTTBSrKB fl?p 
jnr nn« ftw 

%• p3ts> jno 
.mxo 

•men aerie vm 
.rrav tas rreto 

may -am 
.moan -un 

T ? sa nn» w 
.map 

.yap imin my 
OyDTDK 

.roin nwjn 
?apo im 

•jrw ens 13D3 

.3T 15 my 
.pson JD p?noni 

nain 9»i 
:nno« i!?y? 

3113 

tmnn K?I 
.npyn Kin 

nmsi ?si 
,Dn3T 

ftrttw jai 1:16 

naiK rrn 

ua nmtr 1:17 

ja ryot? p i 1:18 

nDKn ?yi 
.ofityn ?pi 

2:01 

?3nDm 

n?jm? na jn 
•TDD 

jiwi nttn py 
.ripen? 

Tt5>J» ?31 
:rari3J 1BD3 

%0?DJ T3l| 2:02 

file://-/axiv
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting <S 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
( IDS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

rnin iiD?n nsr1 

.px -pi DJJ 
DITJP njwB' 

-lip nrovo 
rnin ?3i 

.roK?a ney psw 
n?Q3 nsiD 
.JIJJ nnui 
cr?opn ?3i 
.lax.i op 

.DTI!? OS"> 
cnux nisw 

njnDO 
rnoiy onpixi 

.iy? 
.DT1K1 

ist? DS'?? nJjm 
i?N3 •>»« rnin 

.rrana prm m 
1? rripo ? w 

p«9 K?N DTK? 
.pary 

ramtu rwu 
•insii njwa 
i9 p o i y j w 

:lprn njns>3 ens? 

-.man N? HOP 

ran n»y 
.•pixi3 

W ) W 1 3 
.131X13 l i o n 

"POT ?B3 
.131X1 '3BD 
?B2i(S> 1 3 

DHTW J1X1 
."131X1 'JBD 

JB tSTlfln ?K 
.113X/1 

noxjn jts«n ?m 
.iniD DT> iy 
n» rm *« 

jronv rp -p^n 
.»ipo? 

1311B»n ?N1 
JTOW? 1»flK 'SIS' 

.jm»n? IBIDB* 

i o » n ?NI 
JT31PK i l l W J ? 

.son KV i n rs 
psn an «?i 

.TW1 

.ID? ltS"3i1 R?l 

.1D?D JIBpl » " 
I131DI1 93 N?l 

.D'ana minoa 

?!? 133 

sewn rmrp <3i 

2:03 

2:04 

Vri 

2:05 

IWW DPD31 
.OWN 
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Scriptural 
Quotation 

Other Content Items in Explicit 
(not dependent List 
on A+BorF) 

Explicit 
Counting & 

Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say" 
(-!»») 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

ran Nint|K 
nns n?u9u 
'js ?j) nasty 

.n? 

.T,1BBN 

iwa rmo 
.nan nana 

.WDM rmo 
.nan rmo 
.DIM nana 

.cpstM nana 
.mnBte> nana 

.net nana 
.map rmo 

.?u nana 
.min nana 
.am nana 

..nat!" nana 
.roan nana 
.raj; nana 

.won nana 
.nprit nana 
.affv nana 
.aia D» rup 
.rasp? nap 

.mm nai ff rap 
Ofryn TI I? n:ip 

ma?DS 
.nann nrnn 

pnnn?K 
•T8XV? nam 

.rraru "p? 'a 
er>T8?n rwan 

•ffvn 

.jn i?si 
ja I?5>^N 'an 

.Dupmn 
p jwirp 'am 

-fPMTT 

.jnan 'or 'am 
ja pitts? 'am 

ja -i!p?s 'am 

'sai ?a prrp jan 
?ap 

.•watpei ??na 

;a pm' pn? 
.•wat 
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i H 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name Torah 
(object) Transmission 

say" 
(IDS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

rata rvn Nirr 
.tret? 

p n?y>?8 ' n 
.Dup-nn 

.rrwn p ywim 

.jron tiv 'm 

.TtUTM J3 JiyCB' 

.T>3> p -itjffs 
••ail 

nsan ?3 a t 

•troxo 
p ty?w 

E|33 Dljpilrt 

.rrra 

.D?t2 n» ynsc 

.1B»B 
VDn 53 1TP t»t 

t|33 » f W 
tnwe 

p •Njr>?K m i 

p -ny?K '3-n 
JTM> E|33 -pP 

:n?i2 ntt jmsn 

.El? 
itni INS 

rrw -pn vwtt 
.own ri3 p3w 

D1? 
ns >3s rutn 

P -ITĴ N '131 
J33n31D T'V 

113 "113 
.HBO 13KD UtiB> 

.im?r> •nxm 

.n3jnon nro 

.n3in TV 

.3TB 1311 

.318 PB> 

.I9an nN mmn 

.31B3? 

mn 

?MK» N3K 

2.09 

nnw 

nois 

->ty?K i 3 i 

JWliT O l 

W '31 

yiyov >3i 

"ITJffK '31 

1D1K 

-ics 
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H D 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List Sage's name Torah 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & (object) Transmission 

onA+BorF) Listing 

———— 

6-1? 

vnrs •Nil is* 
prnrvt? njn "rn 

.own H B B 

•njnrv 

"say" Sage's name 
(IDS) (subject) 

->Ty?N '31 

JWliT ' 3 1 

1DM3W 

(t5 p?nn ) 

s?i jnsn ni? 
pin pni-i .D?B" 

.jrrai 

,jn -on 

.jn p» 

.D?wn irsi m?n 
JD m?n iriN 

.mNi-i 

oipen JD m?3 
.Kin - jm 

nois 

-IDIN 

w ' 3 i 

JlpDB1 '3-1 

-|?JJ?X '3"M 

.on? 
ns 'w ram 

p ->IJJ?K n a i 

. ammo T>V 
mn ?33» 

:D3n31 

. jna? 
->DK 

2:10 

.E'13T |-ffi>5» 

-\ry*te '31 

Ton i n s VP 
•1?»3 T?p 3'31 

nu 'nn %n 
.Dip? 

irftt DT 3W1 
•lori'D 'js? 

7J33 Donna im 
. o w n ?t? p i« 

jn?nn vm im 
.nan »9i? 

Tn3T8>ss> 
.?jr.W JUIM 

jnx'pjn 
.3ipy nx'pv 

w n ? ;nB"n?i 

atmm ?3i 
:B>N '?m3 

JflW '31 2:11 

IDTR 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torab 
Transmission 

say 
(IDS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

•)nn TV 
.ynn nyi 

.nman nnre>i 

2:12 

.•p rwrv raw 

•pan poo TP 
.•pvi T?1> a'an 

TDxy ipnm 
.mm iio?? 

TB>5»?31 

:D1DB' DP? TiT 

P5»t? m 2:13 

n«np2 Tm in 
.n?anai vats' 

.??sno nntno 
in?sn «s>j;n ?» 

.j>ap 
own K?N 

••JB? Duunni 
.mn i r a mpon 

(3 ?KV> "lOWIS" 

OTTO pan '3 

CPBK TIN Kin 

era ion am 
.njnn ?JJ 

ytsn Tin ?»i 
: p l ) ; 'M3 

-|tp?K '3"J 2:14 

ira?? TIPB> i n 

.rnin 
s'B'ns' no jni 

jjrnp'ss? 
nnx ns 'JB? pn 

.?oj; 
?V3 sin josn 

ZffWV TT13K?D 

:in?iy3 13B? T? 
psio ' 3 i 2:15 

nsKTon v?v s? 
.TKU? 

p-iin p nn» K?I 
.rUDO 9B3? 

rnin mo? OK 

-I;B> i? craiu 
.rain 

?j)3 sin JDNJI 
D9B"B' TruN?o 
.in?VB "»» -[? 

P3» jno .jni 

nxp orn 
.nana n2K7Qm 
.ff?sp o ĵnam 

.nsin -DBTO 

•.prm ivan ?jni 
2:16 
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H 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List 

on A+B or F) 

Explicit 
Counting & 

Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say" 
(IBS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

:tm? my? 

?N??>TD p S'SpP 

ntS>?tS>3 ?3n&1 
nns psi on3i 
.may'T? S3 

.nt(3 I'ND 
.•pin nns ;K?I 

nns TO IJS?I 
p jn? Tny 

.pat?m 
.DK3 J'KD 

.nnnD netsD 
.•pin nnN ;K?I 
.ntn isy Dipo? 

.nyjim 
nns 'o 'is? 
p jn? r n y 

•pa 'is? .jtwrn 

:Kin ii"i3 »npn 

JJD wan on 
CMS™ 

IDI« 
9?sno vrn 

?» noi?»3 
.JTD?D 

.ns-na H?D7SW 
njn ns t r s 

.iy?a D"n 
p tfjjn '3 i 

tron 

TNI r3K>l,tf DW 

.iTlin n3T JTW3 
3»io nt nn 

.D'Jt? 

.(» D^nn) 
S? ffy? 3»1B31 

.31!" 

W 11373 IN 
injn ?« w •" 
yDtsm •" atppi 

1SD 3n31 
•*n*> visff pat 

p3B>W C'SI? ?3K 
n 3 7 OTTO'S B"l 

.rnin 

ruo» 
JST'J'3 iTTW 

ins I9,EKB> pro 
pDiyi 3 t sw 

.rrnna 
sin i n : pnpnw 

.13IS> 1? y31p 

.O'lSf N?S '? f S 

.« .ID'S) IDSJiy 
'3 rxtl 113 3J5" 

•.•p?p ? M 
jiyDB1 Oil 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
( IDS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

TI3!D 1?3N 15N3 
.OTID 

.(rw rryv) 
rvurflw 73 »3 

.Dipn ^ 3 

153N ffl?3 
nipo ?ir ttn?re>D 

.sin f r c 

.(»o ^ptn1) 
fit <?K "I3T1 

•IB? "lie's jn?its>n 
:'n 

3-"nno nt i n 
:1B>B33 

rfty Japan ?3 
.rnin ?ij> 

ni3?o ?iy TJDD 

«ao piisn ?3i 
.mm ?ty 

?ij> r?j; pjmj 
• p i J i y i n « ? D 

:ps 

rmif root? 
.Drop 

nDRjif 
.(3E p?nn) 

mj?3 aw on?s 

.<Q D1DJ» "lOSOB' 

.iTTD' 

x?i ins in?w 
n3T r?y rins 

.mm 

nB>?B> ? 3 S 
;n5lB> ?J7 193KB' 

.mm n3T 

•wrsn 
3:04 

n?'?3 -iijnn 
•yna -?n»-n 

TCP 
13? rueonj 

.rtfoa? 

njpn p 
3.05 

p sne?n VJI 
^ a it"K « D I I 

ron 

3:06 

rsssw rrwy 
.miro rpoiyi 

1?'SK p 0 1 

.rwon 

.iTE7?E? l^BN P^Dl 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say" 
(ION) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

.os ci?nr» 
CVffR 2-)p2 

.ESIEK^ 

"JTjn ?S tJTW 71 
J»W1 7i atppr 

.'Ul 

.O DIOB') lBKJt? 
->t?« nipon ?33 

! » n s TBttt 

:Tf\3131 

.i?»B i? in 
.flty t?»i nntw 

•ma p i 
nai> iais » « 

(83 « B W I 
?an TOO '3 

•1? ana TPDI 

•pia t?non 
ptjsDi ram 

inarao 
rwj no inwi 

n*u nai m p * 
.m "M 

ainsn v?j> n?y» 
3'TinO ISO 

:it?s:3 

->ai nawn ?3 
.VUPBB ins 

ainan i'7y >T?5» 
a'Tino flto 

.1WU3 
.(i onai) lotut? 

11DW11? p i 
?B 1WO TtfBJ 

n» IDEM rowi 
1ST l ex m a i n 

napn i?'ss 9 c 
. v w e p9j? 

(t») not? iiD?n 
133?D 1110' JB1 

.yn ' c ?3 
3Tin& i«« »n 
3W TJl WBS3 

:13?D UVCn 

XP3V ff'SK r » l 

.-n« I?'SN p o i 

"ltjffK ^ i 
»nima wi 

3:07 

jijnsw 'ai 

^snorr ,3'i 3:08 

3:09 
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H 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List 

on A+B or F) 

Explicit 
Counting & 

Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say" 
(no's) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

iNtan n t r w ?a 
.moan? nsmp 

.novno inoan 
insane ?ai 

n«T? nrnip 

moan ;>K 

l'B>5>0» 7a 
.inoanD pann 
.no'pr.D moan 

inoarw ?ai 
.vtyyoo nana 

inaan j'N 
:r»vnD 

ninan rrrw ?a 
.UDVI nnu 

nrra cipon nn 
.UOTI 

nn rws> ?ai 
nnu ronan 

.rawi 
mpon nn ;•« 

.UBTI nrru 

:0?ij>n ; D 

(ft? ifi ?J) £]K 

min ira 

:»on c?ip? p?n 

swi? ?p in 
.minten? rrui 

?a n« ?apo im 

. m r w ?» r\x? 
. tn r« ?B> n 
.nn?'n nrrw 

••na nans»i 
15J? StWlTBja 

n» ?9non 
.nnsnpn 

nK ma&m 
.nnjron 

nan ' » pa?Dm 
.DVna 

?» wna isorn 
U'2» &T13K 
.BiTem r?y 

K5B> D>JB rffmm 
.na?na mina 

3:10 

now rrn 

«on 'ai 
wain ;a 

Tnion "irp?» 'an 3:11 

7spn»i 'ai 

xa'pj; 'ani 

3:12 

3:13 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission (-IDS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

.»KT rr.?pi ptw 
.mry? j'?>na 

.miDO 

.mm? TO 

rw-fi j'D 
.D'-m 

.niK'nil? J'D 

.neon? TO 
rnpvrar 

mil ran 
.DSta maw 

njnu iTin' nan 
.D»3 KT3J» 1? 

TDRJIP 
.(a nn?si3) 

CHS D?X3 ^ 

.DTpD? 
njrru mrp rcn 

lKTpJB> DT? 
.DlpD? EW3 

TONS? 

.(•p DT3T> 
71? DT1« D'M 

.D3VI?K 

.9MTIP'> jean 
'?3 Dn? pu» 

.mon 
rrw> n;n 

iru» D.I5 njnu 
men '?3 BT? 

. (7 '?B>D) TDKJK> 

'nnj aie np? o 

:mrj>n 
.IBS ?3.T 

.ravM rwirn 
-tnj EJiyn aitai 

an's? ?arn 

srt 3:14 

.jmjn pru ?an 
9j! .TDIIB mixai 

.trnn ?3 
.rrnns main 
JFpa 'jimra 
.mns DpjQ-n 
.nsnw Tm 

rwnn ?DI 
.m?'n »u' raJJ 
DmnD D'sium 

.w 933 ™ 
msn JD nnsn 

KJtsn inyro 
.injrm 

sin 

3:15 

3:16 

TOW >TiT 
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I H G F E 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

onA+BorF) Listing 

Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
(IDS) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

ine3n» 93 
. m y a e rents 
.nan sin no? 

VBxyv19*89 
W W l f>2T1D 

.pojro 
riK3 nnm 

vr\prpi 
.TJS ?v insBim 

<r rrov) i a s w 
"ijnjw ITITI 

TOT 89i rui ju 
pts»i ana s u 1 '3 

13103 trnrt 
8?i mno p 8 

.3BTI 
TOVOt? 93 938 
.masna p m a 
.nan mn na9 

l'B^JB' J9W? 
TO-in p a y * 

.pane 
93 19,S8»S> 

09iy3B> nirrnn 
13 ni2!S>Ul ni83 

ini8 prto ps 
.IDlpDD 

.(ws>) n a s w 
9inB> yys rwi 

93T1 9yi D'B ?J? 

891 FBnB> rffB" 
.DTI 8U1 '3 TOT 

.pyn in9y mm 
89 nTDt2 rOMt 

WP 891 . * T 
:ns i w y a 

no 9y an9 «"i 
.OlODW 

.nas n p m 
jpina 93m 

:miJJD9 

.min ps Q8 

.fTO T17 T« 
• P S TIT p8 D8 

.min p8 
.no3nps D8 

.TOT pS 

.TOT p8 D8 

. m m ps 

.nra j'8 as 

.njn ps 

.nyi j * D8 
.W3 p8 

. n a p p s n s 
.rnin ps 

.rnin ps B8 
.nopps 

my9s v n 
m t y p 

3:17 

-iijr?8 ^nl 3:18 
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I H G F E 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
C»«) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

.iTW TtnBl HP 
.ni3?n 'flu jn jn 

nisipn 

:noan? nsna-ia 

.Dan inrw 

-D-K ?3D tuffn 
TDSW 

.wp c9nn> 
'TO?D ?30 

.*> nmt Tnny 

.<tB *?B>n> 1B8J» 

5B>01 TQJD 

10KJ» 
.(nap o^nn) 

aim TWH ?3**n 

•1? 

.nx1 ns swan 

.ip?rn nDB>n 

.mn D?IJ,>3 

•T? 31B1 

.xan D5rp? 

-i3«a inrw 

.nmsn 

.(a » %«ee>> 
iaa« naao 'a 

rffp'' -1131 

rf?p TOO? VT 

.mionas 
.rrnyn JD mm 

rmu TOOT 
.mxe 

rmu rroyi 
.may 

.nwo -am> 
.mxo 

.rmy nswi 
:m:p 

?3? t3 w i 5 H 

.Bft« 
jr?3D Tin ?K1 

- ia i w 
xvm taw 1? r*w 

fIJW 1? 

4:01 

t»5> ?3 4:02 

4:03 

1D1K iTH 
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I H G F E D C B A 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List Sage's name Torah "say" Sage's name 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & (object) Transmission f>ON) (subject) 

on A+B or F) Listing 
:DlpDl? 

DCI? •o-J 4:04 

1TI TOD TOD 
.nrt ?•«> 

.non BTUH nipro> 
prrp "Oi 
Kpna p 

1D1N 

ae ??nan ?D 
.-inna trot? 
uoo n n s i 

•tnsi w ins 
:Dts>n Wna TTO 

m ?NJ»B" on 

-IDIK 

7y rnin itiffn 
.ID?? n » 

TI'3 JVBDD 
.TB?7l 710?? 

nso 9j? tofflti 
.nwjff 

710?? 

-HOW? TB7?) 

pnx »3i 
iais 

may o»yn ?« 
.Di3 ?7jnn? 

71HT? DTTIp N?l 
.nrt3 

V 
rrn 

??n 
1D1K 

j u r a »ent!>sni 
.c;?n 

.mo? »n 
' -mo rorun ?3 

.mm 
to vrt ?ou 

•itflffTI 

JIN 7330>T ?3 
.rninn 

?y 73130 1SU 

n» ??non ?ai 
.minn 

?JJ ??ino isu 

U3 Tsjmur 'ST 
TOW 

jo icsy T»inn 

nav uao pits 
.sw nyiatpi ?ui 
. re ro» n? DOT 

DX yen B » 
:rm 

4:05 

4:06 

4:07 
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H E D 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List Sage's name Torah "say" Sage's name 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & (object) Transmission (ION) (subject) 

on A+B or F) Listing 

.TTP p W . ?K 
rvn> p rtro 

. i n s N%t 
i?ap noun ?sti 

.Tijn 
x?i ra»n nw 

:nns 

n» cypsn ?a 
.'jijm rrnnn 

.nt?yo ncp? IB» 
Jttt 7B3Dn ?31 
.ntyyo rrnnn 

^JiyB n?B37 IBID 

.poya ayno in 
.rnina pmyi 

'jsa nn ?sw im 
.D78?3 

JD n?B3 DM 
.minn 

tr9taa n? is" 
.Ttxo ruin 

.mina nfay DNI 
nann nap i? B» 

iron rntnyn 
.nn» 

a'?pns i? mip 
.ins 

may naiym 
.nns 

nirap 1? njp 
.in» 

cwyoi nawn 
.D'ana 

'jsa Dnna 
.nuy-iifln 

.CTDIS' D»? 

.irpnT!? nee 

tcpnn? nsia rw 

TTD?n TI32 VP 
.-ps>a -p?y i^n 

p a n 11331 
.T3n siioa 

" p i KniDl 
:D1» NTK>3 

4:08 

jruv 'an 4:09 

TND 'an 4:10 

ity?N 'at 
apy ?a 

4:11 

•ffixin janr 'an 

nty?» >an 4:12 

4:13 
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Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List 

on A+B or F) 

Explicit 
Counting & 

Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say" 
DON) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

.TXs?ro Tm in 
•na?n nxmr 

.jnr rSiy 

aits DP inai 
:JiT3i ?y rfflj! 

ntpo? n?u in 
mm 

8vw insri 7m 
.Tins wan 

mop' •p s ro 
•TT3 

?«-jrwo ?KI 
:jjns>n 

s? i r r a ?•« 
tpjwin ni?vs 

jrpnxn 

:jjwn 

nnpo in 
.OIK 93 OfflM 

j m r t 331 i m 
B»NT 'iln ?K1 

non ntn BTTJHI 
\ssa wrns7 

.»an wrjjrt 
Toxy ipnn 

.•mmoa 
BttTW ^3 

:r?pTO? 

nn» njw na» 
nawna 

train DTryDi 
.run tflijn 

tfhyn m ?3n 
•ion 

r r a njra nan 
nn m p Tt? 
.»an D7IJ?3 

tffiyrt T I 7:B 
:mn 

|ij»tp 131 

.ton onna n»9w 
rrnn ins 

ruina -iroi 
.JTD?B v o i 

4:14 

W U1 4:15 

1B1K 

B>"irt ?3 NTIB '31 

"IBM 

3pjr '31 4:16 

1B1K 

4:17 

jijm» M I 
-ITJ;7N ;a 

4:18 

ns w i n * 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

I or ah 
Transmission 

say Sage's name 
(subject) 

H3 ^tfO) 
?K -ey® ?1M3 

9K »»331 rtOBTl 
•T3? ?!• 

j n i " riK-c jfi 

:1£W T?J» 

no? i?« iei?n 
JTDTT OTT 

T J ?y naina n ? 
.pin 

na? jpt Toi?m 
.nan Kin 

?y natna FT? 
.pHTO "M 

opiepn jo TOffn 
.non Kin no? 

mnp rrajy ?3TK? 
.irua r nnwn 

tropm ja iai?m 
.nan Kin no? 

P3JJJ 73W? 
rowi ni?w3 

.jpipa ?anon ?s 

.13 B"B> TO3 K?K 
K?B BHn Jpjp B" 

•IE" 
!8>in fl'SKE" }B"1 

DIXIT fix pnno 
•xltipn ja 

jnin? jrr? 
.?»two/ ynvfti 

njns>3 -pan 
.iDjia 

njwa uorun ?si 
.TOD? ?BTB inas* 

i? ?K»n Sti 
. m i njwa 
?ints>n ?KI 

njwa inun? 
:in?p?p 

jtapn Ttticm 4:19 

m a t ja y» ,?« 4:20 

-iaiK 

iTTliT -.3 -Oli ' S I 
•^aan nsa tt"K 

iflpn iT5i?K ' a i 4:21 

ntupn 
nwnm 
iiaam 

.nia? crrfrn 
.rvmn? imam 

.pi? D"nm 

/ram sin 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
(1DK) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

.Kin f ro 

.i?w 53rre> 

.jctrnn 
-p*' "proa' ?si 

DUB n'3 ?TSt?W 

•V 

noi? iio?n no 
ins -ioKD3 «?m 

nisian? To1 

jo jnsn? K?K 
p3Ka» DTrann 

31» ->2V jn? 

•HK n»3 jrnn? 
.l'B? D'BK 

rn nnnn isv 

nrp?j> stilts' tp 
?i3Dn ns n« 

T>s raw ynin? 
.ws? B>SK 

rn nnnn fyt> 

»3B> T) fHSl 
T-?J? ?3pt BTI3K 

:D?13 13B> 

.D9133 TOyi 
man nao jmn 
U'3K QTUK %> 

.s-nsn Km 
.pann Kin 

. p n Kin 
."Ty Kin 

. p ?j>3 Kin 
. p ? Tny Kim 

n?iy K? 
iTD»K?l 

WIB KTC>D K?I 

.TITO npO K?l 

iinK "fTO fW 
."ISU 

nnK n/na 9j;i 
.•flu 

.TI raw Trru ?jn 
nnK ym ?in 

.no 
nnK yra ?jn 

p ?n? rnj? 
•pa us? p3t?m 

H>3?nn '39D 
-.Kin -]n3 tf npn 

ninoKO m»)Q 
D?ijm Kn33 

traxf cffryn nK 
nnoKD rrwya 

n n n rrwy 
.ru ijn OTKD 

rue n n n rnwjj 
.a-nsKTjn 

HUTCH rniyj; 
V?J> U'3K 

Bn-i3K nMro 

5.01 

5:02 

5:03 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say" 
C1DK) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

:Di?t?n rfy 

ivy m 'ms ior 
ryuv s?i D'Djjs 

:<?ip3 

trixo3 UVYOB? 
.DM 9y rn»jn 

scan man ivy 
sin -jra cnpn 

trnxon fy 
•my\ traoa 

.D'n ?y 
as nOTM rn»j> 

ns UW3K 
Kin ina npai 

-I31Q3 

JV33 wmat?? 
.tenpon 

5:04 

5:05 

ram n^sn s? 
.BHipn tv2 rrio 

•wa i-mon s?i 
.D9TJ» smpn 
aiar iwu 8? 

.Broom rvaa 

.lB»5)n TIOJ; s?i 
91DB KXBJ K? 

nDlJ!3 
arr?n Tityai 

.DiJBrt DTT?31 
DifilSX DTOlj; 

.trim Dfiwra 
era pnn K?I 

tr?»rva a-ipyi 
.D?iyD 

DTK 10« N?l 

<? nx nan? 
r?Nts> open 

:tr9«m'3 

onai rnwj; 
na» a-ipa *naj 

.IWBBTI ra 

5:06 

.->N3n 1S1 

.pnsn 'si 
.ntppm 

.jam 
.DBOm 

.snam 
.anaom 
jxrnffm 

une-iK » i 

JWB ?w irniapi 
Dmas 9a> i?w 

.wan 
DnDlK B" 

naxa nax qtt 
:.TWJ> 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

"say 
(1DN) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

:D?IM jrrai?m 

any. jntt> 
D?U3 

.com njntsn 

5:07 

1310 'J'S D3n 

una ?m 
.po3i rreorn 

Tin? DHJ inti 
.rcn 131 

. a w ? 5ii3i m n 
;1S>D1 pj>3 9KW 

ptPNl ?J) 101N1 
in™ ?jn jnfNi 

.pins 
.yotp «?w no 9jn 
.'nyoB'«? IDIK 

.nosii ?y .mei 

pss nwyns 
5:08 

ptfyo jnspD 
JIN jnxpoi 

?» 3 p .p»yo 
.n«3 n i K 3 

D'3jn jnxpD 
XFSav ?nspei 

. i»p? «?» rioj 
noino To 3pi 

.1N3 n l l X 3 ?E>1 
ns« ?io? s»»i 
9t? ayi .rffnn 

.ns3 rr?3 
5y cfliy? S3 -.31 

n-nosn mrpD 
tt?w rnm3 

.jn ;v3? liDOJ 
jvym una ?jn 

D5iy? nto 3in 
fy\ . pn "up ?V 

?yi .pin rmj> 
m m onion 

:;13?il3 KTtP 
ns3 njn rrn 

.KTB» 

•?iy? rno ni?j 
mi3j; nniy 9y 

i ? j ?yi . m t 
?yi.nmy 

?5J: jam n e w 
.p sn ntsoam 

.rvjrois 
rpp,3B>31 

n ,y ,38? t«tlD31 
jnn TOKOI 

.ilJCl .liE> ?33te> 
^so .ivjrois 

5:09 

trpis njni to 
.ruinn i3in 
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I H G F 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B orF) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
C»8) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

n n s ' :SB 
.n'j;'3» 

.nan nx> ?33B> 
nuno ?n MBD 

-pvi -p?t? semtn 
iTO It .-pV 

vn *?E> .n^ira 
m o it Dnois 

.una 
•pun -pv ^w 
.p«n Dp .^i? 
l?»i i?» •%> 

.Ten .T?ts> 
•pin '?t? ^t? 

rrai Dips? no 
r o p « r .nrcn? 

.noena 
D1JI3? nt?p 

.n in? -tppi 
rut?; noan s y 

rroi D:J>35 nwp 
.Ten n in? 

iwpi DIJO? nu 
:jren nisi? 

-inoi jnois>? inn 
T W Kr .138? 

.nDSiTJ 
nwpi jnats>? nt?p 
noan xy .728? 

.n3»3 
mp\ yiDB1? inn 

.D3n .T38? 
-iriDi yiet?? ms>p 
:jn p?n m .738? 

8?I fn^ nsnn 
irj; .ffins urv> 
.Dnns ?»3 njn 
mm onns un1 

njn wy .;n'8? 
.1?»3 

.Dnns un i in1' 
.ron 

wv «?i jn' 8? 
:jnsn .pins 

.rwij; :rsi T,?m 

.rro n3'?n ist? 
-T?in irai ms'ijj 
.n'3 n » j » i3ts> 

.Ton .m?ij;i T?in 

nno V318 
.m«3 

5:10 

nnn JCIK 
.nijna 

5:11 

nno 5)318 
.crPB?na 

5:12 

nno j m » 
.npix <jni» 

5:13 

nna JOTS 
no? '3?ra 

.eman 

5:14 
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Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & 

on A+B or F) Listing 

Implied List Sage's name 
(object) 

Torah 
Transmission 

say 
0»«) 

Sage's name 
(subject) 

N5i -pin s? 
•.yv-> .rwrp 

.J1SD 

.?an nN 
D\33D!S> .7®ffO 

.113 tWtlB! It3 
ilK'STDE' . m t W D 

no?ipi r n n« 
.0'io<s>n n« 

.IR'XIOB> . . IBJI 

na?ipi nopn n» 
:n?iDn na 

nnn yaiR 
'SB? traPM 

xnMn 

5:15 

»vi» nans ?a 
.1313 iTl?n 

131 ?B3 
.narw rfltaa 

n'i?n w w i 
.1313 

.D?:J>? rffes nrx 
na.iN « n IPR 
.1313 iTflTin 
UBK narw it 

.iom 
rrffn nnwi 

.1313 
r n narw it 

:tmirpi 
'.•TO npffnn ?3 

.opnn? .IBID 
DB>? JWWI 

. m » 
.cpnn? nsiD pst 
npi?rm KM ir» 

. D T » Dtp? S'.TtP 
7K\ npffno it 

.tnwi 
tw? nrwi 

.OTS» 
m i p npt?riB it 

ivtiy ?ai 
ns rotan 93 

.tram 
?j? K3 N E H pR 

. IT 

n « Kianon ?ai 

. t ra in 
TT'3 pp'BDD J'R 

.nswn narfl 
nan not ne»s 

.train n» 
i?n D'3in mat 

.ia 

5:16 

5:17 

5:18 

1D«J» 
-U? D13T) 

n»y 'n npis 
DJJ 1'BBWDl 

.?RHS" 
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i H E D 

Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List Sage's name Torah "say" Sage's name 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & (object) Transmission (1BN) (subject) 

on A+B or F) Listing 

NOT! DJttT" 
n« Ntanm 

.train 
i?n train start 

.13 
1QKJ1? 

.OB N tW?D) 
Dj;rv mstan 9y 
Ntan 1!8>K B3J J3 
ns OTsnn item 

:?KW 

9» wa?no 
.IMK Bran 

.JWIil Dy?3 

ye WQIHO 
.UQK Di113« 

9» rpOTnD 
.JWIrl DJffa 

TTC3?n pa no 
iT3» nrras ?t? 

9ts> rroJn? 

.JWin DJ)?3 

.1T3K Q113S 

mn wijn r w 
tf?ij» p?rrui 

.K3i1 .<n <9tw» ic*o» 

nmnrixim 

.K?DK 
Ss> ivTB?n ?3S 

JW1.1 D)J?3 
DiTU p n ? 
1K3? H l n 

.nntp 
IOKSP 

.<rtj c?nn> 
DM?S nrtKi 

i«3? DTTW 
ertn ^ J K .nrw 

ram K? maim 

no3K '»« .DTPO' 

T3« r»i JWJJ? 
.D,DB,3t5' 

TT'S B"» 'D ?3 

onai rrnym 
.Dins 

5:19 

. J O B n> 

. r a w mm 
.i1?S» »B31 

.rtjn n» 
.nmaj rrni 
.n3m trsai 

Ken ja rmrpl 5;20 

.ima xy in 
.1BM3 ?pl 

. .13X3 p i 

1K3 113J! 
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Scriptural Other Content Items in Explicit Explicit Implied List Sage's name Torah "say" Sage's name 
Quotation (not dependent List Counting & (object) Transmission OON) (subject) 

on A+B or F) Listing 

-\ov rrn 
.WiTM? CIS tp 
J3? D'Jfl W31 

•VV 

yysffo jwn vr 
nxxw irn?K " 

mnoa TVJ> 
up?n jn: ire's 

:-|Tnir.3 
5:21 

D\3B> »on p 
.jnpo? 

.rutpc? TOJ; p 
mvy &>v p 

.nwo? 
miry won p 

.iio?n5 
rnt?;; njiot? p 

.nsin? 

.cpn? D^ifj; p 

.na? BV?v p 
.nio? crpais p 
.nip? owon p 
..-upt? aw p 

.mi?? D'y3» p 
EPIW p 

.rrrcu? 
.nw? D^wn p 
no i?N3 nso p 

JO ?B31 13JJ1 

:D?ij;n 

J3 J3 p 5:22 

.jmn «? ruei 
mo i? r*w 
.rueM rr3-.B 

m nan 

.ns Tam 

. 03 S913T 

.'mn n3i 
.03 n?31 3'Dl 

xn so p 5:23 

:KTa«KT)«DTS? 


